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Over 250 persons attended the 'Back to School Night" and open house at Murray High School and the Murray Vocational School this week. Parents and the general public were given
tours of the new Vocational School, and parents followed their children's class schedules in the Back to School Night at the High School.

(Staff Photos by David Hill)
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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, October 10, 1973

Dairy Coordinator Discusses The
Milk Program At Dairymen Meet
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10' Per Copy

Layoff At
Tappan Is
Announced

Local Organizations Formed
To Study ducbtion Changes

Senior English
Classes To Help
Survey Contest

WEATHER
Atom FORECAST

Twenty Pages
Vol. LXXXXIV No. 240

Right-Of-Way Purchases
For Four-Lane To Benton
To Begin Early Next Year

Robert W. I3asse, program farmers' net Income.
The coordinator spoke briefly
coordinator for the American
Dairy Association in Kentucky on the recent price increase on
and Tennessee, spoke at the milk, saying that it was only
annual meeting of the slight compared to how other
Dairymen. Inc., held at Ken- things have gone up gradually
Bar Inn, Gilbertsville, on In price during the years past.
Lenoard Travis, Princeton
Tuesday.
Besse stressed the im- dairy farmer, was re-elected to
portance of advertising to keep preside over the Paducah
the consumption of milk high division on the Dairymen, Inc.,
Right-of-way purchases for
The governor made the aneven with the rising prices. He board of directors for next four
the four-laning of U.S. Highway nouncement at a buffet lunStreamed that "milk is stW a years by the six voting
641 between Murray and Benton cheon held at Kentucky Dam
bargain' and that com- delegates who were elected by
should get undirway early in Village State Resort Park
municating with the public is the total membership earlier in
1974 according to an an- yesterday, The governor, who
the meeting.
important.
nouncement is Tuesday by had set up his offices in Banton
The voting delegates are
About 140 dairy farmers and
Gov. Wended sort
for the day, also announced an
their wives attended the Joseph Wilson of Fancy Farm,
interchange of the Purchase
meeting. Besse told them that a C. D. Humphrey, Elmer HixOn,
Parkway and U. S. 68 at
consumer relations program and Tommy Roberts, all of
Draffenville that would allow
SECURITY OATH—Members of the campus security force at Murray State University take the
Fulton,
E.
E.
Bearden
of
was initiated by the ADA in
northbound traffic entering the
oath according to the provisions of Kentucky law which broadens their authority as law enforcement
June and said that the com- Paducah, and James R. Flood officers. Shown (front left to right; are: Eugene Rogers, Ira
toll road from U. S. 88 to
Kemp, Joe Beard, Hollis Roberts and
munication, promotion, and of Farmington.
proceed to Calvert City without
Linde Riley, and (rear) Joseph E. Green, Orman Price, director of security, Charles Kemp stal
members
who
Advisory
board
marketing of milk and milk
charge.
Rupert Maynard. Hiden on the back row is Hardy Kelso. Calloway County Judge Robert 0. Miller
products has been designed will represent the Paducah administers the oath of office, which gives the officers power under KRS
Ford also announced at the
164.958 to pursue actual or
solely to improve the dairy division of Dairymen, Inc., suspected law violators on streets adjacent to the
luncheon that "I'll still
be
campus and to assist upon request city, county or
were elected who are Sam
governor, if the Good Lord's
state police officers in emergency situations.
(Photo
by
Wilson
Woolley)
Howard, District Five, Graves
willing, in the fall of 1975,"
County, James Tucker, District
apparently in an attempt to end
Six, Calloway County, R. M.
Approximately 150 employees speculation that he will be a
Mathis, District Eight, east of
of
the Murray Division of the candidate for the U. S. Senate in
the Tennessee River, and R. P.
Company will be laid 1974, when GOP Sen. Marlow
Tappan
Schuchart,
District
10,
the
close of their work Cook's six-year term expires.
off
at
Missouri.
A group of about 250 attended
Shifts on Friday, October 12,
Dairymen, Inc., is composed
Macon Blanken- the luncheon and Murray was
according
to
of dairy farmers in Western
ship, personnel manager of the well represented with the
"Change by Design" was the Kentucky, Western Tennessee,
following delegation: Dr.
Murray plant.
topic of a 30-minute film and Southeast Missiouri.
Two meetings in Murray and
Elected as officers of the
The State Citizens Advisory
the Constantine Curris, Circuit
said
Blankenship
presented at the Tuesday night
Calloway County held Tuesday Murray group were Rex Council recommends that reduction of employees was Judge James Lassiter, Joe
meeting of the Murray Lions
evening were two of 169 held Thompson, past president of public education be funded on a necessary as the sale of units Dick, Royal Kain, Walt ApClub.
through the school districts in the Murray Lions Club, pupil cost basis rather than a for mobile homes and other person, Chuck
Shuffett,
Presented by Lion John Belt,
the state of Kentucky by groups chairman, and Bill Adams, Jr., classroom unit and that Ken- private label units were down Calloway County Judge Robert
the fib° was made at the Ford
of civic leaders and citizens of the Murray Optimist Club, as tucky finance education at a sharply.
0. Miller, county attorney Sid
Motor Co. plant and showed and
interested in improving public vice-chairman.
level equal to the national
With the reduction of em- Easley, Z. C. Enix, Dr. Ray
explained the numerous safety
education in Kentucky.
Officers of the Calloway average effort.
ployees, Blankenship said the
measures being devised by the
The meetings were held at group elected were Mrs. M.D.
If these recommendations Murray plant will now have
automotive industry, some of
Murray High School and (Polly)
past can be carried out, Kentucky about 776 employees including
McGinnis,
their own selection and some
Calloway County High School president of the Almo School will see improved public both plant and management
handed down by the U. S.
In cooperation with the with the purpose of the com- PTA, as chairman; Gerald
including
Two assembly lines on the
Department of Safety.
Kentucky Commission on mittees being to study Myers, active in work at New education in areas
The Calloway County Council
kin- afternoon Shift will be on
education,
special
The film dealt with anti-crash Employment of the HanDrug Education announced
recommended changes in the Concord School and employed de rg a rten , vocational discontinued with the lay off of
mechanisms, rear-view and dicapped, the Senior English
at its meeting Tuesday night the
State
Foundation
program
in
viceCompany,
as
at
Tappan
education, guidance and employees on Friday.
side-view mirrors, as well as Classes of Calloway County
beginning of a "Drug Abuse
order to improve public chairman; Mrs. J.B. (Jo) counselling, and an improved
Blankenship said this was the
different types of windhsields. High School are participating in education
in Murray and Burkeen, representing teacher pupil ratio at some first major layoff of employees Bumper Sticker Campaign."
Lion James Parks reported the 25th annual "Ability Calloway County.
Calloway High and employed at grade levels, school officials in almost three years at the Any student in grades 1 through
tremendous success in the Counts" Survey Contest.
8 who desires to participate will
Organizations for both the The Ledger & Times, as
Murray Tappan Plant.
said.
annual Light. Bulb Sale, held
Within the next two weeks the city and county were formed secretary.
be asked to submit an anti-drug
Sept. 25, and Lion Tom Shirley students in these classes will be last night
to help in the
anofficers
Both
groups
of
asked for volunteers to help conducting a survey in this promotion and education of
the
with the Lions radio auction community to determine the proposed changes which will be nounced that further plans will
meetings
Oct. 22-23. All workers were policies and opportunities for studied by the Kentucky State be discussed at futurepromotion
and plans for the
urged to be atthe radio studio the handicapped.
Legislature at its 74th session in and education of the proposed
by six p.m. (Nit. M.
The students will not be trying January 1974.
changes will be made.
Lion Jerry Owen gave the to persuade or to criticize but
Fred Schultz, superintendent
The civic groups viewed a
invocation and Lion Paul will be merely trying to
of Murray City Schools, and television presentation by Alan
Marusifeld led the pledge of determine the availability of
William B. Miller, superin- Bryan, Chairman of the State
allegiance.
jobs for the handicapped. No tendent of Calloway County Citizens Advisory Council, Dr.
individual names or business Schools, presided at the Lyman Ginger, Superintendent
SEEN & HEARD COLUMN
names will be identifiable in the meetings. The Murray group of Public Instruction, Dr.
The "Seen & Heard Around collected data.
met at Murray High School and Marvin Dodson, President
Murray" column will not apOn the basis of the survey the Calloway group at Calloway KEA, Maurice
Bement,
pear for a few weeks as the data, the students participating
County High School.
Executive Secretary KSBA,and
writer, James C. Williams, is in the survey will write reports
Dr. Fred Williams, Executive
out of town.
to be submitted to the state
Secretary of KASA.
"Ability County" Survey
This telecast reviewed the
competition.
three year study of the FounIn addition to surveying the
dation Program and gave two
businesses in this area, the
major recommendations that
students would like to interview
would vitally affect public
Ledger
&
Times
city
Fair lad mild tonight. Low in handicapped people, especially
education in the State of Kensubscribers who have not
_ khe upper I. Partly cloudy those who are employed or
tucky.
received delivery of their
— and warm Thursday with slight- those who are seeking emMSU—MTSU GAME
newspaper by 5:30 p.m. are
chance of afternoon thunder- ployment.
PLAYED AT NIGHT
BE
TO
inurged
to
report
the
nonto
_willing
be
People
tiiiddletto
'showers. High In the
—
The
State-)41d*
24e_rrey
contact
very
ef
-the
to
ihauld
4rviewod
upper 8131. Miley =id With
-Tesiceaseee feetball game,
route carrier. If the
Howard V. Reed,Rehabilitation
'showers likely.
Wad ao Ibe iliernry schedule
Carrier cannot be reached,
State
Services, Murray
Chance of showers in Ken- University, Tel. 782-3371, or
call 753-1916 between 5:311 ,as an afternoon game, wilI be
EDNA VAUGHN and Pat McClure, chairman of the Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
tucky Friday through Sunday. Mrs. Betty S. Riley, Calloway
played at night.
p.m. and 6 p.m. for
service committee, presents a check for $450.00 for the Bumper Sticker Project to Calloway County
7:30
will
be
s”4"- Highs during the period mostly County High School, Tel. 753time
Game
delivery of !he newspaper.
Drug Council treasurer, Rsirletta Wrather, Willard Alla, drug council president, looks on.
In the 70s. Lows in the 50s.
1079, by Monday, October IS.,

Film Shown
At Lions
Club Meeting

IMO

Akv

Mofiekl, Mancil Vinson, John
Ed Scott and Rep. Kenneth
Imes.
Dr. Mofield, served as master
of ceremonies at the luncheon.
Dr.Quets,presented Ow.Ford
with a copy of the late Dr. Ralph
H. Woods' book on the history of
Murray State.
Dr. A. H. Kooperud of
Murray, visited the governor in
Benton and spoke out against
the proposed four-laning of
Main Street in Murray, and said
he was satisfield with the answers he got.
"I think this is all wt.11 worthwhile," Kopperud said.
Ford announced that the
right-of-way purchase for the
proposed four-toning of 641
would begin in early 1974, as
soon as an environmental
impact statement receives
federal approval. The four -lane
project would extend from the
end of the present four-laning
north of Murray to Benton.
The governor listened to more
than 100 people by midafternoon and representatives
of the state agencies dealing
with highways, personnel,
(Four-Lane, Page 12i

Drug Council Plans Contest

If You Miss
Your Paper

abuse slogan that would be
suitable for printing on a 4 it• lb
inch bumper sticker.
Cash prizes of $15,$10 and $5
will be given to the top three
selected from each school.
There will also be a grant prize
winner from both the city and
county school systems. The
grand prize winners will have
their slogans printed on bumper
stickers and distributed-Aix—
citizens of Calloway County at
no charge.
The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi is funding the
entire project at an estimated
cost of $450.00.
The Peoples Bank has also
donated a $25.00 savings account for each grand prize
winner
Full instructions for the
contest will be given each
school and students may check
with their teacher or principal
for information. The contest
will begin Monday, October 15,
and end Friday, October 26.
All entries will be picked up
Friday, October 26, by the
women of Beta Sigma Phi and
judging will be done by Tau Phi
Lambda Wornens Sorority and
the Murray Kiwanis Club.
The week of October 21
through October 27 is national
"Drug Abuse Prevention
Week" and the Drug Council
has planned this project to help
emphasize the Importance of
this week.
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Engagement Announced
Wednesday, October 10
Evening circles of the First
United Methodist Church will
meet at 7:30 p.m. as follows:
Hannah With Mrs. Harold
Eversmeyer, 820 North 19th
Street, Ruth Wilson with Mrs.
Maurice
Ryan,
1213
Dogwood, and Wesleyan with
Mrs. Nat Beal, 303 South 8th
Street.
Locust Grove UWMS of
Nazarene Church is scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p.m.
Cordelia Erwin Circle of
South Pleasant Gfove United
Methodist Church will meet at
the church at 7:30 p.m.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the church at seven
p.m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Thursday, October 11
Cumberland Presbyterian
Women of
North Pleasant
Grove Church will meet at
seven p.m. with Mrs. Paul
Cunningham.
Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet at the Community
Center at 9:30 a.m.

Contemporary Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Danny
Cunningham at one p.m.

'Camp 592 of Woodmen of the
World will meet at the WOW
Hall at seven p.m.
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club will meet at the Army
Reserve building, north of
Perkins Pancake House on US.
641 North at 7:30 p.m.
The Town and Country
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Dale Lemons,
Gatesborough Circle, at 7:30
p.m.
Senior Citizeps of Hazel will
meet for a potluck luncheon at
eleven a.m

Ends TONITE

"TERMINAL
ISLAND"IR I

Open 6 45 Start 715

Starts TOMORROW!
FOR 3 BIG NITESII,

STARRING SENTA BERGER AND SEVEN BAWDY CAVE MEN

NOW hurti

EXPERIMENT
Horrod College. . where free,
liberated relations between
coed students ore encourager:II

Now thru
"
TUE.

More Spdee...from the
"ofFritz The Cat"
...Heavy

Entertainment!

HIERVY
TRAFFII

Mrs. Hodges was speaking in
the absence of the scheduled
speaker. She is a member of the
progfam committee for the
department.
The department chairman,
Mrs. Raymond Dixon, presided
fillWineeting and Mrs. Henry
McKenzie led the opening
prayer.
Vaughn
Mrs. Leonard
discussed the new highway
symbols of today and said
Kentucky was conforming to
the federal standards for traffic
signs designed to give a
pies,sage quickly and easily. A

By AP Newsfeatures
NEW YORK (AP) —
- Migraine byes women a
real,pain.
Of more than 10 million
Americans who suffer from migraine headaches, 75 to 80 per
cent are women, according to
the National Migraine Foundation.
Dr. Seymour Diamond, foundation president, profiles the
typical migraine sufferer as female, intelligent, trim and a
hard-driving perfectionist with
a history of headaches
Each year. 2,000 persons
have a new migraine headache,
he added
Diamond's organization is
two and a half years old and
was patterned after the British
Migraine Foundation, a unit of
lay people. and Migraine Trust,
composed of physicians and scientists
"When I visited Great Britain to talk about my headache
studies, I was amazed by the
amount and quality of research
being done on migraine There
is widespread financial support
among lay people for research,
and this in a nation where
there's no income tax deduction
for contributions,•• Diamond
said.
"1 was impressed with the
character and type of research.
Almost all of our work is drug
oriented because it is supported
by pharmaceutical donors."
Diamond said the Chicagobased migraine unit is the first
to study headache in the United
States on a massive scale. So
far the foundation has awarded
two grants for migraine study
to colleges.
"1 would say that 90 per cent
of the headache problems seen
by the average physician are
psychogenic in nature Eight
per cent are vascular, one-sided
or cluster migraine Two per
cent of headache complaint is
caused by organic disease," he
added.
If a person has migraine
headaches, it is likely his parents suffered from them. also.
After heredity, factors which
cause the headaches involve
personality. Intelligent people
who are compulsive and precise
often suffer from migraine

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Chris Lake Stallons of 1115
Fairlane,
Murray,
was
discharged October 3 from the
Community Hospital, Mayfield.
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The speaker told a true story 7..
of a beautiful life of one of her :•
friends who had crossed her :7
path many times and had a
marked influence on her. Mrs.
Hodges said it was beautiful to
know that she this friend was
praying for her. She also paid a
fitting tribute to Dr. Robert
Baer for the tours he has
arranged for the Murray State
University choirs to Europe.
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DR. SEYMOUR DIAMOND
to control the temporal artery
every time they feel a migraine
coming on. This has worked
quite well with younger people,
but it seems to be difficult for
older individuals to learn to
control the autonomic nervous
system."
Eventually the National Migraine foundation plans to establish clinics for headache
across the nation. Diamond believes there are enough migraine sufferers around the
country to support such clinics.
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Improve Fravor
Some foods' may not require refrigeration but cool
temperatures can improve
flavor or length of storage
time . . . things like canned
fruits, lams a n d iellies,
spices, nuts and chocolate.
bananas
Potatoes a n d
shouldn't be refrigerated,
say the home economists.

Joon the wonderful world of double knits with
of 100% seryite, Colors and pottery's that look
with the woorabolity of fine knits. Pitschme
its shape bike a dream Also many awy-airs,
easy-saw Mends.
All In 60-Ends widths for oven psalm
econessml

(on

* design your own look for your
own distinctive taste!

full
Per yard

* knits spell out fashion for the gal
(and the guy) in the know!
• VISIT OUR COMPLETE FASHION TRIM,
NOTIONS, AND PATTERN DEPARTMENTS

special purchase

MONIQUE

knit fixer

The handy little tool for quickly
snags in double knits and
other fabrics A real saver!
regularly 9111
repairing

Newspapers serve people's interest ,ligst is. riiltuaJ 2yrcipt€,
as the public appetite grows,
devoting columns and articles
on books, theatre, music, and
art—welcome services to the
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Diamond said that more than
$400 million is spent annually on
across the counter headache
remedies.
-- That's why we want to learn
the cause of migraine, develop
methods of relief and organize
treatment' centers throughout
the nation. We need to educate
the medical community and the
atiotit intgraine," or
said
-In addition to drug therapy.
we are investigating biofeedback Volunteers are working
with special equipment to learn

brochure issued by the Kentucky Highway Safety office
was given to each one present.
The department voted to
cancel the October meeting due
to., conflicts with other events.
Hostesses for the luncheon
meeting were Mrs. Raymond
Dixon, Mrs. O.C. Wells, Mrs.
Rue Overby, and Mrs. M.P.
Christopher.

from coast to coast . . . .
favorite famous name knits
gathered together to help you
discover the world of sewing saving!

Foundation Seeks
to End 'Oh, My
Aching Head!'
A

makers

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred C. Thomas announce the engagement of
their daughter, Marilyn, to Randy Burkeen, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James D. Burkeen.
The bride-elect is a 1973 graduate of Murray High School and is
presently attending the Murray Vocational School.
Mr. Burkeen is a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High School.
He presently is employed at the General Tire and Rubber Company, Mayfield, and the J &ES Oil Company.
A December wedding is being planned.
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Miss Marilyn Thomas

Women really do have a
say in what men wear In a
survey done by the Knitted
Textile Assn it was projected
that women will buy 33 per
cent of all men's wear, 54 per
cent of it in knits. Men will
buy 67 per cent of their
own
clothes with 50 per cent in
knits.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

PLAYBOY
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS
WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT
CAVE WOMEN BUT
WERE AFRAID TO ASK
OR

Hodges
Harlan
Mrs.
presented the program at the
luncheon meeting of the Alpha
Department of the Murray

.

Buying power

Ups'

Mrs. Hodges Gives" Program At Alpha Luncheon Meeting

Current
Evening
The
klisaiouat, Group Of the
Memorial Baptist Church met
ThutidaY,Septenther27,It 7.10
p.m. in the home of Mrs.
Pauline Wainscott, South 16th
Street.
Mrs. Betty Sledd, Baptist
missionary on furlough from
Nigeria, now living in Murfay
with her family, presented the
program. She discussed her
twelve years In Nigeria and
showed items of arts and crafts
as well as the dress styles and
materials. She talked aboutthe
customs and modes of living.
Mrs. Sledd also told of the
difficulties and demands faced
by missionaries.
Members of the group expressed appreciation to Mrs.
Sledd for her work."
Mrs. Harlan Hodges
During- the- social -Min' a—
dessert course was served by
Woman's Club held on SaturMrs Wainscott to the fourteen
day, September 22, at twelve
persons present.
noon at the club house

Baptist Young Women of
First Church will provide
transportation for senior
citizens ?tom nine a.m. to 12
noon. Call the church office 7531854.

Senior Citizens will meet at
the Ellis Center at ten a.m
. •.
Friday, October 12
The
North
Murray
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Hallet Dunn at
1:30 p.m.

Mrs. Betty Sledd
Presents Program
For Missions Group

PAGE TH
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SALE PR r• F GOCY_. THROUGH
SATURDAY, OtTitRIER
OPEN MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY
II a.m. to 11 p.m.
SATURDAY to a.m. to 5:3o
p.m.
SUNDAY CLOSED
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can look you in eye
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a 19-year-old girl who never had a
date.
Well, I met Ralph, this really nice kid at work. He's 24
and on the quiet side. He's not very sharp looking, but he
has nice manners and I think be has good character because he's always talking about his involvement in church
youth activities. Ralph asked me if he could meet my
parents and ask their permission to date me, which 1 think
is rather unusual for a guy these days, don't you?
I invited him over, and my mother said: "He has such
nice manners, it's too bad he isn't taller."
My father said: "I never trust a guy who doesn't look
you in the eye when he's talking to you, and this guy is one
of them."
Abby, I like Ralph, and want to go out with him. Do
you think my father could be right?
DAUGHTER VERSUS FATHER

Miss Deborah June

UpShaW

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Upshaw of Hampton, Virginia, announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Deborah June,to Michael H.Keller,son of Mr and Mrs.
Don Keller, College Farm Road, Murray.
,
The bride-elect is a sophomore nursing major at Murray State
University.
Mr. Keller is a senior accounting major at Murray State
University and a member of the Kappa Alpha fraternity.
The vows will be exchanged on Saturday, December 22, at two
o'clock in the afternoon at the First Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow at the Murray Woman's Club House.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
LEDGER & TI M

Ar and about
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

1111-1821.

DEAR ABBY: A few months ago my sister told me her
son had committed a crime and was in prison. [She gave
me his address so I could write to him.) She said I am the
only person she's told, and to please not mention it to the
rest of the family. My sister never told me what her son
did or how long he's in for, and I didn't want to question
her, fearing it might upset her.
I wrote to my nephew, but didn't have the courage to
ask him any questions. I did ask him what I could send
him. He answered immediately, and told me not to send
him anything because he couldn't accept anything. Can this
be true!—
Should I write to the warden and ask him what my
nephew did and how long a sentence he's serving? Also, it
doesn't seem reasonable that my nephew can't accept anyCONFIDENTIAL, PLEASE
thing from the outside.

111.4114e

Mrs:- Dolly McNutt Speaks On "Women In
Politics" At The Delta Department Meet
Mrs. Dolly McNutt, mayor of
Paducah, spoke on "Women in
Politics" in the opening meeting
of the Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club Tuesday
night, October 2. She was introduced by program chairman, Mrs. Henry Warren.
Mrs. Walter Baker, chairman
of the department, presided
over the business that followed
a dinner in the main assembly
room. Miss Hazel Tan:y was
elected secretary to fill the
vacancy Caused by the resignajian
Mrs. Connie Ford
husband is ill.
Mrs. Sanford Hendrickson
reported on the department's
cancer project and said the
local department of the project
will be used for organization
and promotion of health classes
which will include the use of
cancer films. The Deltascontinued the practice of
cooperating with the Civic
Music Association by purchasing two season tickets,
giving one each to the Murray
High School and Calloway
County High School music
departments.
Mrs. McNutt, wearing a floor
length dress spoke without
notes and enthusiastic rally
about the influence of women in
government, stating "Women
for various reasons, have not
used their voting power." She
urged women to abandon their
image of themselves as
sheltered, protected beings, and
continued by saying, "Women,
because of their honesty,
perception and sensitivity make
apt candidates for political
action. Women are frequently
prejudiced against other
women, thereby lack faith in
each other."
personal
mayor's
The
and testimony
philosophy
added strength to her remarks.
She was elected commissioner
of Paducah then mayor. She
told the listeners that she, in
Making the races, made no
promises and spent little
money. She attributed her
elections to ha,rd work by
herself and supporters.
Mrs. Thomas Hogancamp
gave the invocation before the
were
Hostesses
meal.
Mesdames Stanford Hendrickson, Chester Greeves,
Norman Hood, Jack Kennedy,
Harry Sparks, Will Moore Beale
and Dr. Janice Hooks. The
dining tables were decorated
with rustic baskets filled with
seasonal flowers,, and orange
colored miniature -minces were
filled with'Halloween candler
Others present inchided
Mesdames Loren Adams, Ewen
Allbritten, Stanford Andrus,
Helen Bennett, Ronald Chur-

DEAR DAUGHTER: Yes. And be could also be wrong.
There are plenty of scoundrels who can look you squarely
In the eye and lie like blazes if there's enough to be gained
by it. Get to know Ralph better before making any judgments.

DEAR CON: If year nephew advised you that he cannel
accept anything, believe him. Don't ask the warden for Use
particulars of year nephew's crime. If your sister didn't
choose to tell you, and your nephew doesn't volunteer the
Information, refrain from asking. It will come out F and as
will be, hopefully) eventually.
DEAR ABBY: We're trying to teach our 3-year-old
daughter table manners at dinner. I say that dinner is a
place to be thankful, unwind, enjoy dinner, and have a
Pleasant conversation. My husband says it's the place to
teach our daughter good manners. I agree, but how do rye
discipluit ber and let her enjoy her meal without everyone
getting upset'
MOM
We're going 'round and 'round. Please help us.
DEAR MOM: If everyone gets "upset" when you try to
teach year child table manners, there most be something
wrung with your method of *aching. Correct her gently
with patience. -instead of with anger and harsh criticism.
And soo'fidek at her for every little infraction Let a
things go. Youngsters who .re constantly upset &Wig
mealtime often develop stomach disorders later.

Mayor Dolly McNutt
chill, F.E. Crawford, Raymond
Dixon, Holmes Ellis, Chester
Geever, W.J. Gibson, George
Hart, Aubrey Hatcher, Graves
Hendon, J.I. Hosick, Edgar
Howe, E.B. Howton, Garnet
Jones, Mavis McCammish,
Charles Mercer, James M.
Mouser, H.L. Oakley, Wilbert
Outland, George E. Overbey,
Vernon Roberts, Clinton
Rowlett, A.C. Sanders, Matt
Sparkman, Myrtle Wall, Misses
Frances Brown, Clara Eagle,
Ruth Lassiter, Frances Sexton,
Lorene
Swann, Roberta
Whitnah.
Mrs. Raymond Tidwell was
introduced as a new member.

P9699111110? You'll feel better If you get it off year dies'.
Wee' a"UMW reply, write to ABBY: Box No,. IIIMIO, L. A..
--CellL-11111IW libeiese stamped, self-eddreesed esvelope.
plies&
For Alky's booklet. -How to Have a Lovely Werldlig,"
scud $I to Abigail Van Berea, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly
Cai. Nen.

Workshop On Dried
Flowers Held By
Garden Department

Mrs. Hazel Sammons Crenshaw Is
Named To Honors At Her School

Mrs. Lenvel Yates and Mrs.
J.W. Young conducted a
workshop on the use of dried
flowers at the October fourth
meeting of the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
The workshop began with
Mrs. Yates doing a demonstration on applying dried
flowers to paper to make a
greeting card or personalized
stationary. The finished product
was a very beautiful parchment
like finish. She also explained
how she had decorated bridge
tally cards and match book
covers with th-ied flowers.
Several of the ladies had
brought dried flowers and both
Mrs. Yates and Mrs. Young
assisted them in making their
arrangements, which were then
put on display.
Vaughn,
Mrs. Leonard
chairman, presided at the afternoon business meeting. A
club project was discussed and
two new members were accepted into the department.
During the social hour
ralfrashments were served by
Mesdames J.B. Wilson, R.L.
Ward, Waylon Rayburn, Gregg
Miller and John Adams,

Mrs.
Hazel
Sammons
Crenshaw, daughter of Mrs.
J.T. Sammons, 1105 West Main
Street, Murray, has been
selected teacher of the year for
W73 at Skyland Elementary
School,
DeKalb
County,
Georgia, and first runner-up in
the DeKalb system which
employs 5,000 teachers. DeKalb
is one of the surburban counties
of Atlanta.
The former Murray woman
teaches first year primary and
was honored recently at a tea
given
by
the
DeKalb
Association of Educators for
her 25 years service in
system.
Mrs. Crenshaw is ,a life
member of the N`ational
Education Association and the
DeKalb
Association
of
Educators. ..She is also a
member -of the Georgia
Association of Educators, the
Association of Childhood
Education International, Delta
Kappa Gamma, Murray State
University Alumni Association,
the
Peabody Living Endowment and the ParentTeacher Association.
She is a member of the
Skyland United Methodist
Church where she is a member
of the Friendship Class, a Bible
Study group, the Arts and

Crafts group, and helps with the
Senior Citizens. She is a
member of the
United
Methodist Women.
In her spare time she teaches
arts and crafts in her school's
after school recreational
program and is a member of the
Fernbank Photographic
Society.
Mrs. Crenahese grew up in
Murray and/graduated from
Murray High School in 194. She
received' a Murray Magazine
Club scholarship which enabled
her to get a B.S. degree from
Murray State University in
'940. She received her M.A.Degree from Peabody College
Nashville. Tenn., and has done
additional work at Emory
University, University of
Georgia, and Georgia State
University, and has taken noncredit work at Oglethorpe
College.
She is married to Robert
Crenshaw of Alamo, Tenn., who
designs schools, hospitals, and
industrial buildings.

Fall is the time to plant bulbs,
if you want those lovely blooms
next spring. Bulbs will do well
anywhere if the area drains
well. That is a must! Bulbs do
not thrive in soil that has poor
drainage. For best effect, bulbs
should be planted in groups or
clusters of the same variety of
color. Tulips, daffodils and-1
hyacinths should be planted in
dusters of at least 8 bulbs. The
smaller bulbs. since they are
planted closer together, should
have at least 25 in a group for a
striking color effect Bulbs do
not require full sunlight. They /
will do well in the shade of trees
or shrubs. Tulips, when planted *
in a shady area, will last longer
and grow taller.—Maxine
Griffin, Federal building,
Clinton.
Young men are dressing up
more now than they did in the
recent past. They are often seen,
in casual jackets of polyester,
cotton suede flared jeans and
orlon turtlenecks. Clothes are
easy-care, comfortable and
multi-season.—Mrs. Dean
Roper, Courthouse, Mayfield.

WALLIS
DRUG
PHONE 753-1272
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!:
ill et t- or It Can't Be Had

rabrifie

IS HAVING A
IWallies Itrof

sr;

BRUSHED DENIM
Rim. $1.59 to 31.99

• 45" wide on belts
* Prints, solids
• Machine wash, dry

IMPROMPTU HALLOWEEN PARTY
—CALLS FOR BEANS LYESTER THREAD
• Big 225 yd. spools
• Popular colors

100% POLYESTER

77

DOUBLE KNITS
ser-ele-

Miss Margaret Hook
Guest Of Alpha
Omicron Pi Chapter
Miss Margaret Hook, national
traveling consultant for Alpha
Omicron Pi social sorority,
arrived in Murray on Tuesday
to visit the Delta Omega
Chapter of
the sorority at
Murray State University.
The consultant will evaluate
the chapter and help them with
promotions and ideas for their
group. She is a graduate of Ole
Miss.
Officers of the Murray
chapter are Nancy Copeland, of
Mayfield, president; Susan
Pace of Boston, Mass.; vice
presidennt; Ruth Titsworth of
Murray. treasurer; Jill Craig of
Murray, secretary; Becky
Wilson of Murray, public
relations.
Fifteen girls were pledged by
the sorority in formal rush and
six girls have been pledged
during open rush. Local girls as
pledges include Kathy Blantilard, Can
Branuon, Jamie
Prank, Karen Kennedy, Vicki
Pat Lamb, Gaye Miller, Julie
Whitford, Wendy Williams,
Cathy Christopher, and Nancy
Spann

BY: Purchase Area Extension
Agents for Home Economics
'Studying the new publication,
"THE LOOK OF FALL,"
'111PERifiby Janette B. Chapman,
Extension Specialist in Clothing
and Textiles, can help you
4
decide on new looks you might
want to try. Mrs. Dean Roper,
Graves County Extension Home'
Econornist specializingT
Clothing and Textiles, used the
publication to pull together the .
for
scene
fashion
fall
'Homemakers Clubs through the
Purchase Area for their September club meetings. The
fashions pictured are just too__
far out for some women, but
others have been having a lot of
fun buying the new fashions and
getting ideas for altering, accessorizing and perking up the
clothes they already have. If
Mrs. J.W. Young lefti and Mrs. Lenvel Yates conducted a workshop on
dried floral arrangements you failed to get a copy of this,
at the October meeting of the Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club. They are pictured free publication, '"THE LOOK •
with some of the arrangements and other articles made with
OF FALL," and would like a
dried flowers which were on display.
copy, we'd be glad to send y
one. Catherine C. Thompette0
Hickman.

• Great selection of patterns
. Ribs, mini-ribs, waffle weaves, twills, dio•
gonols, jacquards, tone-on-tone prints, menswear
patterns, checks and more
• Designer lengths, 60" wide
• Machine wash, tumble dry, never irel

.•

FASHION

100% COTTON

CORDUROY

FABRICS
Yahoos to $1.99
October 31st is the time for goblins, ghosts, and impromptu party fun..,So gather your clan and some neighbors, too,
for a Halloween get-together.
Start the wee ones off on their "trick or treat" trek with a
delicious wholesome meal. For the main dish try flavorful,
satisfying Pumpkin Patch Beans. It's a tasty blend of canned
Pork 81 Beans with Tomato Sauce, cubes of luncheon meat,
honey for sweetness, a dash of cloves for spice, and clovestudded orange wedges for color. Canned Pork & Beans with
Tomato Sauce are brimming with flavor, and they're nutritious, too—the perfect base for this quick, bake-and-serve
casserole.
Accompany this savory, economical dish with crisp salad
greens tossed with Cheddar cheese, hot corn mutlinN,, and
mugs of milk. For dessert—let all bob for apples.
PUMPKIN PATCH BEANS
2 cans (16 ounces each) Pork
I teaspoon hone
& Beans with Tomato Sauce Generous dash ground cloves
I can (12-ounces) luncheon
1 orange,cut in wedges
meat, cubed
Whole cloves
In shallow 1/
1
2-quart casserole (about l)aea2"). combine
beans, luncheon meat, honey, and ground cloves. Cover; bake
at 400*F. for 15 minutes. Stud orange rind with cloves; arrange wedges on bean mixture. Bake uncovered 5 minutes
more until hot Makes about 41
/
2 cups.

• 4.5'' wide on bolts
• Cotton knits & cotton
blends
• Group of at sorted hand
selected fabrics

• 100%. cotton
• Designer lengths
• 45" wide, Solid colors
• Perfect for separates,
jumpers, jackets

9

Reg. '1.39
rmummej

SLEEPWEAR

DRAPERY

PERM A-PRESS

FLEECE

FABRICS

PRINTS

Asttiqu• satins, polyester
sheers, floral prints
45"-54" designer lengths

• 100% cotton 45" wide
• Designer length*

• 54" on bolts
• 85% acetate, IS% Arlon
• Machine wash and dry

4
Rog. ;1.29971ani

4
57
Ar

fare

Reg. 79*
to 99t

664,,

Uncle Jeff Shopping Center
rOrrifie
CENTERS

Prices Good thru Tues., Oct. 16
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State

University Stadium
- Could Be Used For
School Games
-

Some talk has been circulating concerning future
'construction of a new football stadium for Murray
• High School. Somehow the logic of that proposal
:seems to escape us completely, especially in view of
..,„: the dollar squeeze iti education.
r Surely an agreement could be reached between
Murray State University and the city school board to
' permit the Tigers to use new Roy Stewart Stadium
: for their home games. Such an arrangement would
: enable the board to direct money it would take to
i build and maintain that new facility into other
1: priorities.
..•
4: Before someone begins yelling that we do not
k support the high school athletic programs, let us
;•.'-hasten to wholeheartedly say we do. But we also
.recognize there are necessities for our schools that
* deserve and must have precedence over a place to
.' play football.
You know—things like textbooks, desks and
.tables, school buses, cafeteria, equipment,
1
:
,... renovation of older facilities, a better teacher-pupil
c.ratio, more special programs, and—well, you get the
0.- •
• idea.
7r
Admittedly, Murray High School is in good shape
:, in most of these areas because of the excellent
: teachers and administrators new buildings, new
• equipment and furnishings. But there are things to
. be done at Murray Middle School and the three
: .elementary schools that demand we keep our
t, priorities in proper perspective.
i. Were there not already a football stadium
available finer than anything that could be justified
for Murray High, we could not be so adamant in our
opposition to the whole idea.
But Stewart Stadium, and particularly the ar• icial turf on the playing field,.were in part justified
"in the beginning on the theory that high schools
iwould be afforded opportunity to use the facility.
Hence, we would s
see no rationalization ever strong
enough to vindicate a decision to build a new high
:(•- school stadium while the stadium on the university
ic campus sets dark on Friday evenings.
ena offered toi building a new high school
tadium are varied. Perhaps heard most often are
4:two—that it would prevent having to transport
> equipment from the high school to Stewart Stadium
band that it would give the Tigers a definite "home
si..field" advantage.
... We find it inconceivable that the objection to
'moving football gear a couple of miles (or less) five
‘limes a year is defensible As far as the home field
:•'advantage we think players from Murray High
" would soon adopt Stewart Stadium as their home
.field—and be proud of it.
People often talk about the desirability of a good
wn-gown relationship. Cooperation between the
ommunity and university or such a matter as
haring the stadium would be a concrete
anifestation of the sincerity of that notion. We
ndorse the full exploration of the possibility as a
olution to the high school's stichum need.

i

I

Ten Years Ago Today
H.L. Tidwell, farmer of Almo Route One, was
injured yesterday in a corn-picker accident.
Harry Nadler, associate director of the Division of
Forestry, spoke at the meeting of the Calloway
County Forestry Committee held last night. John Ed
Scott is chairman.
Capt. Robert Beale of the U.S. Army, Augusta,
Ga., is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rue Beale
—
4..of Murra
y..
▪ Mrs. Otie McDougal announces the marriage of
.• her daughter, Brenda, to Tommy Johnson, son
of
- Mrs. Rosine Johnson

Twenty Years Ago Today
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By Sen. Carroll Hubbard

Death Penalty Probably Returning

POPULAR

MAYFIELD, Ky.— became an issue only once
Restoration of the death penaltj during the 1972 session. By right to bet on horse races. The
new ruling goes into effect Noy.
in Kentucky appeared to be.. voice vote the state Senate
5.
surething months ago, as most approved a resolution asking
+ ++ +
legislators across Kentucky the U.S. Congress to limit DST
indicated their support for from Memorial Day to Labor
In probably his strongest
enactment of a new capital Day. The federal Uniform Time statement on the subject to
punishment law during the 1974 Act of 1966 provides for DST date, Gov. Ford said last week
Kentucky General Assembly. from the last Sunday in April to at Richmond,"I don't intend
to
The Kentucky Penal Code the last Sunday in October.
be a candidate for the U.S.
Study Commission recomSenate next year. I can see no
++++
mended last month a manUnion County residents are circumstances where I would
datory death sentence for eight hosting a big celebration Oct. 20 run for the Senate. I have a
crimes, including multiple to honor former Gov. and U.S. commitment to the people to
murders and crimes resulting Sen. Earle C-Clements, now a serve four years as governor."
in the death of a victim.
consultant to the Tobacco In- Ford said a move to draft him
But what happened in Ken- stitute in Washington, D.C. for the Senate race next year by
tucky Mcnday and Tuesday of Clements served as sheriff, the Kenton County Democratic
last week—a nightmarish county court clerk, county Club was made by "friends of
sequence of crimes which in- judge and state senator for the lieutenant governor to move
cluded the kidnapping of a Union County prior to his being him into a better position as far
Lexington mother, the vicious elected
Second
District as the next governor's race is
killing of a Lexington minister Congressman. Clements' 77th concerned." ,
and his two children and the birthday is Oct.
_
32.
savage shooting of three men at
.Gov. Ford has proclaimed
++++
a Falmouth motel—cinched the
The Kentucky State Racing this week as "Employ the
passage of death penalty Commission approved a new Handicapped Week" in Kenlegislation when next the state rule last Saturday giving people tucky. In Kentucky there are
legislature meets. Petitions are who are ages 18, 19 and 20 the 222,500 physically or mentally
being circulated now in right to place parimutuel handicapped residents between
Lexington and Falmouth asking wagers at Kentucky's five the working ages of 16-64, acGov. Wendell Ford to call a thoroughbred race tracks. cording to Mary Louise Sandspecial session of the legislature Thus, Kentucky becomes the man of the state's Commission
to reinstate capital punishment second state (Florida was
first) on Employment of the Hansooner than next year.
to allow persons under 21 the dicapped.
Many Kentuckians are uptight about the increase in
crime, realizing that the most
innocent run considerable risk
in these days of violence and
drug abuse.
Western Kentuckians living in
Lyon, Livingston, Caldwell and
Crittendent counties,all close to
Kentucky State Penitentiary at
Not to be outdone by all the complaints of inflation,
Eddyville, are concerned about
Postmaster General Elmer T. Klassen showed this
the continued escape of
week he knows how to sing the song too.
prisoners at KSP. Eddyville
now is the domicile of Wilmer
In an address before the National Press Club in
E. Scott, 35, of Chattanooga, Washington, he said: "The
cost-price squeeze has
and William Sloan, 24, of
affected us just as much as it has affected the entire
Louisville, who are accused of
the bizarre crimes of last week. economy." The refrain, of course, goes something to
the effect that more revenue will be needed to meet
They escaped from the Federal
expenses. Precisely, it will mean a $2.1 billion in- ,
Building in Lexington prior to
the murders of six Kentuckians. crease for all classes of mail.
Within the last few days three
If the Postal Rate Commission approves Klassen's
more prisoners have escaped
propos
als and the Cost of Living Council gives its
from the Blackburn Correcblessing, the price of a stamp will go to ten cents. An
tional Complex, a state facility
at Lexington. This year 15 air mail stamp will cost 13 cents.
prisoners have escaped from
"I trust they will see the light," Klassen said of the
the KSP farm near Eddyville. Cost of Living Council. The public
would like to trust
Scott and Sloan are now in
that a postage increase will mean more efficient
maximum security cells at
Eddyville. If conVicte‘surely, service. But the public knows better. — Tulsa
even years from now, these two (Okla.) Tribune
criminals will be kept behind
the walls at KSP and not
allowed to roam around on farm
work details outside.
It's been said that you should never drink
Incidentally, according to
alone
Well, no matter how alone you are, you don't
many Lyon County residents, if
have to.
you are looking for property
You talk to your house plants, don't
you?
which has greatly depreciated
Everybody says plants enjoy being talked
to. The
in value, you might buy some
Bourbon Institute says those plants also
will apreal estate near the KSP farm.
preciate

GUEST EDITORIALS

GAME AT THE CONGRESSIONAL

cue.

Ten-Cent Postal Service

EXECUTIVE BRANCH ATTACKED

Reform proposals lack balance
Article II of the U.S. Constitution which establishes the scope of
the executive branch of government comes under review in cycles, as the Warren, Eisenhower,
Kerner and Scranton blue-ribbon
commissions on the subject remind us.
Usually-the product of the commissions is dutifully filed and collects dust until it is forgotten and
discarded. One of the by-products
of the Watergate investigation,
however, is that it has thrust another such cycle upon the nation
with Congress in the vanguard of
executive branch reform. Because of its source, the product of
the congressional deliberation is
less likely to be filed and forgotten.
Just recently Sen. Howard
Baker in a New York speech
urged a major „overhaul in the
methods of nominating and electing a president and an elimination
of the electoral system. The title
of his speech was "Lessons of Watergate." In a similar vein Sen.
Walter Mondale in a major address to Congress urged reforms
that would, in his words, reduce
the executive branch to "life size"
to make the president more accountable to the people. Sen. Mondale believes that Watergate was
the consequence of a 36-year trend
toward concentration of power in
the presidency, a focus that he
says makes the president "larger
than life and larger than law."
While it would be foolish to dismiss the gravity of Watergate or
to brush aside the unmistakable
trend toward more authority for
presidents, it also is possible to
overstate the gravity of the problems. If we are not careful, the reaction to Watergate could be an
overreaction in the opposite direction.
Conkressional and other efforts
to cut the presidency down to "life
size" can be grouped into about

_
The Murray High School Tigers beat Bowling •
Green 23 to 14 in a football game last night. This was
their 5th straight victory this season.
A. Pvt. Billy Joe Hosford, son of Mr. and Mrs. Kirby
liosford, recently graduated from the Signal Corps
Radio School at Fort Monmough, N.J., and will now
••." be transferred to a base in Europe.
k Robert Ruff, director of the Disciple Center at
•.• Murray State College, and Rev. Harrywood Gray,
By HAL BOYLE .
minister of the First Christian Church, attended the
NEW YORK (AP) — Everystate convention of Nristian Churches at Corbin.
Mr. and Mrs. Wells Hargis of Brno, Nevada, are body learns at least two languages
his life, whether he
visiting their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hargis realizes in
it or not.
>.-and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Thompson.
And if he picks up a foreign

t

Government Report

three categories. Laws are being
advocated to limit war-making
powers of the president. Congress
also wants to curb the president's
powers to withhold spending of
funds that it has appropriated.
Additionally, the Senate seeks
more power to confirm executive
b.-finch staff members.
Grave constitutional as well as
practical problems confront those
who seek to place additional limitations on the chief executive. The
Constitution, for example, makes
the president the commander-inchief, which gives him authority

to respontino emergencies that
endanger the nation. On the other
side of the same coin, all of the
bills before Congress to limit
these powers also give the president implicit authority to declare
war for a limited time without the
consent of Congress — a power
explicitly reserved to Congress by
the Constitution.
The impounding of funds by the
president is indeed troublesome to
congressmen whose favorite projects languish under the impoundment process. On the other hand,
Congress itself has not exhibited
that it has the stomach to establish the machinery tó control federal spending.
By the same token, few would
disagree that the president needs
confidentiality, just as Congress
and the courts do. The trick, in the
words of Sen. Mondale, is to find
the balance between reform and
retribution. The mood of the times
appears to favor the latter.
Watergate or not, nobody has
yet devised executive reforms
that would improve upon the wisdom of the Founding Fathers.
The best checks and balances
that are visible today are the
means to remove genuine rogues
from office bore their terms expire and to review the performance of others every four years.

_
To Tell the Trail: You Can't
Get by Without Double Talk

essary second • language —
double talk. This is usually a
mirror image of his native language.
Thus if you were born in New
York, you'd learn American
language, too, that makes double talk; in
Paris, French
three.
double talk; in Minsk, Russian
The first language anyone double talk.
usually learns is the language
So, while its accent may be
the people speak where he
spends his childhood. Here the national or even provincial,
native language, of course is double talk is international, for
American, an offshoot largely the need for it arises wherever
hypocrisy exists, and hypocriof the English language.
The child learns American sy, common sense tells us, exhere because he needs a lan- ists in every land containing
guage in which to say what he human beings more than 4
is thinking. As he grows older years old.
and less truthful, itowever, he
The more skillful you become
finds he needs a second lan- at this second
language
guage in which he can say double talk -- the abler
you
something — but not at all should be at getting what
you
what he is really thinking.
want from human society. So it
Slowly picking his way, often will pay you to learn it early and
by himself, he evolves that nec- study It well all your life long.

For the benefit of the beginner, here are a few common
examples of double talk. In
each case, the double talk used
by the speaker is in quotes, followed by what he really was
thinking:
"I'd rather be right than
president of this corpIration."
— Anyway, as senior vice president I'll probably live longer.
"1 have just begun to fight."
— If we don't start winning
soon, we'd. better start getting
this ship to hell out of here.
"England expects every man
to do his duty." Otherwise, it'll
be a long swim home for him
— or 20 years in the brig Without grog„
_ don't mind admitting 1 had
to come up the hard way." —
But you'd think at least one
member of my family would
have left something behind besides debts.

After A Hard Day

++++
A federal grand jury in
Lexington has indicted four
men and their highway construction companies, charging
them with conspiring to rig bids
on federally-aided state highway projects in Rowan and
Carter counties in 1969. The
Indictment was returned sealed
on Sept. V and was opened last
Friday after Jack Ruth, Joseph
Hoover, Jr., John Jenkins and
Robert S. Jones were arrested
by U.S. marshals. Ruth, of
Georgetown, is one of Kentucky's largest and most influential road contractors.
++++
State Rep. Harold DeMarcus,
House minority leader from
Stanford, said last week what
several other legislators have
been saying for the past several
months. DeMarcus believes
that the 1974 legislature should
spend most of an expected $140
million surplus in state funds on
education. "My point is that
Kentucky should go on ies-ult1
assayingthat education is No. 1
In priority—above highways,
parks and everything else,"
DeMarcus says.
+ +++
Mrs. Glynn (Billie) Bushart,
wife of a Fulton physician, is
hopeful that the Kentucky
legislature will enact a law
similar to Arizona's recent ban
on smoking in some public
places. The Arizona law, which
became effective last Aug. 8,
forbids smoking in elevators,
indoor theaters, libraries, art
museums, concert halls and
buses, except where designated
areas
are
prescribed.
Legislators in Arizona deleted
by amendment a section of the
anti-smoking bill which would
have banned smoking in
restaurants. Violators of the
Arizona statute are subject to
misdemeanor fines of $10 to
$100.
+++ + ,
Daylight &avings rune, that
controversial subject which
took up too much time during
the 1968 and 1970 sessions of
the Kentucky legislature, ends
at 2 a.m. Sunday, Oct. 28. DST

the left-over bourbon and water (or soda)
at
the bottom of a glass. Ferns are the only
teetotalers.
Ergo, after a hard day at work,the lonely
bachelor
or spinster should have no trouble findin
g a friendly
green drinking companion. You and your
plant can
get potted together. — Memphis
(Tenn.) Commercial Appeal

Funny Funny World

--

WOMEN
There are now approximately 11
this country which consist of only million households in
one person. Ten years
ago there were 7 million such
households. Who are these
loners? Two-thirds are females
residing mainly in
metropolitan cities. (Lloyd Sheare
r)
In Seattle, Wash., after a long
struggle six women who
were refused work on West Coast
docks won their case
before the NLRB, and the Interna
tional Longshoremen's
& Warehousemen's Union
and the employers
organization, the Pacific Maritime
Ass'n., were ordered to
"cease and desist!" sex discri
mination on the water front.
"You know what they really
were afraid of?" suggested
one woman with tongue only
partly in cheek. "Some of
them are afraid that they might
be
name of their union to 'Intl required to change the
Longshoremen's and
Longshorewomen's
and
Warehousemen's
and
Warehouaewomen's Union.'"(SL Louis
Labor Tribune)
The case of a woman who claims
she was fired for using
cuss words that matsemploy
as used with impunity will be
decided Wednesday at a division of
civil rights hearing. At
issue is a complaint by Glendo
la Graf, East Orange,
formerly a junior clerk at
Beckman Industries Inc. of
Cedar Grove. She has charged
the firm fired for her using
obscene language on the job while
men at the factory use
the same, if not worse langua
ge, and that her dismissal is
discriminatory. (Newark Star
A London bachelor was found Ledger)
not guilty of murder after
a married woman testified
the
her at the time of the slayin defendant was in bed with
g. Court spectators cheered.
(London Sun)

Bible Thought For Today
This

people say, The time is not come,
the time
that the Lord's house should
be built.—Haggai 1:2.
How often we refuse to respond to

some challenge
when our real reason is selfishness
or indifference to
God.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

,
My outspoken and philos
ophical friend down the
road, the old retired Wyomi
ng
that- dogs and horses have cowboy, is convinced
a real eye for beauty.
Most of them, he has observed over
the decades, like
women better than men.
"The dog is the only anima
l That
has seen his God." —
Author Unidentified

-
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TO SAVE ON FOOD
,.
Prices Good thru October 16th

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
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49t

Ocean Spray Whole Or Strained Cranberry

Sauce

Carnation Instant All Varieties -

Breakfast

Milk
Catsup
p•ai

Camation Instant.

.

r

Red & White Tomato -14°L

%Auer Little Brown lug

69'
2"
2/49'
89'

Hermitage

14 Qt$

46 OL

MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE
1-LB. TIN
With Coupon Below

Carrots

WELL
HOUSI

Red & White

Han di-Wipe .With Coupon

Domino

HAMM-WIPE

TOWELS
RIO

49
'

10's
Expires 141-10-73

* Frozen Foods *
Frosty Acres

16 Oz. Cans

Ocean

le"li"7=•-•
c
JOHNSONS

Bacon

Red & White

Juice
Bleach
Syrup Lcicabin
wrap Reynolds
Towels
Sugar_ _
Cookies:NazBufter
Pinesol
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auty.
, like

Swift Premium

>MiX of Match

Frosty Acres

Cut Corn

59'
29'
59t

Frosty Seas
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Fish Sticks
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* Produce *

Lemons
4
1 29
Onions
49t
PEPSI or 7-UP
.59'
Lettuce
Potatoes

Doz. in Bag

.. . 10's

10-lb.
with coupon$
13-oz

Yellow

10 Ounce

plus bottles or deposit

4-lb. Bag

Head

10 lbs.
U ISIeNd° 1

19'
79t
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Tigers Challenge Highly Touted Tilghman Friday
By TOM WILLIAMS
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
It's one of those cases of everything to win,little to lose.
Murray, High, still stinging from a 7-6 Homecoming loss last
---Weekteetrigg-COUrayin a contest decided by a referee's call on a
two-pointablitirsion attempt,Must regroup for battle against the
top-rated AA school in. the state"— Paducah Tilghman.
"On paper, we're not supposed to win," coach John Hine said
._ Tuesday, referring to press ratings placing Tilghman roughly 85
-knotches above Murray in that mysteriously drawn list of high
' school teams.
' "Realistically, were not supposed to win," he added. "But
' were not realistic.
Its going to take a superior effort, but it can be done. We are
going over there with the. intent to win."
Paducah has won six games in a row, allowing a total of 16
points scored by opponents in those six, according to the Murray
coaching staff.
Last week, Bowling Green, with a formidable offense, couldn't

score against the Tilghman defense in taking a 33-8 bruising.
allghman's strength lies mainly in numbers — being able to
platoon offensive and defensive units and substitute freely in its
backfield.
--- Six different tailbacks have seetraction in one game. "They're
fresh all night. They score most of their points in the second half
when they've worn their opponent down. They just blow you off
the field," said assistant coach Mark Brady.
The Tilghman front line averages over 200 pounds, anchored by
possible high school All-American tackle Bob Blackmond,6-3, 240.
They also have three outstanding pass catchers, Alton Dodd, 6,
168; Randy Trees,6-1, 193, and Ronald George,5-11, 188.
Two quarterbacks are used, Kevin Paschall and Eddie McFarland.
Murray will be in good physical condition . Team spirit is expected to be high.
Coach Hina said school spirit has been good all year and the
same is expected Friday night.

The Tigers, who are 3-2-1 on the season with three games left
after Friday, have had to adjust this year to a new type offense
under a new coaching staff.

He had high praise for the defense which last week held Trigg
County to 217 total yards.
Out of the total, Trigg County was held to 96 in the air, roughly
half its average.
The Tilghman Homecoming program will start at 7:45 p.m.
with game time set for 8. The Murray High band will perform at
halftime.
Students may buy tickets at the high school through Thursday
and save 25 cents. The price for the advance students tickets is 75
cents and go to $1 at the stadium. Only student tickets— not adult
tickets- are available.

Whalers Take First
Win Under Ryan
Hugh Harris scored with less
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
' Ran Ryan gained his first than six minutes remaining to
victory as a professional head give the Whalers the victory.
'• coach Tuesday, but he liked his Former Boston College All;New England Whalers' club American Tim Sheehy scored
New England's two other goals.
•better while it was losing.
Francois Lacombe and Re• "It's always nice to get that
;first win, but actually I thought jean Houle countered for the
:we played a better game when Nordiques.
The New York Golden Blades
:we lost up in Quebec," Ryan
scored two goals less than a
:said.
minute apart in the third period
i
The
orwnp Whalers, defending to salvage a 3-3 tie with the Told Hockey Association ronto Toros,
ions, rebounded from
Bob Perry and Bob Jones
opening loss of the season each scored to bring the Blades
defeat the Quebec Nordiques back from a 3-1 deficit and then
Tuesday.
the Blades held off a deterRyan reported that injuries mined Toro team through the
ihave been slowing down the 10 minutes of sudden-death
,progress of his team and it was overtime.
an injury to Jim Dorey that
Rick Sentes, Wayne Dillon
,forced the Whalers to use only and Brit Selby scored for To;four defensemen.
ronto in the second period.
$ 'That's a pretty tough thing
It was the second tie in as
to do, particularly at the start many games for both Eastern
of the season," Ryan said.
Division clubs.

m

I

A's Face Palmer
In Crucial Game
By JACK STEVENSON .
Associated Press Sports Writer
OAKLAND ( AP) — Oakland
shortstop Bert Campaneris, the
155-pounder dubbed "Baby
Ruth" after home runs in two
straight games, predicts the
A's will win their way into the
World Series again today.
"I don't care who's pitching,
we'll win," declared the explosive little infielder whose
11th-inning leadoff home run
beat Baltimore 2-1 Tuesday and
gave Oakland a 2-1 edge in the
American League playoffs.
The defending world champions will represent the American League a second straight
year if they beat the Orioles'
ace right-hander, Jim Palmer,
today. He shut them out 6-0 in
the opener of the best-of-five
playoff series.
Oakland left-hander Vida
Blue didn't last through the
first inning in that one but he'll
be back facing the Oriole(
again.
"We have a well-rested Blue
who has shown he can pitch
well against anybody," said
Oakland Manager Dick Williams. "Certainly we have a
chance against Palmer."
Campaneris hit only four
home runs during the regular
season but he led off the second
game of the championship
series with a homer and ended
the third game with one. That
provided the pitching victory to

southpaw Ken Holtzman, who
threw a three-hitter.
Campaneris, who was suspended the Bind three gams at
last year's playoffs when he
threw his bat at a rival pitcher,
said he hit a slider, low and inside, for his game-winning
homer.
"I wanted to throw it further'
inside," commented a disappointed Mike Cuellar who
had allowed only three hits before Campy's homer.
The A's victory put all the
pressure on Baltimore and
Palmer.
"We have our backs to the
wall," admitted the hurler who
won n games and lost nine on
the season. "If I don't pitch
well and we lose, we're eliminated. I'll try to pitch the same
way I did in Baltimore."

- Western Moves To 11th
In College Grid Poll
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
, The University of Delaware,
Surging toward an unpreceliented third consecutive nationail college division football
ichampionship, has solidited its
/iold on first place in the weekly Associated Press poll.
'e: The Blue Hens, a 56-18 victor
Baldwin-Wallace last
;weekend,received 39 first-place
tvotes and a total of 828 points
/rom a nationwide panel of
'sports writers and broadcasters. Delware, which has an
":18-game winning streak dating
c̀back to 1971, ran its season
:record to 5-0-0.
Tennessee State, 4-0-0, moved
efrorn seventh place to second
with—a----19-13 victory over
Grambling, collecting one firstplace ballot and 645 points. Idle
!
Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo, 3-0-0,
was third with 442 points while
;Hawaii, a 16-9 winner over Los
;Angeles State, was fourth with
424 points.
Boise State, 4-0-0, moved
Strom eighth to fifth place after
defeating Weber State 34-7
;while Grambling, 4-1-e, dropped
;from second to sixth and gar:nered 367 points.
t Louisiana Tech, 4-1-0, was
s.seventh after downing Northern
Arizona 37-7, but South Dakota,
:4-1-0, plummeted from third to
'eighth after being upset 31-19
„.
by Montana.
,IF,asterri Michigan, 4-1-0, was
fourth last week but slid to
linth after losing 24-21 to Western Illinois and 'North Dakota
Slate, 5-1-0, was 10th following
a 21-0 romp over : Northern
elawa.-Westerti• Kentucky, 4-0-6,
P moved (torn t3th to 11th on the
strength of a 45-7 triumph over
Western Carolina. Carson-Newman, 4-0-0, beat Catawba 17-7
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—Murray High Coach John Nino

Over Game Tonight

In—Double-header
pitcher in Murray's 6-1 victory
at Austin Peay. Outfielder Rick
Weisman got the Racers off to a
great start by hitting a threerun homerun in the first inning
and was the only Murray player
with two hits for the
doubleheader.
The Racers were held to one
hit in the nightcap and Mike
Sirns was losing pitcher in the 30 defeat.
Murray, defending champion
of the OVC's Western Division,
will close out its fall season
with a doubleheader with
Middle Tennessee at Murray
Oct. 20.

So
A

ABA Strike Threat

Murray, Western
The Murray State baseball
team, which split as first
double header of the fall season
with Austin Peay, will play
a
Kentucky
Westere
doubleheader on the Murray
field Friday.
Western also split its first
league doubleheader with
Middle Tennessee and all four
teams of the Western Division
of the Ohio Valley Conference
have 1-1 records in conference
. Play.
. The Murray-Western game
; will begin at 1 p.m.
Greg Engler was the winning

,

The adjustment may haveslowed offensive development, which
mach Hine said the coaches will be working on this week, hoping
to iron out some of the kinks.

but slipped from 10th to 12th.
Wittenberg, 4-0-0, moved into
the rankings at 13th place by
crushing Ohio Wesleyan 41-7
North Dakota, 3-2-0, moved up
a notch from last place to 14th
with a 43-7 shellacking of Morningside and Jacksonville State,
3-1-0, skidded from Ilth to 15th
place after dropping a 21-20 decision to Livingston.
The Top 15 with first-place
votes in parentheses, season
records and total points. Points
tabulated on basis of 20-18-16-14:

W-L-T lets.
Delaware 39)
5-0-0 828
2. Tenn. St. (D
4-0-0 645
3. Cal Poly SID
3-0-0 442
4. Hawaii
4-0-0 424
S. Boise St.
4-0-0 384
6. Grambling
4-1-0 367
7. LA Tech
4-1-0 272
8. S. Dakota
4-1-0 270
9. E. Michigan
4-1-0 244
10. N. Dakota St.
5-1-0 205
11. W. Kentucky
4-0-0 203
12. Carson-Newman 4-0-0 181
13. Wittenberg
4-0-0 107
14. N. Dakota
3-2-0 90
15. Jacksonville St.
3-1-0 68
1.

Miami's
Gets NFL Honor
MIAMI ( AP) — About the
only thing Miami Dolphin defensive end Bill Stanfill didn't
do to the New York Jets last
Sunday was get them penalized
for having an extra man—
Stanfill—in their backfield.
StanfW sacked Jet quarterback Al Woodall four times,
dropped rookie backup Bill
Demory once and was credited
with five assists as the Dolphins kept the Jets to 139 net
yards while winning 31-3.
The Associated Press named
the 6-foot-5, 250-pound Stanfill
as National Football League
Defensive Player of the Week
because of his performance.
''We're real pleased for him
to get the recognition," Dolphin
'defensive cease] Bill Artitparger said Tuesday. "Bill had an
outstanding game.
"He put on a lot ot pressure
and helped us stop their run-

ning game which, of course, let
us work on their passing."
Stanfill's storming forays into
the Jets' backfield helped hold
Woodall to four completions on
15 passes and the untested
Dernory to two of five. Each
had two intercepted.
Miami Coach Don Shuts said
he could not "remember having
ever had a player who made
five sacks in one ball game."

LOS ANGELES ( AP I — Relief pitcher Pete Richert of the
Los Angeles Dodgers checked
his mail at the club office Tuesday and took possession of
what may be the most post,
post-season award.
_
It was'the 13-yeai-OM Southern Associate* Rookie-of-theYear trophy. Hal Potten,
league president, sent the trophy along with a letter

Holtzman fast ball over the left
field fence, the Orioles' first
homer of the series.
Holtman then retired 14 batters in order before walking
Tommy Davis in the seventh.
Oakland didn't score until the
eighth, when Manager Williams' strategy paid off.
He sent Jesus Alou up to hit
for catcher Ray Fosse and Alou
golfed a blooper into left field
for a single. Fleet Allan Lewis
went in to run for Alou.
Williams had selected Angel
Mangual originally as the pinch
hitter for second baseman Dick
Green but, with a bunt the obvious play, he switched and
used Mike Andrews.
The bunt went to Cuellar,
who was off balance when he
fielded it. So he threw to first—
the sacrifice working. Campaneris struck out but Joe Ruth
Earl Williams got Baltimore banged a broken-bat single off
off to a 1-0 lead in the second his fists to score Lewis from
inning when he slammed a

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Commissioner Mike Stereo of
the American Basketball Association said the league had
reached a tentative agreement
early this morning to ward off
a possible players' strike.
Storen was meeting in Indianapolis with the league's
player-representatives, Bill
Melchionei of the New York
Nets and Roger Brown of the
Indiana Pacers. Storen said the
two representatives wanted to
contact Arlan Preblud, the
players' attorney, in Denver,
before officially resolving the
dispute.
Efforts to call Preblud were
unsuccessful but the league was
hopeful of reaching him early
today.
Frank Goldberg, chairman of
the ABA's negotiating committee, also was in Denver for
the telephone hookup.
If the players and the club
owners fail to settle the contract differences involving pension rights and travel accommodations, the ABA season
may not get under way tonight.
Melchionni, secretary of the
players' essociation, said late
Tuesday night that seven of the
league's 10 teams had voted to
authorize a strike after negotiations had broken down.
f the key Wu% hielohisani

Alabama Heavy FavoriteBy HERSCHEL NISSENSON
weeks ago. Wisconsin was
Associated Press Sports Writer called the best 0-3 team in the
NEW YORK ( AP) — Now, country. Now, they're the best
football fans, you're going to 1-3 team. And with Ohio State
learn how a fearless forecaster and Michigan back-to-back the
operates.
Badgers may soon be the best
The text for the lesson is 1-5 team. The polls say Ohio
Saturday's upcoming battle be- State's the best team of all.
tween Oklahoma and Texas in Ohio State 28-14.
Dallas. This is one of the
Alabama at Florida 'Rama's
sport's classic confrontations
scores follow an interesting patyear in and year out.
"We get ready, they get tern-66-0, 28-13, 44-0, 28-14.
ready and we have a great Ergo...Alabama 22-0.
Washington State at Southern
game," says Oklahoma Coach
Barry Switzer. "That's what California: Jim Sweeney says
college football is all about. It's WSU has the same kind of talthe greatest excitement and at- ent as USC. Sweeney's been
mosphere I've ever been asso- hearing too many leprechauns.
Southern Cal 27-7.
ciated with."
Michigan at Michigan State:
First, you listen to Switzer
point out that "we've won the State gave Notre Dame all it
last two years and that's the could handle last weekend befirst time in a long time that's fore bowing 14-10. They did the
happened to them," Fifteen same to Michigan last year and
years, to be exact, since Okla- lost 10-0. That takes a Spartan
homa roped Texas six times in constitution. Michigan 20-3.
Army at Penn State: Tom
a row from 1952-57.
Next, you listen to Switzer Cahill is hearing the same old
lines—Army football has hit a
run down the Texas team:
"They're the same type of nosedive, the other team has
football team they've always too many guns. "People are albeen. They've been well- ways extending their sympathy.
coached and have a strong de- but I'm not interested in symfensiee team. You never knock pathy." Penn State 35-0.
Georgia Tech at Tennessee:
them down.
"They have a great back in Tennessee's porous pass deRoosevelt Leaks and a quarter- fense and next week's match
back (Marty Akins) they feel with Alabama make it close.
will be a good one. They have Tennessee 20-14.
Notre Dame at lace: Rice
good receivers, and prior to the
season they felt their offensive will have 80 Hotistan area
priests on its bench to counter
line would be improved.
"They have an excellent kick- Notre Dame's built-in advaning game. Their punter hangs tage. "Other schools have
the ball so high people get ner- Dad's Day," says Coach Al
vous waiting for it to come Conover. "This is our first annual Father's Day. We've
down."
Finally, Switzer advises folks asked the priests to wear their
wanting to preview the two game uniforms. We even made
teams to "get last year's pa- them pledge they'd root for
pers and columns and just put Rice. We're going to outDame."
Notre
that down."
spiritualize
Okay, Barry. Oklahoma won Notre Dame 21-7.
last year 27-0. Accordingly, the
Louisiana State at Auburn:
pick for this year.. Oklahoma Defense is the name of this
27-0.
Southeastern Conference game.
Last week's count was 44 ISIS 13-7.
right, 19 wrong and two ties for
Virginia Tech at Houston:
698. For the season, it's 196- Houston hasn't lost, Tech hasn't
718—.734.
won Houston 35-17.
Nebraska at Missouri: These
'reek at Stanford: From this
Big Eight rivals have been
(;(11.1s, 111 1AP) —The Westplaying since 1892 and Nehrasern I eitf Association said Tueski's 0-6 romp last year was
day it will post its biggest
the series' biggest rout. Misever---$200,00a--for the
souri wants revenge.. but gets a Parse
list Western Open next year
loss instead. Nebraska 24-13,
and boost first prize to a record
Ohio State at Wisconsin: Two
$40.000.

one figures to come Southern
Cal's chief threat in the Pacific-8 Conference. UCLA 28-21.
Boston College at Miami,
Fla.: Miami upset Texas,
struggled with winless Florida
tate, almost upset Oklahoma.
B.C. is probably the East's No.
2 team and the Hurricanes appear ripe for the Upset Special
of the Week...Boston College 2116.
Air Force at Colorado: Rocky
Mountain High. Colorado 24-21.
Tulane at Duke: Green Wave
vs. Blue Devils. Color it green.
Tularte 17-10.
Kansas State at Kansas: KU
is ready for ansupset between
that heart-breaking one-point
loss to Tennessee and Nebraska
next week. David Jaynes'
passes prevail, though. Kansas
21-20.
Maryland at North Carolina
State: Atlantic Coast Conference showdown pits Maryland
defense against N.C. State offense. Offense prevails. North
Carolina State 24-17,
Bowling Green at Kent State:
Falcons are tired of finishing
second in the Mid-American
Conference. Bowling Green 2414.

said from Indianapolis where jumped to the ABA to coach
the Nets were scheduled to play the San Diego Conquistadores,
the Indiana Pacers tonight, is expressed surprise when told of
over pensions. The players are the strike.
demanding that the age of eligi"Strike. What strike? This is
bility for receiving a pension be .the first I've heard of it,"
Lowered from 65 to 55.
Chamberlain said from Bel Air,
Players also are demanding Calif., where he was awaiting
first-class travel on trips of today's superior court hearing
more than one hour. Currently, on the Leiters' suit contesting
the ABA furnishes second-class his decision to jump to the Q's.
or coach fares on trips of less
Chamberlain said he sympathan two hours' duration.
thized with the players' deTonight's schedule, which mands for first-class travel inwould be postponed unless a stead of coach.
late settlement is reached, has
"The National Basketball AsNew York at Indiana, Memphis sociation has flown first class
at Utah and San Diego at San for several years now," he
Antonio,
said. "Because of the seats, it's
Former Los Angeles Laker kind of tough on us, back there
great -Wilt Chamberlain, who in coach."
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pressure for several seasons
with Wilt in the lineup because
I thought I always had to outplay the big man," said Jerry
West, the Lakers' All-Star
guard. "With him gone now, I
am not going to play as tight."
West didn't appear tight
against the Bulls, firing in a
game-high 28 points, including
10 during a third-quarter spurt
when the Lakers burst from a
56-66 deadlock into a mamma&
lag 82-71 lead.
Gall Goodrich added 26 points
for Los Angeles, and Chet
Walker topped Chicago with 26.
In ether NBA openers, defending champion New York
squeaked past Detroit 101-100,
Atlanta trounced Capital 128114, Buffalo edged Houston 107105 in overtime, and Golden
State's game at Cleveland was
postponed because of a wet
floor
Walt Frazier scored 27 points
and Dave DeBusschere had 28,
but it was Bill Bradley's secMajor League Playoff Results
ond-half shooting that triggered
By The Associated Press
New York's come-back victory
American League
over Detroit and gave Coach
Tuesday's Game
Red Holman his 300th victory
Oakland 2, Baltimore 1
with the Knicks.
Wednesday's Game
Bob Lanier paced the Pistons
Baltimore Palmer 1-0) at
with 29 points, 213 in the first
Oakland Blue 0-1), 3:30 p.m
half.
Thursday's Game
Lou Hudson scored 41 points,
Baltimore at Oakland, 3:30
Pete Maravich had 24 and Walt
p.m. of necessary)
Bellamy collected 23 while Jim
24
Washington
grabbed
National League
rebounds for Atlanta in the
Tuesday's Game
team's easy victory over CapiCincinnati 2, New York 1
tal. Mike Riordan led the BulWednesday's Game
Cincinnati ( Billingham 0-01 at lets with 26 points.
Bob McAdoo, last season's
New York (Seaver 0-1), 2 p.m.
Rookie of the Year, hit a 25-foot
shot with two seconds left in
overtime, lifting Buffalo past
Houston. McAdoo, a doubtful
starter because of a broken
nose, finished with 31 points
and 21 rebounds. Rookie Ernie
DiGregorio had 17 points and
set a Braves' club record with
14 assists in his pro debut.
Calvin Murphy topped Houston with 31 points.
Cleveland owner Nick Mileti
said it was the consensus of
players from both the Cavaliers
and Golden State to postpone
their game "for the safety of
the players."
The decision came after 45
minutes of futile efforts to get
rid of the moisture. About 5,000
fans were on hand for the
game. They were told their
tickets would be honored for
any other game. The game was
not immediately rescheduled.

By BERT BaSENTHAL
Associated Press Sports Writer
How much will the LOS Angeles Lakers miss Wilt Chamberlain?
Hardly at all, if their IleagODopening game can ha and,as
barometer.
The Lakers, playing without'
the 7400t-le, giant who jumped
the National Basketball Association club recently and signed
as player-coach with the San
Diego Conquistadors of the
American Basketball Association, began their NBA Association campaign with a 117.97
victory over the Chicago Bulls
Tuesday night.
Despite his absence, Chamberlain was the major topic of
conversation after the game.
"I don't think anybody is going to miss Chamberlain the
way people might think," said
Los Angeles Coach Bill Sharman.
----"I've been under terrible

, VArstANIPS
bete campaneris slides
safely under the taieof Baltimore third baseman Brooks Robinson
as be steals third during the eighth inning of second game in
Baltimore. Oakland won,6 to 3, to even the playoff at one game
apiece
I AP Wirephotoi
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PHOENIX,
— The
Phoenix Suns traded reserve.
center Walt Wesley to Capital
for the Bullets' 1974 and 1975
third-round draft choices in a
National Basketball Association
transaction
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Sonny Collins Named
AP Back Of The Week

-

By BOB COOPER
Associated Press Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP)—
There was no violation of amateur eligibility, but Kentucky's
spectacular running back, Alfred "Sonny" Collins says he
once played football for money.
?n fact, he's proud of it.
Collins, who is openly frank
about his impoverished childhood in Madisonville, Ky., told
of how his father talked him
into trying out for football when
he was in the fifth grade.
"He never had a chance to
play because black schools, before integration, didn't have
football teams much because it
was too expensive," Collins explained.
"But he loved the game and
Jim Brown was his hero so
guess he wanted me to play In
his place. To encourage me, he
offered 50 cents for every
touchdown I scored in little
league," Collins said.
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Always the clothes hound,
Collins' face beamed when he

sketball Asfirst class
now," he
e seats, it's
back there

recalled that he "scored enough also has his head shaved bald.
to buy himself a $7 pair of
Off the field, he wears a
shoes."
bushy afro wig, is a bit shy at
There is no pay for touch- firsi meeting, is jovial once a
downs now, but Collins did earn friendship is made and is outthe honor of The Associated spoken about his Christian outPress National Back of the look on life.
Week when he scored four in
"Some athletes talk about
Kentucky's upset of Mississippi being christians because it's
State last weekend.
fashionable, but when I say it it
What's more, the 6-foot, 191- really comes from my heart,"
pound sophomore gained 219 Collins said. "With me, God is
yards, 52 more than State's really the No. 1 guy."
whole team in rushing, to run
Smiling through his granny
his four-game total to 458 yards glasses, Collins said he has no
and put him on target in his real hobbies, "unless you'd call
quest for 1,000 this season.
buying clothes a hobby. I like
"That's one of my goals this , to do that because I want to
year and the way our offensive look as good as possible.
line has been blocking for me, I
"Otherwise, I guess I just
think I'll get it. Those guys are like to walk in the woods by
really putting it in there," Col- myself. I used to do that when
I was a kid and . still like the
lins said.
Collins, the football player, peace and quiet," he said.
isn't at all like Collins, the student. "I'm two people," he
said.
"When I'm on the football
field, I try to be an All-America
and maybe one day I will be,"
he said. When he's playing, he

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — They
threw an apple, a tennis ball
and an egg at Pete Rose, but
the only flying object he cared
•
about-W*b baseball.
Rose hit it over the fence for
a home run in the 12th inning
to give the Cincinnati Reds a 21 victory over the New York
Mets and tie the National
League playoffs at two games
apiece.

that only makes me play harder."
Cast as the villian, Rase
heard the boos once more as he
stepped to the plate in the top
of the 12th inning to face New
York reliever Harry Parker.
Someone tlzew an apple at
Rose, but he brushed it aside
with his bat, looking darkly towprd the stands.. Then came
the tennis ball and the egg.
It was reminiscent of Monday's affair, when Rose was
showered by pop bottles, beer
"I wasn't thinking about a
cans, batteries and a whiskey
home run, I must confess, but I
bottle in left field. The garbage
wanted to hit that ball all the
shower took place after the
way to the airport," said Rose,
Rose-Harrelson fight and the
who apparently felt he struck a
resulting battle royal.
blow back at the Meta' fans for
The fans remembered Montheir animosity toward him.
day's infamous "Rose-bud InRose had been the object of
cident" arid continually hissed
scorn here, ever since his fight
the Cincinnati left fielder bewith New York shortstop Bud
fore he pumped Parker's 2-2
Harrelson, a scuffle that trigfastball out of sight over the
gered a full-scale melee during
right field fence.
Monday's,bizarre game.
Then the 50,786 fans were
"Sure, I heard them booing dramatically silent, for the
at me every time I showed my most part, as Rose circled the
face," said Rose. "'They kept bases with his right hand held
throwing things at me, too. But high in a clenched-fist gesture

of victory.
"I wasn't trying to rub it into
the fans, even though I heard
them booing me," said Rose. "I
was just happy. I would have
given a week's pay to have
gone four4or-four today and to
have scored four runs.'
He didn't have a bad day, as
it was. Rose singled twice and
walked before smashing his
second homer of the this fivegame series.
Until Rose's winning hit, the
fourth game of the National
League playoffs was full of other pulsating drama. The Mets
had taker _a 1-0 lead in the
third inning on Felix Millan's
run-scoring single and George
Stone protected that slim advantage until the seventh. At
that point, Tony Perez slugged
a borne run, his first hit in 15
at-bats in this series, to tie the
score at 1-1.
After Stone
walked Andy Kosco with two
out, Tug McGraw came on the
scene and pitched scoreless relief through the llth inning. But
he constantly worked Out of
jams, especially two basesloaded problems in the ninth
and 10th innings.

"Those innings set me back a
couple of years," said New
York Manager Yogi Berra, who
had to watch his left-handed relief star squirm out of constant
hot water.
"I just didn't feel like I was
in a groove," said McGraw. "I
don't know if a tang layoff hurt
me or not. I don't like giving
excuses. I wasn't really sharp
today, though."
McGraw hadn't pitched since
a week ago Monday, when he
helped the Mets win the National League East title. Until
Tuesday, he hadn't been used
In the playoffs because ef_the
Mets' superlative pitching. Before Stone faltered, all the New
York starters had pitched complete games.
One of the belts hit off
McGraw was caught by right
fielder Rusty Staub, but it
could turn into a costly play for
the Mets. The hot-hitting outfielder suffered bruises while
smashing into the right field
wall to catch the ball hit
Dan Driessen in the lith inning. The Mets were uncertain
whether Stath would pe ready
to play today.

The rest of them are ready,
however, especially starting
pitcher Tom Seaver. The ace of
the staff pitched the opener on
Saturday, but felt that just
three days' rest wouldn't hurt
him.
-•
"We've got Seaver," says
Berra. "There's no question in°
my mind he's the one to go."
There's no question in the
minds of the Cincinnati Reds,
either. Many of them admire
the New York right-hander who
won 19 games for the Mets this
season.
"It'll be tough," says Rose.
"We have to face one of the
best pitchers in baseball."
"I agree," says Cincinnati
Manager Sparky Anderson
whose starting choice is righthander Jack Billingham, also a
19-game winner in 1973.
Anderson embellished Rose's
description of the smooth righthander.
"Seaver is the best pitcher in
baseball—I've alstrays said it,"
said Anderson, emphatically.
"With all due credit to my
pitchers, who have done such a
great job, I can't discount this
guy

Black Hawks Face
Flyers On Ice
Associated Press Sports Writer
The Chicago Black Hawks—
with the Philadephia Flyers
looking right over their shoulders—open defense of their National Hockey League West Division crown tonight.
The Hawks, who made it to
the Stanley Cup finals before
losing to the Montreal Canadiens last spring, are preseason
favorites to repeat as Western
champions. But the "Fighting
Flyers," the most penalized
team in hockey history with 1,754 minutes last season, are
hopeful of bullying the Hawks
from the top spot.
If Coach Fred Shero has anything to say about it, the Flyers
will do just that. Shero has
made it clear his charges will
be doing more hitting in 197374.
Hitting, that is—not fighting.
"I want my team to become
more physical," says -fibers,whose club was easily the heaviest hitting bunch in the NHL in
1972-73. Dave Schultz, Bob Kelly, Andre Dupont and Don
Saleski each amassed over 200
minutes in penalties while lifting the Flyers to second place
The upstart Sabres could
cause trouble for the older
clubs, as could the vastly improved New York Islanders—
who sport a new coach in Al
Arbour and Denis Potvin, their
No. 1 draft choice.
The other three teams in the
division—Detroit, Vancouver
and Toronto—also have new
coaches. Ted Garvin will be behind the Detroit Red Wing
bench; Bill McCreary will
coach Vancouver's Canticles,
while Red Kelly—a long-time
Maple Leaf player—will be the
Toronto mentor.
Tonight's games: Montreal at
Minnesota, Buffalo at Toronto,
Detroit at the Rangers, the
Islanders at Atlanta, Vancouver
at Boston, Chicago at Los Angeles, and St. Louis at California.
The Maple leafs help the
Flyers open their season Thursday night.
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TENNIS
TOKYO — Second-seeded
Ken Rosewall of Australia advanced in the opening round of
the $60,000 Tokyo Open Tennis
Tournament, eliminating Dick
Dell of Bethesda, Md., 6-1, 6-0.
LOS ANGELES — The Los
Angeles Strings of the new
World Team Tennis League announced the signing of their top
draft choice, Australian John
Alexander.
HOCKEY
BUFFALO, N.Y. — Veteran
defenseman Tim Horton, who
twice announced his retirement, signed a one-year contract to play for the Buffalo Sabres of the National Hockey
I kague.
The .1.es
,
..ES
Los A
Angeles Sharks sent left wing
Tom Gilmore to the Edmonton
Oilers, completing a World
Hockey Association deal in
which they had acquired right
wing Ron Walters for future
eonsiderations
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behind the Hawks in the West.
"We plan to devote at least 20
minutes every practice to body
checking," Shero added.
Elsewhere in the West, there
will be the usual scramble for
playoff spots among the Minnesota North Stars, St. Louis
Blues, Pittsburgh Penguins,
LOS Angeles Kings and California Golden Spele. Since the
NHL expanded in 196u, the order of finish has never been the
same, and with the improvement of the Atlanta Flames the
playoff situation will be up in
the air in the West.
In the East, the Montreal Canadiens, Boston Bruins and
New York Rangers could feel
pressure from a talented Buffalo Sabres squad.
The Canadiens have lost top
goaltender Ken Dryden along
with defenseman Marc Tardif
and forward Ftejean Houle. Phil
Viposito ts attempting a comeback from a crippling knee injury and Bobby Orr always
plays in pain from knee troubles for Boston. The Rangers
never have trouble making the
playoffs, but would love to cap
Coach Larry Popein's rookie
year with their first Stanley
Cup since 1940.

Pro Cage
Standings
By THE

ASSOCIATED PRESS
NBA
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W. L. Pct. G.B.
I
0 1 000
New York
1
0 1 000
Buffalo
Boston
0 0 000
Philadelphia
0 0 000 ' 2
Central Division
1 0 1 000
Atlanta
Cleveland
0 0 000 '
Capital
0 1 000 1
Houston
0 1 000 1
Western Conference
Midwest Division
Milwaukee
0 0 000
KC Omaha
0 0 000
0 1 000
Chicago
Detroit
0 1 000
Pacific Division
1 0 1.000
Los 41.6ijeTt%
Golden St
0 0 000 1
Seattle
0 5 .000 1
Phoenix
0 0 000 1
Portland
0 0 000 1
Tuesday's Games
107,
Houston
Buffalo
105,
overtime
New York 101, Detroit 100
Atlanta 128, Capital 114
Gorden State at Cleveland,
ppd., wet floor
Los Angeles 117, Chicago 97
Wednesday's Games
Houston at Philadelphia
Golden State at Detroit
K C -Omaha at
Chicago VS
Kansas City
Seattle at Phoenix
Thursday's Games
Los Angeles at Atlanta
ABA
Regular Season Begins
Wednesday's Games
Tentative-Strike Pending
New York at Indiana
Memphis at Utah
San Diego at San Antonio
Only games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Carolina vs Virginia at Nor
101k
San Diego at Denver
iv. ciArnes s(ti.A.Aed
Friday's Games
Virginia at New York
Memphis at San Diego
Carolina
at
Indiana
vs
Greensboro
San Antonio at Utah
Denver vs. Kentucky al Lax
ington
Only games scheduled .

7;7

PETE ROSE--Pete Rose of the Cincinnati Reds grabs Bud Harrelson of thi New York Meta
following a double play in fifth inning of second game of the National League playoffs at New YaleAction around second base erupted into a brawl as both benches came out to join in
(AP Wirepbells)

0. J. Eyes Browns'
'Untouchable' Mark
By BRUCE LOWITT
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK ( API —The National Football League record
for rushing in a single season is
1,963 yards—at the moment,
that is.
Look out, Jim Brown. Your
once "untouchable" record
may be crumbling.
With less than one-third of
the season gone, O.J. Simpson
is more than one-third of the
way to breaking it. And if
guard Reggie McKenzie and his
teammates on Buffalo's offensive line have anything to say
about it, he'll run it into the

ground—which just happens to
be what 0.J. has been doing to
the opposition.
Take last Sunday. Take any
Sunday, for that matter But
last Sunday is typical. The Bills
gave O.J. the ball 27 times and
he ran with it...and ran...and
ran....
When he finished, he had
piled up 171 yards against
Philadelphia. He only scored
one touchdown but he also set
up one with successive scampers of 29 and ZS yards and
kept bringing the Bills close
enough to set up two field
goals, including the one in the
closing minutes that beat the

BOWLING STANDINGS
OILLAR OR DOII—Allt Bowling League
Team
Rolling Stones
16
Pin Drops '1,4
• 341
/
2 FiS
Misfits "43i
11
.
Rollers
111
/
2 121/2
Four Aces
Patriots — tO/
1
2 13
/
1
2
Ding A Linos
10
14
Dreamers
91/2 14/
1
2
High Team O&M!(SC)
Four Aces
595
Rolling Stones
550
Dreamers
526
High Team Game (NCI
Four Aces
BOO
Patriots
747
Dreamers
735
High Team Series (SC)
Four Aces
1614
Rolling Stones
1596
Patriots
1578
High Team Series (HC)
Four Aces
2229
Patriots
2200
Dreamers
2146
High Ind Game (SC)
Pat Scott
171
Peggy Hayden
166
Bonnie Hale
165
High Ind. Game (HC).
Peggy Hayden
223
EtheleneMcCallon
219
Bonnie Hale
217
High Ind. Series (SC)
Peggy Haydeil
472
Jane Knight
459
Pat Scott
457
High Ind. Series (HC)
Peggy Hayden
643
Ethelene McCaficin
598
eomie Hale
577
Nigh Averages
Margaret Morton
161
Glenda Hill
160
Jane Buchanan
157
Pat Scott
154
Sondra Rice
154
Mary Smith
set
Jane Knight
145
Kay Addison
144

MURRAY AJBC
Bantam League
Team
Ding Bats
Thunderbirds
Go-Getters
Strikeouts

W.. L
17 3
14 6
13
7
12 8
11
9
Corvette ConouerOrs
10 10
Tornadoes
12
Road Runners
7 13
Cougars
4 16
Celts
4 16
High Ind Game (SC)
Eric Story
209
Bobby Murray
169
Eric Story
138
Jeff Reed
138
High Ind Game (MCI
Eric Story
225
Bobby Murray
210
Mike Reed
172
High Ind Series (SC1
Eric Story
478
Bobby Murray
384
Jeff Reed
360
High Ind Series (MC)
Eric Story
526
Bobby Murray
507
Mike Reed
455
Jeff Reed
450
Top Averages
Eric Story
134
Billy Smith
117
David Story
112
Jeff Reed
112
Don Hargrove
104
,Tommy Hutson
103
Stan Bone
103
Eddie Reguarth
103
Bobby Murray
10?
Robin Roberts
99

NEW YORK — Light heavyweight champion Bob Foster
signed a $200,000 contract to defend his title against South African Pierre Fourie in the first
racially-mixed fight in that
country's history.

Eagles 27-26.
For his performance, Simpson was the unanimous choice
today as The Associated Press
Offensive Player of the Week in
the NFL. It was the second
time this season that the former Heisman Trophy winner
from Southern California has
been accorded the honor. He
was also the unanimous choice
when
he demolished the
league's single-game rushing
record with his 250 yards in the
Bills- 31-13 season-opening
romp against New England.
"These guys have been telling me I'm going to get 1,800
yards or more," Simpson said
after the victory over Philadelphia, "and Reggie keeps
saying I'm going to get 2,000.
"And if they said it, I've got
to believe them, because
they're the guys who'll get it
for me. If they say I can get it,
then I'm going to get it."
Impossible? Hardly. He's already got a brilliant 647 in his
four games, more than half the
1,251 he amassed last year
when he won the league rushing title. And if he can stay
healthy and keep up this phenomenal pace, he'll wind up this
year with well over 2,200 yards.
Others nominated for Offensive. Player honors included
quarterback John Hadl of Los
Angeles, rookie running back
Chuck Foreman of Minnesota
and, with a special mention,
punter Jerrel Wilson of Kansas
rCity.
Hadl completed 10 of 16
passes, for 179 yards—including
touchdown plays of 38, 15 and
69 yards—in the unbeaten
Rams' 31-26 victory over Houston.
Foreman rushed for 114
yards on 16 carries in the unbeaten Vikings' 234 triumph
over Detroit.
And Wilsonleveraggd abooming 50.I yards on six punts, the
last one a 62-yarder with 1:47
to play that wrecked any hopes
Denver had of going for a
game-winning field goal and
preserved the Chiefs' 16-14 victory over the toncos.
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Educators To
Meet At MSU

Prices Good October 1 lth thru October 17th

"ire

Educators from 19 school
districts in 13 West Kentucky
----counties will . gather on the
campus of Murray State
UnNersity,Erid42 Oct. 12, for
the traditional
the First District Education
Association.
About 2,000 are expected to be
Im
hand for the 89th annual
FDEA meeting, which will
friCtude,-group conferences,
exhibits and demonstrations,
and general meetings on topics
of interest to „professional
educators in the. morning,
followed by luncheons of different sections and an afternoon general assembly.
-Counties included in the
.
- district are Ballard , Caldwell,
Canoway, Carlisle, Crittenden,
Fulton, 'Graves, Hickman,
Livingston, Ly*iri, Marshall,
McCracken and Trigg.
Presiding during the meeting
wilt-be Mrs. Martha W. Baker,
Paducah, current FDEA
president. Other °filters are:
Wayne Harvey, Livingston
County, president-elect; Mrs.
Peggy Wilson, Murray, vicepresident; Dr. John Taylor,
Murray, KEA board member
and immediate past president;
and
Dr. Donald E. Jones,
Murray, executive secretary.
Jones. who is dean of the
Graduate School at Murray
State will deliver a report of the
delegate assembly, which will
meet Oct. 4, will be the election
of new officers.
Officers to be elected are a
president-elect, vice-president,
board member, a delegate and
alternate to the NEA con- vention. and representatives to
the Human Relations Commission, the PN Commission
and the nominating committee
of the Teachers Retirement
System. They will take office
Dec. 1
Delegates assembly sessions
in the past have been held on the
eve of the FDEA meeting.
However, a revision of the
association's constitution has
resulted in a change in that
longstanding schedule by
moving the assembly up to. a.
week earlier

Kentucky Senators Marlow
Cook and Walter Dee Huddleston will share the speaker's
platform at the Friday morning
session.
Panel discussions during the
three day meeting will cover the
topics. ''The Media's View of
Social Work," "The Lobbying
Game," and
"Lobbying
Together or Separately."
Membership in the Kentucky
Welfare Association includes all
those working in the social field.
ANCIENT COINS
A workman at Diiton Marsh
near Westbury,Wilts, in England, recently unearthed two
urns containing about 2,500
Rowan coins dating back to
the 3rd and 4th Centuries A.D.
— CNS

Watch' Your

FAT-GO
Lose ugly excess weight with the
sensible NEW FAT-GO diet
plan. Nothing sensational lust
steady weight loss for those that
really want to lose.
A Nit 12 day supply only $2.50.
The price of two cups of coffee.

COCONUT

BATHROOM TISSUE

Bath Size
(with our coup_on below) _

OOOOOOOO•••••••OOOOOOOOOOO41.
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Keathley•

VANILLA
WAFERS

Purex

2

Bars
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i• r/r•BLEACH
Gallon

Plastic Jug

-ra7iciect6e,Say-494*
49
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49' •••
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Sweet Rolls
:
59'
•
•
29t
P
•
•
..

14-oz
bags

• Morton Danish - Cherry & Apple

90/

• Frosty Acres Hash Brown

1 42-lb. bag

otatoes

•

New
Discount Prices

3

Jumbo Rolls

rolls 9
.00

• Broccoli

:

"
z.

2fof 49'
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• hAL SAVINGS

Miss Breck

: -ptieese

VO-5 Shampoo
Reg. 69'

Frosty Acres Stew

• Frosty Acres - Spears

on all your Health and
Beauty Aids
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Anti-Perspirant

•Sweet Potatoes lb 19

COFFEE
(with our coupon below)
1-lb. Tin

Texas

•

Oranges
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Boston Butt - Almost Boneless

Pork Roast
Hyde Park

TRASH BAGS

Krey Pure

•
•
•

.
.
.
Pork
SAUSAGE 1
lb. 79

Flavorlte Brand

•
.

111. pkg.

•

y All-Meat

?
•

SPRAY
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LIFEBUOY
BATH SOAP

with this coupon Lfor 19
Good Only At Parker's
Offer Expires 11124173

Only $2.50 at Holland Drug Co.
a

#) _
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DON'T 131BLAli
go; FAT-00 today.

PTO

451

Parker's
\
Chase & Sanborn
"THE HEFTIER COFFEE"
op Chase & Sanborn

Bath Size

Ask HOLLAND DRUG STORE
about the FAT-GO reducing plan
and start losing weight this week.
Money back into11 if not completely satisfied with weight loss from
= they iiiers. first paakoefk _

p

LIFE BUOY
SOAP

Hyde Park

Glen Allison
To Speak At
October Meet
LEXINGTON, KY.—Glen
Allison, director of the National
Association of Social Workers
Legislative Office, Washington,D.C., will deliver the keynoter
address at the Kentucky
Welfare Association opens its
annual meeting October 10th, at
the Phoenix Hotel, Lexington.
Laurel True, Secretary, of the
Human Resources Cabinet will
address the session on Thursday morning followed by
sessions dealing with each of
the four program bureaus in the
department: Social Insuraiace,
Social Services, Health Services
and Manpower Services. There
will also be a session on the
Bureau for Administration and
Operations.
Lt. Governor Julian Carroll is
featured on Thursday afternoon's program.
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Artfiritk Victims Need Special
Treatment When Crisis Strikes
Arthritis:
The chronic
Disease:
Who would expect'doctors to
treat someone with aithritLi the
same way they treat someone
with a coronary?
The coronary victim needs
crisis treatment in a hospital...
and medicine today is well
geared La- provide that treatment.
The arthritis victim needs
ongoing care for the rest of his
life, mostly at home rather
than in a hospital. Our health
care systems generally are not
organized to deal with this
problem.
It is why we say chronic
,disease-with arthritis the
foremost example-is
medicine's
stepchild, In
medicine's priorities, neglect is
the rule rather than the exception.
This is because chronic
deseases aren't dramatic .
Arthritis is not a killer disease,
but it is very serious, and
frequently crippling. Arthritis
strikes all ages and afflicts 17
million people in the United
States.
The Arthritis Foundation,
which is now conducting its
annual fund-raising campaign,
has long been 4a leader in
providing special services for
arthritics. One of its most
significant programs is a
network of Arthritis Clinical
Research Centers.
The patient with rheumatoid
arthritis is in a crisis of pain and
gradual crippling all his life.
The Clinical Research Centers
are set up to deal with the
special problems of arthritis.
There are only 34 such centers
in the entire country receiving
Arthritis Foundation support,

and only a few others with
similar multi-faceted help
programs.
These few centers can't
possibly fill the needs of all 17
million arthritics who require
the kind of care they provide.
Each Arthritis Foundation
Center has a triple program,
Involving care for patients,
combined with research and
teaching. It's the medical team
approach to diseese, with many
different medical specialists
contributing to the care and
treatment of this lifetime
ailment. In addition to
rheumatologists, nurses,
ph,ysical
therapists,
occupational therapists, medical
social workers, orthopedists
and others may be involved.
We must do much more. We
hope the people here will join
The Kentucky Chapter of The
Arthritis Foundation's Victory
Campaign this year and help
support the centers and increase the number of patients
they can help.

NI(
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Clean Up With Frigidaire

Buy now.

Many kinds of treatment are
available for the arthritis
patient today. Progress in
surgery makes it possible to get
many crippled patients out of
wheelchairs and walking again.
New discoveries in drug
therapy can prevent or lessen
the terrible pain which makes
the arthritis victim wonder
whether life is worth living at
all. Physical therapists devise
special exercises to help
prevent crippling.
At least one of medicine's
stepchildren among the chronic
diseases, arthritis, is getting
special attention, within the
limits of the dollars available to
The Arthritis Foundation.

State Police Garage
Readies New Vehicles
inspection,
special
One of the busiest places to be The
found around Frankfort this equipment and road test are the
summer has been the Kentucky ways in which the State Police
State Police garage where 385 "endeavors to provide the best
vehicles have been readied for and safest equipment for our
use by troopers, detectives and troopers," according to Russell.
Each car, after it comes from
„service personnel.
Of this number, 361 were new the factory, undergoes a seriei
cruisers which have been 4.29 inspections, alterations, or
checked for defects, outfitted installations ranging in scope
with special police equipment from checking the air in the
and road tested before assigned tires to installing the police
radio.
to the individoll troopers.
The garage has five full-time
Maj. Kenneth Russell, chief
supply officer for the State mechanics and four radio
Police said, "The cruiser is the technicians who have handled
most important piece of the major part of the work this
equipment the trooper has. " summer, readying as many as
eight cars in one day. During
July and August, 170 cars were
prepared for the road.
The radio, police markings,
decal, stripe, special lights,
October 4, 1973
siren and fire extinguisher are
ADULTS 105
all added to the cars by the
NURSERY 2
mechanics and technicians in
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
the garage.
Baby Gril Francis (Rebecca
Carol, Mother), Route 2, Cadiz.
The garage has had a particularly heavy work load this
DISMISSALS
summer because of the large
Mrs. Bettye White Dale, number of cars purchased this
Route 2, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. year. During the last two years
Aleshia Carol Cunningham, fewer cars have been purchased
Route 1, Hazel, Mrs. Laura E. because car manufacturers
McDougal, 212 East 12th St., discontinued their practice of
Benton, Mrs. Edna Ilene selling fleets of cars to police
Morrison, Route 8, Murray, departments at discounts. As a
Mrs. Wanda Roselle Henson, result, there was a $1,400 difRoute 9 Benton, Otis Murrell ference in cost per car between
Colson, Route 5, Box 28/, 1970 and 1973.
Murray, Ben Keys Farris, 514
By 1977, a reported shortage
South 8th St., Murray, Master
of 140 vehicles was ended with a
John William Emmons, Box
special purchase of pursuit cars
592, Paris, Tem., Mrs. Rosie
with funds from the Governor's
Jones Rudd, Box 36, Smithland,
contingency fund.
Mrs. Hanle Eugenia Kopperud,
800 Main St., Murray, Master
With all the special equipTimothy Dean Cook, Route 5, ment installed, a new cruiser
Box 2323, Murray,-Mrs. Mary costs nearly $4,500 including
Elizabeth Holcomb, No. 1 $500 for the radio and 8285 for
Riviera Cts., Murray, Willis the light and sirens.. However,
Ivan Fielder, 819 Hurt Dr., this total cost is not always
Murray, Mrs. Tommie Bran- accurate, according to Maj.
don, Fern Terrace Lodge, Russell, because not all the
Murray.
equipment installed on the cars
is new.
SEPTEMBER 29, 1973
Much of the equipment lasts
ADULTS 105
longer than the cruiser and can
NURSERY 6
be used again. For example, a
NEW BORN ADMISSIONS
radio generally will be used on
Baby Boy Futrell (Kary four cars before being replaced.
Lynn), Route 1,.Murray, Mrs.
When a police vehicle is
Edlene Lodoska Spinks and
retired from service, all the
Baby Boy, Route 1, Dexter.
police equipment is removed
DISMISSALS
and the vehicle is sold at public
Mrs. Mavis lk.e Schroeder,
Police try to
Route 1, Almo, Melvin Horace auction. State
retire a vehicle from pursuit
Young, Route 1, Kirksey, Miss
50,000 miles.
Paula Kay Poyner, 2008 College duties at
Farm Rd., Murray, Leonard
The cruisers are assigned to
Ray Barrow, Route 1, Puryear, individual troopers who are
Tenn., Mrs. Elsie Randall responsible for their proper
Davidson, 604 Dunlap, Paris, maintenance. "We require each
Tenn., Mrs. Virginia Madeline trooper to follow a rigid
Bin-seen, Rollie 1, AIM(); Curtis preventive
maintenance
Brown Hays, Route 6, Murray, schedule to head off major
Mike Falwell, Route 1, Hazel, problems and to ensure that the
Mrs. Lucy Emily 'Tutt, 843 Hurt, car is safe for both the trooper's
Murray, Mrs Bevia Morris and the public's benefit," Maj
Jones, Route 1. Kirksey
Russell says
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FRIGIDAIRE CLEAN UP OFFER
Buy a Frigidaire Laundry Pair (WCD3T Washer and any Dryer), a Frigidaire Laundry
the Frigidaire Washer (WCO3T) between Sept. 23
-end Oct. 14. Mail this coupon, with a copy of your sales slip, to the address shown
postmarked no later than midnight, Monday, Oct. 15, 1973
below .
and
Frigidaire will mail you a check for $20, 915, or $10, as indicated below.

Center (LC3-2 or LCT3-120), or

Model WCD3T

Mail completed coupon and sales slip to: Frigidaire Clean Up Offer, P.O.
Box 140A, Detroit, Michigan 48232.

Act now.
Limited time
offer.

El$10 cash 1$l5 cash
Frigidaire WCD3T Washer

Frigidaire LC3-2 or
LCT3-120 Laundry Center

$20 cash
Frigidaire Laundry Pair
(WCD3T Washirr and any Dryer)

(Please check applicable box)

$259

Name (please print)
Address

Buy this matching dryer at same
time...get another $10 back.

City
State
Zip
Note. Coupon must be received no later than November 1, 1973. Otter
taxed, or restricted by law Allow approximately 30 days after receipt void where prohibited,
of coupon at Frigidaire
for delivery of check

FRIGIDAIRE

Just at the time of year when you're looking for washday capacity and
fabric care, Frigidaire
is making it easier than ever to get. To prove it, just check the coupon
above and see how
you can get a $10, $15 or $20 refund from Frigidaire when you buy
a dependable Frigidaire
--- Washer, Laundry Center, or Washer/Dryer pair.

e clean up with
!Frigidaire values.

Hospital Report

Model
DCD3T

$179
4 days only.

Frigidaire Flowing Heat Dryer. Fast, gentle drying
with Flowing Heat. Easy on today's fabrics. Timed
Cycle, 2-position 'Fabrics Selector. Automatic
5-minute cool-down period at end of each cycle plus
a separate No Heat Cycle.

$499

Model FPCI3-203VU

4 days only:

'Frigidaire 20.3 Cu. ft. side-by-side refrigeratorfreezer. 100% Frost-Proof; 7.04 cu ft. freezer
storage. 4 shelves plus sliding basket in freezer;
5 shelves (4 fully adjustable) in refrigerator
section Automatic Ice Maker available now, or
later, at extra charge

Model DW3-CDMU

Frigidaire Mobile Dishwasher. Handles big loads witn
Super-Surge Washing Action. Normally soiled dishes
come clean without pre-rinsing Hooks up in seconds.
Regular Wash, Short Wash, Rinse & Dry, Plate Warmer,
Rinse & Hold cycles plus Pre-Wash and Hold option.
By-pass button lets you use the faucet while dishwasher
is hooked UP.

Model
FPCI3-170TU

$379 4 days only.

Frigidaire 17.0 cu. ft. top-freezer refrigeratorfreezer. 100% Frost-Proof; big-family frozen
food storage in 4.75 Cu. ft. freezer section
Automatic Ice Maker available now, or later,
at extra charge

$239 4 days only.

WARD-ELKINS

411 Maple St.

Ph. 753-1713

_
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Rebozo Confirms Two Secret
Payments From Howard Hughes

Official Hopes Lack
Of indictments Will
Exonerate De,Mocrats
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Democratic Chairman J.
R. Miller said Tuesday he
hopes the lack of any federal
indictments so far against any
party officials will exonerate
the party of suspicions it violated the law.•
Miller said he is referring to
"the much publicized sealed indictments" which were opened
and read last Friday in U.S.
District 'Court at Lexington.
They involved four highway
contractors.
The chairman said there had
been persistent rumors the indictments might involve one or
more officials of the party in
connection with kickback allegations by two real estate appraisers.
The two, William Grissom of
Glasgow and William P. Snyder
of Louisville, have alleged that
H. K. Taylor, who heads state
Democratic headquarters here,
contacted them about kicking
back a portion of their state appraisal fees to the party.
Taylor has denied it, Miller
has defended him and, in
recently announcing his resignation as chairman, said he
ART GUILD
The Murray Art Guild will
have its workshop on Wednesday and Thursday from 6:30
to 9:30 p.m. and on Sunday from
one to four p.m. Ralph Bagley is
conducting the workshops at the
Art Guild on North 6th Street.

would wait until completion of
an FBI investigation.
Miller said he is waiting to
quit "and go about my business" as an official in a rural
electric cooperative.
As .to when he might -step
down, Miller said he did not
know and has not discussed it
with either Gov. Wendell Ford
or State Sen. William Sullivan
of Henderson, who has been
named to succeed Miller. At Lexington, a federal aide
said the grand jury remains in
session, though not continuously, and that the case involving kickback allegations
still is under investigation.
Miller said a U.S. audit of
last spring's Democratic fund
raising drive which netted
$835,000 "has gone so far it borders on the ridiculous."
He said he feels no compuLsion to remain as chairman
while the audit continues.
Miller said he is concerned
that the General Accounting Office(GAO) is going to "make a
big to-do over nothing" and the
consequence will be a reluctance on the part of contributors in the future.
The secretary of the U.S.
Senate has expressed dissatisfaction over lack of details
of contributors in the campaign
and the Democratic party is
trying to obtain new data from
counties.
"You can't satisfy the letter
of the law," Miller said. "But I
find no wrongdoing."

hear public testimony from
Hughes and Rebozo.
In I.os Angeles, Hughes
spokesman Dick Hannah said
the billionaire would have no
con anent.
In his testimony. Buckley, 26,
said he saw nothing in his political espionage activities that
was either illegal or immoral
He said political espionage is
common practice in nearly all
campaigns.
Buckley testified only after
- Rebozo's bank records have he was granted immunity from
been subpoenaed by the com- prosecution_
Asked if he
mittee.,
would engage in political esSen. Lowell P. Weicker,
pionage in the future. Buckley
Conn.. said he would like to said: "Not for awhile."
said. They said Davis would be
questioned privately later today."
Several other Hughes associates have been questioned, the
sources said. Among them is
Robert A. Maheu, a former
Hughes executive, who has testified in a California lawsuit
that Nixon asked Rebozo to receive the money, which Maheu
said was intended as a campaign contribution.

WASHINGTON IAPI — President Nixon's close friend
Charles G. ''Bebe" Rebozo has
confirmed receiving two secret
250,000 payments from billionaire Howard Hughes, according
to Senate Watergate committee
sources.
The sources said the committee wants to learn whether
the $100.000 was linked to a federal antitrust ruling said
published reports to have permitted Hughes to expand his
Las Vegas, Nev.. interests.
One committee member said
he would like Rebozo and the
rarely seen Hughes called to
testify in public.
In today's public session the
committee was to hear Michael
W. McMinoway, identified as a
$1,000-a-month GOP spy whose
reports from inside the campaign of Sen. Hubert H.
Humphrey, D-Minn., were given the code name "Sedan Chair
9"
Tuesday, the committee
heard from John Buckley, a
former FBI agent, who said
Nixon political operatives codenamed him "Fat Jack" when
he worked as a lunch-hour spy
photographing internal documents in the campaign of Sen.
Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine.
Committee sources said Rebow told staff investigators he
received the 0100,000 sometime
in 1970 from Richard Danner,
manager of a Hughes-owned
Las Vegas hotel. Rebozo said
he returned the money lasl
spring, to Chester Davis, a
Hughes lawyer, the sources

Presley Divorce Leaves Wife
With Few Financial Problems
SANTA MONICA, Calif. API
-- Singer Elvis Presley and his
26-year-old wife Priscilla have
ended their marriage with a
friendly kiss and a property
settlement making her a millionaire
Presley. 38, was granted his
divorce Tuesday in Los Angeles
County Superior Court. The
couple, married six years,
agreed on a modified property
settlement involving $1.5 million. _
In seeking the divorce, the
singer cited irreconcilable differences because of pressure
from constant traveling. The
hearing was closed to the public.
The Presleys were married in
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Las Vegas, Nev , in May 1967
after a courtship that began in
Germany. She was the daughter of an Army officer and he
was the world's best known
tank-driving corporal.
Under the settlement, Presley
will pay $725,000 in cash outright and another 0720,000 at
06,000 a month over a 10-year
period.
She also will receive half the
proceeds from the intended sale
of their Beverly Hills home;
five per cent of the outstanding
stock in Elvis Presley Music
Inc and White Haven Music
Inc.: $4,200 a month for her ad
ditional support for a year; and
$4,200 a month support for their
4-5-year-old daughter Lisa.
Presley paid 8400,000 for the
multi-level Beverly Hills home
shortly after his marriage.
The original agreement had
been $100,000 "and a couple of
cars," said Harry Fain, a Presley attorney.
"This man agreed to pay her
this without any contest because he wanted to be generous
and make her happy," Fain
said. "I never met a man so
unselfish."
Presley has been a regular
headliner at Las Vegas casino
shows.
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A new money order with the
limit raised from $100 to $300
per order will be available at
The Murray Post Office on
October 13, according to
Postmaster Lester Nanny.
Postmaster Nanny said the
new system can save both the
customer and U.S. Postal
Service money. Buyers of the
new money order will pay one
fee— 40 cents—for money orders valued from 50.01 to
8300.00. Fees for the lesser
amounts will remain the same.
"Under the old system, a 8300
money order would involve
three 40 cent fees for a total of
$1.20. The new system will
provide a two-thirds reduction
to 40 cents," Postmaster Nanny
said.
The Postal Service has
centralized administration of its
money order system at the
Postal Data Center in St. Louis.
"It has the most advanced
paper forms processing system
of its type in the world and as
result of this efficiency the
Postal Service expects to save
about $1.6 million a year,"
Postmaster Nanny said.
He said the new money order
imprinter will replace the
punch machine now in use.
"The-imprinter is based on the
same method of printing as the
credit card irnprinters used in
department stores, restaurants
and gas stations. It is designed
to save time and effort at the
postal window," Postmaster
Nanny said.
A three part carbon interleaved money order form
replaces the card form that is
now in use. Postmaster Nanny
says the larger customer
receipt will be less easily
misplaced, contains a complete record of when, where and
in what amount it was purchased, and will allow the
Postal Service to provide faster
claim service through machine
processing.
The new money order form
meets American Bankers
Association standards for- rapid
praccssing.
Recipients of money orders will
be able to cash them at 42,600
post offices and stations and
23,000 banks and stations,
Postmaster Nanny, said
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NIGHT CLERK wanted for
ORDINANCE NUMBER 586,
N-0-Ti•C-E
motel_ Switchboard experience
BEING
ORIIINANCE
AN
helpful, but not necessary. Must
DECLARING THE NEED,
be bondable. Send resume to P.O.
NECESSITY, DESIRABILITY
Paris,Tennessee. 017C
AND INTENTION OF THE CITY Portable Welding Service Box 990,
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TO
Arc Welding & Repair EXPERIENCED SERVICEMAN
ANNEX
CERTAIN
CON09C
full time. Phone 7534129.
TIGUOUS TERRITORY TO THE
-Quality Work
CITY OF MURRAY KENPhone 753 1729
TUCKY; AND ACCURATELY
SEMI DRIVERS with three years
DEFINING THE BOUNDARIES
experience to run 15 states. Must
After 8:00 a.m.
OF THE TERRITORY WHICH
have 6 months experience on
Own
,
Nance
Vernon
CITY OF MURRAY, KEN-.
steel or machinery. Call Ace
TUCKY, PROPOSES TO AN/Doran Hauling 8c Rigging
NEX
Company, MaYfield, Kentucky
ATTENTION
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
502,345-2786 after 5:00 p.m.
Young men in Murray
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE
October 18(
Calloway County between
CITY OF MURRAY, KENthe ages of 21 and 35, you
AUTO DAMAGE appraisers.
TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS:
are invited to our Jaycees
openings in Akron, Cleveland arid
SECTION I: That it is needful, membership night at the
New York City. We are growing
necessary and desirable that the
university in the Student
and we need good people. College
following described lands lying
Union Building. It will be
education and-or shop or parts
adjacent and contiguous to the
held Tuesday, October 16th
management experience
present boundary limits of the at 7:00 p.m. For further
preferred. Minimum age 23.
City of Murray, Kentucky, be information call Ray
ThCareer opportunity. Call collect
annexed to said City of Murray, weatt 753-3630 or Steve
i216) 486-5955. Interviews at
Kentucky, and become a part
Durbin 753-1966.
Murray Holiday Inn, 1:00-6:00
thereof, to-wit:
p.m., October 15, 1973. Contact
Beginning at a point on the
Beat the ;a
...•
Robert Dunn.
011C
northwestcorner of the pre,
have a carefully seasont
city limits located on Kentth
& sleriderizr
121 Bypass; thence north to a
-t table Plate. Only v•
point on the Quarter Section Line
of the Southeast Quarter of
Triangle Inn.
Section 21, Township 2, Range 4
East; thence east with the ••••••-••110*
Quarter Section Line of Section
ADVERTISING
Full or Part Time
21, Township 2, Rage 4 East to a
DEADLINES
point 1,354 feet west of the west •
Apply In Person
right-of-way on North 16th
All display'aids, classified
Street; thence north 3,242 feet to
display
and
regular
JERRY'S
e point paralled with North 16th
display, must be submitted
Street; thence east 1,054 feet to a
RESTAURANT
by 12 noon, the day before
point 300 feet west of the west
publication.
So. 12th St
right-o(-way on North 16th
All reads 41assifieds
Street; thence north paralled Infllst
with North lath Street to a point
m. 'the
be mani
dardbeby
fore41 CONCERNED ABOUT your
west of the south right-of-way on
child's progress in school? Earn
lication.
Utterback Road; thence east
••••••••
•
- 440••••••; Mir own set of the World Book
with the south right-of-way on
Encyclopedias, designed to aid
Utterback Road to a point 323.78
all students. We train you in
1 selling world books, highly
feet west of the west right-of-way
on US. 641; thence north 240.38
recommended, largest selling
feet to a point north of the north
encyclopedias. Work full or part
right-of-way on Utterback Road;
time for generous commission
thence east 300 feet to a point on
Write Mgr., P.O. Box 436,
the west right-of-way, on US.
Princeton, Ky. 42445.
641, thence south 199.29 feet with
Hey guys, we have
the west right-of-way, on U.S.
srocx CLERK wanted, full
641; to 3 point on the half Section
tune. Present employees are
uniforms
for
you
too,
line of Section 15, Township 2,
Wormed of this ad. Reply to P.O.
9-00 J
p r
—
Range 4 East; thence east with
Box 32-V, Murray, Kentucky.
the half Section Line of Sections
14 and 15, Township 2, Range 4
IF YOU can sell and not afraid to
East to a point on the west
work, phone me today. I will
property line of L.N. R.R. thence
show you how you can make $300
south with the west property line
to $500.00 per week. We have
of L.N. R.R. to a point on the WANTED EXPERIENCED over 300 clients for you to call on.
tractor
trailer
driver.
Apply
in
present city limits; thence west,
Our men are making this kind of
south and west with the present person to Mr. Wallen, Paschall money. Must be married and
city limits to points of beginning. Truck Lines, Murray, Ky. Eqmd have sales experience This is an
Opportunity Employer. Oet.111C
old line company with plenty of
SECTION II: That it is the
opportunity to the right person
intention of City of Murray,
WANTED WAITRESSES t and Dial Paducah, 443-4594
Kentucky, to annex to City of
cooks,full time and part time.
Murray, Kentucky, so as to
Phone Garland's Hih-Burger,
become a part thereof, the
753-9151.
011C
territory described in SECTION I
hereof.
OUSTANDING OPPORTUNITY. WILL DO housekeeping. Phone
011C
ADOPTED ON
'FIRST Fisher Price Toys, Murray, 753-7994.
READING ON'THE 13th DAY OF Kentucky Plant, a division of The
September, 1973.
Quaker Oats Company, has an
ADOPTED ON SECOND opening for an i.e. assistant with
READING ON THE 27th DAY OF the following qualifications:
HAVE YOUR own business now'
September, 1973,
experience in preparation and
COMMON COUNCIL,CTTY OF maintenance of plant layouts; No financial risk. Great potential
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
analysis and solution of methods working part time. Phone 753October 17C
By Holmes Ellis
and layout problems: working 1470,
Mayor, City of Murray knowledge of MTbf and stanDISTRIBUTOR WANTED to
Kentucky
dards data. Successful candidate
service "Walt Disney Products"
ATTEST:
responsible
for
providing accounts. High
earnings! Income
Stanford Andrus
technical
assistance
to over $1,000 per month possible!
Clerk, City of Murray, Kenproduction and maintenance.
October 12C Degree not required. Excellent Inventory necessary $3,300 to
start! Call collect Mr. Penn (214)
fringe benefits including profit
243-1981.
016P
sharing. Send resume to George
E. Lovell, Fisher Price Toys, Box
311, Murray, Kentucky. or call 641 CLUB, Puryear, Tennessee
753-0450. "An equal opportunity Great business. Phone 247-9931
after 4:00 p.m. Phone Paris 642employer."
e320
or 642-2541.
09C

NANCE

Help Wanted
NIGHT COOK

i

!

The
SPECIALTY
SHOP
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SEAL IT MST/

eineirmany/
Crossword

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Puzzle

LIM OMB MGM

ACROSS

6 Symbol
nickel
Vast age
P
Ee
at7
"sump Of,
9 Marrs name ---11
• ate of leg
1
33
2 i
Vegetable
k""age
(RI)
14 Gds name
10 Capuchin
15 Unrestrained
monkey
17 Piece of linen
11 Girl's name
te ChanEnged
16 Claw
21 Female
18 Animal's toot
)
20 Canine
22 (ccd
Sk rnic.q
of fruit
22 Man's name
24 land measure
26 Dampens
23 Wipe out
29 Mistake
25 Physoctan
31 Obtained
(C0006)
33 Drink slowly
27 Strped
34 Symbol for
ammal
tantalum
28 Ertra
35 Negative
30 Quarrel
32 Scottish cap
37
39 A
PetH°'
staste"d
e (ablsr.) 36 Measure of
40 Superlative
weight
42 ed
En
rneu'l
rged
victorious
44 D:ne
46'
:r e' t
1-in:ar
Insect

48

apnea now

OMM M0Mil
MOD in
MU000
OM MU U1]0 ZO
ZIMOOM 0VM MOO
MOM 000 00
OMMO MO0MM
UOMOOMOMO 000
OMMO MOOM MOO
0000 OgOM L/140
38 Measured
durat ono of
41 HO !tightly
43 Nothing
45 Haughty
47 Knock
49 Shy
52 Seines
54 Gratuities

3

6

12

AO

16

17

19

30" STO1
electric ad
tape *Ye(

G.E. RECt
sale. Lay
now. Mo,
$18.95-sale
V-639, Reg
$24.88. M
$55.95—sal
V-946, Reg
$47.88. m,
$79.95—sall
Sales, Hi
Kentucky.

LEATHER
$120.00 ne
cellent con
753-6015.

CARPORT
Street,Sat
a.m. 4111
bicycles, w
clothing,
items.

YARD SAL
1607 Faro
coffee starti
beds with
niture, gla
clothing, et,
a.m. Come

13" SHELI
Datsun, $10

GARAGE S
Thursday al
and 12, 10:1

YARD SALI
503 Elm Stre
Porch mil
clothing, shi
and ends.

GAS DRYE
700, Broca&
old. $90.00. I

1973
WO1
cyclopkb—
never befor
percent off
Phone 753-70

DEEP FRE
about 6 weeb
753-6170.

USED FULI
springs, fra
footboard. F
753-0612 afte
IC diffe

AR
VINYL
la 9'

FU

ml
Phi
Open 11:119-1

DISHWASHI
new; Frigid
range, tefloi
bed and mai
with box spri
bed with ba
tress; dinin4
breakfast tal
coffee table
two old ladd
rociizr; hog
wheel chair,

12.1rwaixe.
INSURANCE!! HOMEOWNERS, farmowners, mobile
homes, automobiles, low rates,
excellent claim service. See us
before you buy. Galloway Insurancev& Realty, phone 7535842
October25C

10 11

is

24

33
41

77

36

37

4.

46

47

47

45

so
.34 .

.
3

•.; 62

26

31

30

so

'
7
65

WANT TO
of tillable
house. Phi

20

23

46

61

•

7

WANT TO
17 copies
Please br
Times 01
.Street.

ID

14

31
1 Ordinance
2 4witio s
lugh note
3 Delicate
4 Entrance
5 inteiior

55 Small rug
56 Indonesian
tribesman
57 Oanng
59 Confederate
general
60 Data
63 French
.
article

13

15

51
5°Add
r"ul
ShalowveseI
53 1. mud
27
measure
55 Charted
79
548 Center
Si
34
"t2 Flower
64 Meadow
65 Youngster
Sons
6
667 St

020 MOM 0000
000 OMBOMOOOP

JUICE VENDING—Juice. No
selling. Service company accounts. 6 to 10 hours weekly.
Excellent earnings. Cash investment required $2,185 to $7,070
secured. Expand with, company
financing. Buy back agreement
For information or interview
include phone number to A.M 1 ,
Juice Division, 5205 Leesburg
Pike, Suite 204, Falls Church, Va
22041.

14, Wan

.vo

163

?;..;

lbw by United-Teature Syndicate,

67
-•
Igo

AtitSaltkirade
THREE BEDROOM Nick and
frame, very clean, walk in
basement, fireplace, carpeted
and wall papered throughout,
scrcened and carpeted side
porch. Property Ovindes extra
corner lot. Both lots Large and
deaply wooded. Near Schools and
:2Ce centers. $25,000.00 or
on farm property east
of town. Phone 753-2742 anytime
alter 5:00 p.m.

Selling I
Glasswa
Primitiv
Racks.
Mrs. Do
Col, Rut
Sou-th
Buy & S

.4

I, 073
PAGE ELEVEN

75C371116
ed for
ierience
y. Must
to P.O.
. 017C
VitAN
09C
ee years
es. Must
nice on
;all Ace
ligging
entucky
m.
ober 111C
raisers,
land and
growing
. College
or parts
irience
age 23.
U collect
riews at
1:00-6100
Contact
011C

14. Want To Buy

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

WEDNESDAY-OCTOBER it, 073

Sell It With A Classified Ad

WANT 'TO BUY July 16 and July
17 copies of the Ledger & 'Times.
Please bring by the Ledger Si
Times Office, 103 North 4th
Street.
TFNC

Another View

L.RECIEVE FREE service or
inspection on any type it vacuum
by calling Mike Hutchens or Bob
yar at your local Kirby Vacuum
• ice, 500 Maple Street, 753-0359
•y or night.
October10C

757:119 16
5r*iceiffla111111

47.

FIREWOOD For sale. Phone 75334913a1ter 4:00p.m.
012P

TIMBER-LODGE on Tenn- CEMENT
CONSTRUCTIONHONDA SL-70, red with red ProTucky Lake, Route 1,Springville, porches, patios, driveways and
Am helmet. Will consider all
Tennessee, will build complete. garages. 20 years experience
FROM wall to wall, no soil at all,
offers. Phone 753-1442 between fireplace
s, starting at only Phone Lee Childress, 753on ciftpets cleaned with Blue
3:00 and 500 p.m.
$695.00.
Selection
of stones 6170.
01713
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
available. Satisfaction
$1. Kwik-Pik Market, Five
guaranteed. Phone 901-593WANT TO BUY 60 acres or more
Points.
BUILDING,
GARAGE
013C
49. Used Cars): Trucks
3534.
TFC aluminum
of tillable land with or without
, siding, carports and
house. Phone 7112-2567.
additions. Now is the time-to
CONCRETE STEPPING stones
CHEVROLET CAPRICE 1967, TIMBER-LODGE. of Tenn- build.' Call collect Mayfield, 247SINGER SALg-A-Thon ends and
concrete spalsh blocks.
four door hardtop% air, all power, Tucky take, Route 1, Springvill 7672.
013C
e,
Saturday at your local Singer Murray Lumber Company, 104
radio, vinyl top, Phone 753-6235 Tennessee will do your stone
Sewing machine dealer. Last Maple Street
010C
after 5:30p.m.
015C work. Large selections of stone. WILL KEEP children in my
30" STOVE, apartment size; chance for tremendous sale
Phone 901-593-3534
TFC home, Monday through Friday.
reductions
BELTON
.
E FACTORY fresh
,
CAMARO-1967, 327 automatic,
electric adding machine. Also car
Phone 753-7285.
hearing aid batteries for all make
black with red interior. $850.00. B.C. CONSTRUCTION. Complete
tape player. Phone 753-6200. 011C
hearing
aids.
Wallis
Drugs.
basements
010C
, foundations, patios, SIGNS PAINTED. Phone 436-2107
SALE-A-THON. $100.00 free
Phone 753-3335 after 5:00
G.E. RECORD player and stereo fabric with purchase of the
p.m.
011C sidewalks, driveways, retaining after 5:00 p.m.
FIRE WOOD for sale. Phone 753walls, etc. Septic tank insale. Lay away for Christmas Golden Touch and Sew by Singer
0381.
010C
now. Model V-211, Regular with desk console of your choice
VOLKSWAGEN
BUS-1970, stallations, 437-4734 or 437KATHLEEN TURNER Beauty
$18.95-sale price 116.88. Model Yaw local Singer Sewing Center,
October23C Salon, including her three hair
$1875.00. Phone 753-7295 after 5:00 4765.
BASS BOAT, 1973 yellow, 16'
V-639, Regular $34.95--sale price Belaire Shopping Center. 011C
p.m.
015C
stylists-Kristi Smith, Sharon
Fabuglass, hi-rise seats, coast
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. Braden and Susan Weiseman is
$24.$8. Model V-936, Regular
guard equipped, heavy duty foot
355.95-sale price $44.88. Model
PONTIAC LEMANS-1967, 326 Plumbing-electrical-roofing and making a special on frosting,
control, Pfluger trolling motor,65
V-946, Regular $59.95. -.sale price
engine, automatic in floor, carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or bleaching and permanent waving
nSHE 010 ME A CHEEW GOOD MoR14946.
H.P. Mercury motor with power
$47.88. Model 1-361, Regular
Craiger mags, new white letter 753-7625 nights.
TFC through the month of October..
15 THAT A GOOD SIGN?*
FORD ONE row corn picker, ,trim, heavy duty, Roco trailer, 6
179.95-sale price $59.88. Roby
tires. Phone 753-7502.
011C
Phone 753-3588, 208 South 12th
fully mounted type, six years old. months old. Phone 753-7553. 015C
Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
FOR ALL Your additionsGood condition. Phone Mayfield
Street.
31.
Want
41.
To
Rent
Public
ales
Kentucky.
1965 FORD, 350 bean and cattle remodeling, residential or
November2C 247,5817 after 5:00 p.m.
011P KEEP CARPETS beautiful
truck. 1964 two door sedan, Ford. commercial. New or old. Free WILL DO trash and brush
despite footsteps of a busy
AUCTION SALE every Friday
LEATHER COAT, dark brown.
TFC hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
Buy Blue Lustre. Rent COUPLE wAyrs to lease three night, 641 Auction House, Paris, Reese trailer hitch, model 1150, estimates. Call 753-6123.
Equipment.4family.
753-6130.
$120.00 new. Now $75.00. ExTFC
electric shampooer $1. Western bedroom house, 1 oi baths to be Tennessee. Another load from St. cattle rack for 44 ton truck. One
cellent condition. Size 14. Phone
Auto, home of "Wishing Well Gift available January I. Phone Louis. Walnut wardrobe, old Remington chain saw, like new. FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
1973 ASTROGLASS bass boat and
Phone 435-4483.
753-6015.
011C installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC WILL CUT and top trees. For fall
4)11C 85
011C collect Marion, Ky. 965-4626.
tables,6 old walnut dining chairs,
H.P. Mercury motor. Phone
clean up in town call 753-6265
antique chest, picture frames,
CARPORT SALE, 108 South 13th 492-8685.
after
3:30p.m.
VOLKSW
AGEN
011C
BULLDOZ
VAN
ER WORK; trucking,
-1970,
BATTERIES $8.95 to $14.95. Any
lamps, tools, hand painted china,
Street,Saturday, October 13, 8:00
10,800 BTU air conditioner. also bank gravel, fill dirt and
car,
discount
glass,
dishes,
to
stove,
refrigerat
dealers. Atomic
or,
a.m. 44e-dark. Bunk bed,
Waded . ;,:/arrileaft Batteries, 401 North 4th. Murray
odds and ends of all kinds. Open Franklin wood stove. Phone 436- topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544138, SCARBOROUGH PLUMING &
bicyclei, wigs, small appliances,
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
"r14141rws-'
5384
:131t
010P or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC Electric Complete pump repair
7534572.
November 5C $140.00. Unfurnished $120.00. Thursday night. Shorty McBrideclothing, many miscellaneous
service. Let us check your old
247
and
James
Travis-278
E.
.
PIANO IN Storage-Beautiful
items.
Located at Embassy Apartpump for you before you buy a
CARPETS
CORVET
PROFESS
TE
IONALLY
LOFT
COUPE
PILE,free from soil is the
-1971,
spinet- console stored locally.
ments. Available now. Phone 753white with brown interior, steam cleaned. Phone Carpet new one. 24 hour emergency
carpet
cleaned
with
Blue
Lustre.
YARD SALE, October 12 and 13, Fteported. like new. Responsible
4331
November 8C
automatic transmission, good Master 489-2504.
Rent electric shampooer $1. Big
. TFC service. Phone 7531607 Farmer. Lemonade and
can take at big saving on
5543.
tires,
October30C
power
brakes,
K,
Belaire
air,
Shopping Center. 013C
23,000
coffee stand for customers_ Two OW payment balance. Write
APARTMENTS AND full size' FOUR ROOM house with mining miles. Phone 354-6546 after 4:00 COMPI.ETE BOOKEEPING
beds with mattresses, old furPiano Co., Joplin, Missouri
Service if you feel you need a DOZER SERVICE D-6 catermobile homes. Riviera Courts, water, on two acres of land, with P.m.
011P
niture, glassware, books, toys,
bookkeeper but your business is pillar. Phpne 753-9807.
011C DOUBLE SINKS, stainless steel U.S. 641 North.
some
outbuilding
011€
October
s.
Two
miles
with two strainers and single
clothing, etc. No sale before 9:00
east of old Almo. See Rema Hill MERCURY MONTERAY-1967. not large enough to employ a 19C
lever
faucet, $15.00. Phone 436a.m. Come if rains.
Good condition. New tires. Phone person call us. Experienced in all
HA-14240ND ELECT/GC chord
at Route 1 Dexter,Ken=00.
0110 TWO LARGE bedroom furnished tucky.
organ. Also electric belt exer011C 753-1979 or see at 506 North 2rid phases of bookkeeping, pay rolls, LYNN WARNER, backhoe and
Street.
apartment, ideal for two male
ciser. Phone 753-1602 for ap010P taxes and etc. Also a complete gravel. Phone 474AB DICK electric mimeograph, students. One bedroom
13" SHELBY mag wheels for pointment.
line of typing services. Free pick 2713.
011C
neatly
October29C
-DODGwE&arrlan969t
in
$25.00. 18 H.P. Johnson; 5 H.P. furnished apartment. Inquire
Datsun, $100.00. Phone 753-5227.
yp.
'
automatic up and delivery if desired. Call
at 4L*
“
Johnson; trolling motor; 16' Kelly's Pest Control,
Been
753-0606.
Nov.5C ROY HARMON finish carpenter
located 100
5r
3406
$17
150
. •00• Phone Sam Harris,
GARAGE SALE, 216 Woodlawn, SPINET PIANO. $300.00. Phone fiberglass boat, 2 bucket seats, South 13th Street.
LARGE SHADY lot, 'located 7
Custom building and remodeling.
753,5523
after
3:00
p.m.
015C black vinyl for GTO Pontiac.
Thursday and Friday, October 11
corner of Lynn Grove Highway
Houses trimmed -formica tops
012C FURNITU
RE stripping (3 x 8
$10.00 each. Phone 753-4684. 011C
and 12, 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
and
and Johnny Robertson Road.
doors--Quality
workDRUM LESSONS, for further
foot Vats) and complete chair
Phone 753-5671 days or 753-3430 1960 FORD pickup. One-1 horse caning
manship. Phone 753-0790.
TFC
information phone 480-3690, if no
service.
The
Olde
Shoppe
YARD SALE, October 12 and 13,
phone 753-6213-both aft„ FALL FENCE sale, now through
011C trailer. Reasonable. Phone next to the Dairy Queen. Call
nights
753503 Elm Street from 8:00 till 6:00. p.m.
THREE
BEDROO
Greene
house,
M
0. Wilson 753-3536.
outic November 26. For free estimate
5
8240
November BC ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign
Porch swing, new and used
Wall Larry Lyles at Sears, 753- carpeted, gas floor furnace,
Company, 607 South 4th Street.
COMMERC
IAL OR subdivision PLYMOUTH CRICKET-1971.
clothing, shoes, dishes and odds PIANO
utility with washer and dryer'
TUNING-repair- 2310.
Phone 753-8346.
October17C
land.
215'
Highway
641
x
907.5'
old
and ends.
conditioni
hook
up,
One
air
owner.
$125.00
ng,
rebuilding. Prompt-expert sar-4
Phone 753-0360.
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben WAYNE SHALLOW well pump, per month. DepOsit required. %Almo Road. We are pleased to
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles GUTTERING BY sears. Sears
offer this property for sate as the FORD-1966, six cylinder, South of
GAS DRYER-Kenmore, series W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky. 40 gallon storage
Murray on Hwy. 641. pearnless gutters, installed per
tank, $25.00. Phone 753-2376 after 5:00
exclusive real estate agents. For straight shift. Local one owner Jerry
700, avocado green. Three years Phone 753-8911.
011C
p.m.
McCoy, owner. (502) 492- ,your specifications. Call Larry
TFC Phone 436-2200.
full information please phone- car. In good condition. Phone 753- 8837.
old. $90.00. Phone 753-9056.
TFC Lyles at 753-2310 for free
Wally Buchanan, Associate 8014.
MUSIC LESSONS, band inestimate
SMALL
TFC
THREE
bedroom
house,
SEAMLES
S GUTTERS. Baked
Mickey McGuire Realtor, 2601
1973
WORLD
book
en- struments, piano, guitar,
furnished.
All
LICENSE
electric
and
D
air
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
ELECTRICIAN.
Bridge Street, Paducah, Ken- FORD GALAXIE-1965, power
cyclopedia-excellent condition, beginner violin. Phone 753Having trouble getting those odd
At Panorama tucky 44242M, 442-2671,
years. For free detailed intimate conditioned
554never before used. $225.00-10 1470.
and air, one owner. Phone 753- jobs done?
November 11C
Shores.
$100.00
per
month,
Free estimate. No joll
phone
Atkins
Gutter
1736.
Ikevkie,
011C 2671.
percent off original retail price.
to small. Phone 753Deposit required. Phone 435-5285
Murray,7534483or 753Phone 753-7832 anytime.
after 6:00 p.m. October24C
'WIDE LOTS on U.S. 641, south of FIREBIRD-1970. Excellent 5606.
EXPERT GUITAR
INSTRUCTION
Murray, for your new home or condition. Good tires, air. Phone
Beginners and advanced
THREE BEDROOM house on mobile home. Call owner 753R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
Study with one of Ky's finest
753-4759.
abarp Street. 'Two baths. $140.03 0774.
teachers Now scheduling
work guaranteed. Business and
023C
DEEP FREF7F-Amana, used
NEWSPAPER /NM
limited enrollment Call Ed
per month. Three or four college
residential. Free estimates.
Monroe between S and 7 P.M.
FACTORY AM-FM car radio for students acceptable. Deposit
about 6 weeks, 1973 model. Phone
Phone
Phone 7S3-$1192.
day
COUNTRY
or
night
Mayfield
LOTS,
extra large.
247rag
s
G.M. products. Phone 753-5942 required. Phone 433-6598.
753-6170.
011P
7201.
Restricted, water $3500.00. MURPHY'S CLOSE out
TFC
after 3:30p2n.
prices on
015P
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Phone Sam Harris 753all 1973. recreational vehicles. CERAMIC TILE repair work.
USED FULL sized bed, mattress, Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
THREE BEDROOM house, 2'o 8061.
October 19C Example: 27' Fifth Wheel Repair or remodeling, also
springs, frame, headboard and Piano Company, across from
miles west of M.S.U. Electric
Trailer,6 sleeper, self contained - shower doors and tub enclosures.
footboard. Fair condition. Phone Post Office, Paris, Tennessee
KENIANA
heat Phone 753-6045
SHORES-Large
.
14,330.
20' MotorHorne,6 sleeper, Call 474-2263.
November 10C
MOBILE
HOME
wooded lots for $25 down &
753-0612 after 5:00 p.m.
-1958 Shelby,
011NC
1..
per month-All utilities including Chevrolet chassis, self contained
)PIANO SALE. As low as $595 no 12'1.61' Two bedrooms, separate
$7,836.
These
are
just two of the FURNITURE stripping ( 3 x 8
water -Lake access-All weather
18 different patterns of.... Lonardo Piano Company, across dining room,central heat and air,
- Su plie,k
streets. 'Phone. 436-5320 or 436- many units that must go. No foot Vats) and complete chair Your newspaper tells WHAT is
from Post Office, Paris, Ten- underpe_nned. On large lot with
ARMSTRONG
trade ins at these low, low prices. caneing service. The Olde Shoppe
patio and shrubbs. Phone 753-011$5
2473.
happening in the world. No
October 27C
THREE PONYS. two gentle, one
Sale starts Friday September 22. next to the Dairy Queen Call 753VINYL CUSHION FLOR nessee.
after 4:00p.m.
fleeting glimpse nor half -heard
010C two years old
Open 7 days a week through 3240.
not broken. Phone
in 9' and 12' widths
6C word, your newspaper When
WURI.ITZER ORGAN model
753-7502.
October.
011C
held in your hand it gives you,
4059, $375.00. Phone 435-4238 after THREE ROOM Trailer, 10' wide,
WIGGINS
Murphy's Camper Sales & Ser- ASPHALT Driveways, and
Two bedrooms, added on. 2 miles CATTLEMEN-HOG
160 ACRES,one mile from Cadiz,
literally, a grasp on events
5:30 p.m.
FURNITURE
producers.
vice
Your complete RV parking lots sealed, professional
from Alma. $40.00. Call 753-6920. Rhodes Feed
everywhere . . another rea21-2 miles North 641
Mill will store your Kentucky, 14a miles from Headquarters" Hwy 62 east, finishing. Estimates
freely son why newspapers make a big
Also
8'
Barkley
wide
(X)NN
Lake.
trailer
Paved
at
road,
BASS
city Dawson Road, Princeton, Ky.
Hardin grain, any amount, shell corn or
trombone. Excellent
Phone 753-4566
given. Phone collect 247difference in people's lives.
Open 8:88-536 Mon. thrn Sat. condition. $200.00. Phone 753-227. with built on 20' living room. ear corn, for your convenience in water. $300.00 per acre. Phone 365-5082.
October29C 2423.
November 6P
$30.00.
011C
011P making feed. Phone Rhodes Feed 753-9850 evenings.
Mill, Cube, Kentucky 382-2593 for'
DISHWASHER-Frigidaire, like
new; Frigidaire deluxe electric
October9C
NEW MOBILE home two more information.
-Apr
range, teflon lined oven; baby
bedrooms, all electric, carpeted.
FURNITURE STRIPPING ir
Cabbage Rows and Other Good Patterns
bed and mattress; full size bed KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest $50.00 deposit, $125.00 month, HORSE TRAILERS for rent and BY OWNER older home, four
Antiques, The Barn, 5 miles
with box springs and mattress; LAB Control, phone 753-3914100 South water furnished. Phone 753-2377 sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray, bedrooms, two baths, full
'13th Street, "Every day you
basement, finished attic, at- West of Murray on Hwy. 94. Dan
bed with box springs and mator 753-8921.
olic Kentucky. Phone Max at 753-9131. tached
delay lets bugs have their
garage, two air con- McDaniel, owner. 753tress; dining table and buffet;
November 6C
TFC
ditioners. With new appliances if 7499.
breakfast table and four chairs; way."
TRAILER SPACE for rent in
desired.
Woodlawn.
See
216
at
coffee table with formica top; FOR THE best in pest control country, phone
753-8045.
CATERPILLAR 977 loader, tree
two old ladder back chairs; one service and termite control call
pushing, fence row, stumps and
rocker; hospital bed, complete; Superior Exterminating Comx 40', two bedroom mobile 991 PET Shop, north. Chihuahua
ditches,etc. Phone 753wheel chair, Moe 753-1859.
TFcl home for rent, shady lot, electric puppies, cocker, spitz, tiny toy
pany.753-72O8.
New Concord
October 19C
10 miles SE of Murray just off Hwy. 121 on 614
heat, $50.00 per month. Phone puddles, parakeets, fish and 1988 HONDA 125 tlerimbler. 1007.
supplies. Phone 753489-2596
Excellent condition. Phone 7531862.
A BUSINESS without a sign is a
OctoberlIC
9926 anytime.
.;:n of no business. Hanna Sign
TFC
ARC REGISTERED two year old 1970 HONDA 350cc, excellent Company,753-8346.
30. Business Rentals
red
cocker
spaniel. Phone 437- condition. Phone 753-0991 after ROY'S LOCKSMI
-Aceordiee
-Drums
-Voice
TH Service
CLEAN UP shop at Midway. 4417.
0101' 5:00p.m.
-Guitar
-Pismo
-Banjo
011C Phone Paris,642-6551:
TFC
Phone 753-5311.
October
10C
-Trumpet
-Band
-Organ
MATCHED PAIR English setter
Professional Teachers for all Instruments
males, 16 months old (FDS111.
FOR SALE
$75.00 each. Irish setter, female
Ford 4500 Diesel
WANT TO RENT 50 to 100 acres two years old (AKC), $50 On
of tendable land. Phone 753-4770 Phone 753-7585 after 6:00
I
Dixieland -753-7575-Murray
or after 6:00p.m. 436-5812. 011C p.m.
0111'
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* Pink Depression Glass

* Ruby Glass
* China Cabinets, Sideboard
and Other Used Furniture
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Willie's Antique--&
- -Gift Shop

MUSIC LESSONS

Did you know that MSU has
a program called

FOCUS?

31.ItantTo Rent

JOB MUSIC CENTER
Estate Auction
Smith's Antique Shop & Grocery
Hwy. 45 W. Between Union City & Enna]
Sat., Oct. 13. 73, 11:66 A.M.
Selling to settle the estate of the late Mr. Clint Smith.
Glassware, Pottery, Bisques, Ironware: Brassware
Primitive's, Curios, Furniture, Groceries, Displays &
Racks.
Mrs. Dottie Smith, Executrio-479-38211
Col. Robert Ainley, Auctioneer Lie. No. 6
South Fulton, Tema. 4794713 & 472-1271
Bay & Sell 'Ilse Mirky Auction Way"

BACKHOE & TRACTOR

N

Watch
Channel 11-from 5-6 p.m.

I

For the convenience of the Citizens of
Murray ad Calloway County ..

nis -11Luna F"tti•ours

1060 hours, loader with lift capacity of 4500 lbs
1 gackhoe digging to depth of 15'l". 46100

Will Be From:

7-4 Monday tin Friday
7-12- Noori Saturday
CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
Starting September 1, 1973

Also Axle Trailer. 2 years old - 1500

Call Collect (312)349-8545

This ad paid for as
a public service by

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, Inc.
Murray, Ky.
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Funerals
Deaths and
Herbert J. Hargis'
Funeral Services
Being Held Today
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Iraq Announces Forces ye
Joined Middle East onflict

9

Mother Of Local
Man Dies Monday

thilk Main Suez Canal defense
Una against Egyptian forces
Word has been received of the
trying to retake the desert lost
death of Mrs. Howard Keller,
to Israel in the 1967 war.
Iraq's announcement that its
The funeral for Herbert J. Sr., mother of Dr. Howard
Hargis of 711 Riley Court, Keller, Jr., of Murray.
air and ground forces were
Mrs. Keller died Monday
Murray, is being held today at
playing an active role in the
fighting on both fronts formally
two p.m. at the chapel of the afternoon at her home at Miami
brought in the Iraqis as the
Blalock -Coleman Funeral Beach, Fla.
She is survived by her
Home with Bro. John Dale and
fourth Arab country ranged
Bro. Connie Wyatt officiating. husband, Howard Keller, Sr., of
against Israel in the fourth
Arab-Israeli struggle since 1948.
Serving as pallbearers are Miami Beach,Fla., and her son,
Charles Tidwell, Joe Nelson, Dr. Howard, Keller, Jr ,
The Beirut newspaper An NaRalph Darnell, Gary Blagg, teacher of Russian in the
ham reported the Iraqis had
Foreign
of
Daryl Blagg, and Donnie Department
committed 18,000 troops and 100
Medley. Burial will be in Languages, Murray State
tanks besides air power to supUniversity, and his wife, Helga,
Mw-ray Memorial Gardens.
port Egyptians in the Sinai and
Mr. Hargis, age 76, died of Murray.
Syrians in the Golan Heights.
Funeral services will be held
'Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the
There reports were seen as anMurray-Calloway County Thursday at Miami Beach, Fla.,
other indication this round of
SEVERAL MEMBERS of the Distributive Education Class of Mum, are pictured witle'lii•
Hospital. He was a retired with the Watch-Wood Funeral George Ligon, right, as they prepared to assist the Murray Lieu Club in their recent light.tedlemade.
fighting was likely to drag on
farmer of the Kirksey area and Home, 7140 Abbott Avenue, The DECA club voted to help the Lions as oat Of Met eaminunity projects -These young people
longer than the lightning sixa member of the 7th and Poplar Miami Beach, Fla., in charge of certainly helped make our sale a success," Jim Perla;project chairman. said
day Israeli victory of 1967.
the arrangements.
Church of Christ.
With the ground war slowed,
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
the Israeli military command
1Yudie Tidwell Hargis; two
reported its air power blasted
daughters, Mrs. Brooks Blagg
intallations at Syria's naval
of Lone Oak and Mrs. Loman
base on the Mediterranean,
Robert Burch, author of Minat el-Bayda, and fuel inNelson of Detroit, Mich.; two
children's books and 1970 tallalions at Horns $5 miles
sons, Cecil Frank Hargis of
The graveside rites from
Georgia Author of the Year, will north of Damascus.
prodthe
of
power
stitutional
Kirskey Route One and James
The
WASHINGTON (AP)
of
Anderson
I.
be the speaker for the
Marion
Mrs.
of
as
dent
commander-in-chief
sisters,
Hargis of Murray; two
Horns, an industrial city with
Senate today takes up a revised
elementary education luncheon
Mrs. Chris Fisher and Mrs. Highland Park, Mich., were bill limiting the power of the the armed forces.
oil refineries, was first hit
Club
Riding
The
Wranglers
during the First District Tuesday by the Israeli raiders.
Senate Majority Leader Mike
James Simpson; two brothers, held this morning at ten o'clock president to wage undeclared
will sponsor a Country Music
Mansfiehk Dillont., said it
Raymond and Gilbert Hargis, at the Murray City Cemetery war.
A iecuid number of 20 high Show on Sat. Oct. 13. at 7:30 Education Association meeting
Syrian communiques said the
at Murray State University Israeli jets today also hit the
six grandchildren; 12 great with Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
The bill would require with- would be tough to override a school and junior high school p.m., on the club grounds.
Friday, Oct. 12.
officiating.
grandchildren.
drawal within 60 days of U.S. veto in either the House, which marching bands will participate
Syrian ports of Latakia and
Pallbearers were William armed forces sent, without the votes first, or in the Senate.
The two bands that will
in the annual Murray Regional
Tartus on the Mediterranean
Grogan, Aubrey Hatcher, approval of Congress, into hosThe Senate voted 71 to 18 in Marching Band Festival for the provide music are the Fire
and blasted civilian targets in
Prentice
Tolley,
Bryan
tilities or situations risking im- July for. 30-day limit on use of first time in new Roy Stewart Mountain Group and the
all the attacks.
Lassiter, Edgar Pride, and minent hostilities.
the military forces in combat Stadium at Murray State Smokey Hollow Group:
Tel Aviv spokesmen said the
Fire
the
Robert Smith. The J. H.
of
Congress.
of
Members
University Saturday, Oct. 13.
Congress could require dis- without approval
targets in Egypt included air
had
Churchill Funeral Home
Mountain Group are: Otis
engagement soonef by adopting The House voted 744 to 170 for
bases only 27 miles north of
Sponsored by the Kentucky Elkins, Wally Taylor, Reggie
charge of the arrangements.
a concurrent resolution, not a 120-day limit.
Cairo and others at Khuazur and Association,
Educators
Music
Dave
and
Dunn
comthe
Larry
of
• Mrs. Anderson, age 60, sister subject toiresidential veto.
Coles,
Senate passage
Abu Hammed in the Nile Delta. the festival will begin at 6 p.m.,
Clifford Bomar, formerly of of Mrs Loren Adams of
President Nixon has said he promise bill, worked out in a according to Richard W. Ward.
The Israeli jets also reported
Murray, now of Elkhart, Ind., Murray, died Thursday at her woiild veto such a bill as an in- Senate conference committee,
The Smokey Hollow Group
"accurate hits" on a radar staFarrell, festival manager and
died this morning at 2:30 at the home.
fringement upon the eon- was not in doubt. The House is chairman of the music includes, Mitchell Hill, Barton
tion on the Mediterranean coast
Elkhart General Hospital there.
Jones, Bill Starks, Barry Hale
expected to adopt the com60 miles east of Alexandria,
State.
Murray
at
department
He was 88 years of age and
and Melissa Hale.
promise language later this
they added.
Bands to participate include
moved to Elkhart from Murray
Admission for the Country
week.
The Israelis claimed shooting
Union
Music Show will be $2.00 a car
in 1940.
The bill recognizes the au- one junior high unit from
down 17 Syrian jets in the dogThe deceased was a retired
thority of the president to order County and 19 high school units: load. Sandwiches, drinks and
fights over the Golan Heights.
employee of the Shultz Trailer
troops into combat in an emer- Union County, Adairville, homemade pie will be avallabe
But Syrian communiques said
The
County,
Lyon
a
in the conession stand.
Company, Elkhart, and
gency resulting from attack on McLean County,
Robert Burch
six Israeli planes were shot
Dawson Springs, Benton, Trigg public is invited to attend this
member of the Trinity United
the U.S. or its armed forces.
The luncheon for the down during the encounters and
WASHINGTON ( API - The
Methodist Church, Elkhart.
Even in such emergencies, County, 1Fteidland, Henderson event sponsored by the elementary education section reported no Syrian losses.
Curris,
W.
Constantine
Dr.
to
declined
has
Heath,
Court
Marshall,
Mrs.
North
Supreme
Wranglers Club.
Survivors are his wife,
however, the duration of en- City,
will begin at 11:30 in the
Egypt and Syria said TuesBomar of bear a challenge to Western president of Murray State gagement would be limited to Webster County, Caldwell
The club grounds are located ballroom of the Waterfield
Louise Baker
day that they had beaten back
guest
the
be
will
University,
County,
Hwy.
on
Murray
Henderson
from
miles
County,
detwo
Elkhart, hid.; six daughters, Kentucky University officials
Congress
unless
days
60
Student Union Building on the
attacks and
luncheon
Hopkins, 94 East, turn left at Lakestop campus, with Dorothy Mc- repeated Israeli
—Mrs. Brent (Kattryn) Outland who canceled a campus show- speaker for the
clared- war, extended the period Madiaonvillsoklarth
advances.
new
for
were
poised
Kentucky
West
the
of
meeting
af Murray„. Mrs. Mary Louise ing of a film they found obor was physically unable to Lone Oak, AfilluttOwenaboro, Grocery and follow blacktop for Clelion as chairman.
An Israeli spokesman admitted
Association of School AdDiked Chicago, Ill., Mrs. Nell jectionable.
meet because of armed attack Davless County and Murray. about two miles on the old Van
Burch, who lives in Fayette Tuesday night that Israel's
The court let stand a decision ministrators here Friday, Oct. on the United States.
C4asaifisd according to Cleve Road.
theirielaid and Mrs. Charlotte
County, Ga., in the same house counteroffensive had stalled in
12.
Apof
Elkhart, Mrs. of the at. Circuit Court
Ostrom, he
The 60-day period could be enrdideatt_kigh school bands
where he spent his youth, did both the Sinai Desert and the
Scheduled to begin at 11:30
.0n
of 4
at Cheyenne, peals, Cincinnati, upholding the
imaile=
ai ashibillon
lita
1.1 -=
extended by the gradient for :4
begin writing until the age Golan Heights.
Dot
Kitchen, the
tring, Mil Mrs. Geneva cancellation of the "filmirtit
no more than 30 dirrapn his
et 31, He has quickly become
Cities in Israel, Egypt and
First
the
of
part`
fa
luncheon
Ono."
Yoko
one
John Lennon and
of Marion, Ind.;
written certification that heheljulipiliy three-rnembes
one of the most popular writers Syria were blacked out after an
Association
Education
District
After being jointly booked by
William Baker Bomar of
-unavoidable military nomad- panel. Judas will be: LAO
of children's books.
Israeli raid Tuesday on Damthe Associated Students and the get-together held each fall in ty" required the time for the Sliva, anistent superintendent
Bristol, Tenn.
His award in 1970 was for • ascus and another Syrian city,
FRANKFORT, Ky.-A
of
campus
the
on
and
Murray
the
at
two
administration,
are
supervisor
surviving
university
Also
safe withdrawal of troops from and former music
regional conference of local "Joey's Cat." Among his other but no air attacks on any cities
sisters, Miss Louise Bomar of film was canceled by Dean of Murray State University.
Olney, Ill.; William Hull, band
the war zone.
health department stalks teen books are "Simon and the Game Tuesday night were reported.
Noffsinger,
A.
Dr.
Hugh
Nashville, Tenn., and Miss Students Charles Keown.
director at Columbia High
his latest, and
regions 1, 2, plus Mak
urged
of
WKASA,
secretary
after
it,
viewed
he
Keown
said
and
City,
Tenn.;
Mexico
of
Columbia,
Bomar
Evelyn
School,
"essenie Pe_avy," "Renfroe's
demon
and
Webster
0111111desto
and
note
take
to
members
Mexico; sister-in--law, Mrs. reading a description in a broCharles Campbell, band
will be held at KentucWThriff Cheatmas,""A funny Place to
Mary Louise Baker of Murray; chure, and thought it would be heed the announced starting
director at George Rogers
State Resort Park, Live" and "Tyler, Wilkin and
Village
fifteen grandchildren including Inappropriate for the university time for the luncheon, exClark High School, Winchester.
Skee."
October 15-16.
Gilbertsville,
general
the
that
plaining
Mrs. Van (Linda) Waugh and to co-sponsor it.
Often he writes of the simple
Dr. Constantine I Deno)
for
be
Ratings
will
awarded
to
members
staff
addition
In
FDEA
the
of
session
assembly
Attorneys for the Student
Mrs James E. (Judy) RickMurray
most important in a
of
events
president
Currie,
good,
for
fair
superior,
excellent,
the
Department
from
man, both of Murray; fifteen Government called Keown's ac- in Lovett Auditorium on the State University, will be the
and poor, with bands earning Human Resources, represen- child's life-family matters, the
p.m.
1:30
will
at
begin
campus
and
censorship
great grandchildren including tion "blatant
Curris, who was sworn into special guest Thursday, Oct. 11, superior to be presented tatives will be appearing on the county fair, fishing, or the
Bret Waugh and Lisa Rickman prior restraint" in violation of
on Focus, an
talk trophies at the conclusion of the programs train the Department "wash hole" big enough for
the freedom of expression guar- office to succeed Dr. Harry M. show originatinghour-long
of Murray
on the campus Program.
for Natural Resources and swimming.
Rev. Bill Hart was elected as
youngest
the
is
15,
Sept.
Sparks
Amendment
1st
Mrs.
the
wife,
first
by
anteed
Mr. Bomar's
for cablevision patrons in
the
Protection,
new vice-president of the
the
Environmental
major
state
a
of
president
the
of
highlight
A traditional
Annie Baker Bomar, died to the Constitution.
Murray and Mayfield.
Before he began his writing Murray-Calloway County
festival is the performance by Department of Labor, the
Lawyers for the university, college or university in KenSeptember 11, 1934.
To begin at 5 p.m., the
Safety career, Burch served in the Ministerial Association (to fill
Product
Federal
Funeral arrangements are however, said the 1st Amend- tucky history. His official program will be shown on the Marching Thoroughbred
South Pacific during World War the unexpired of the recently
and
Committee
industries.
is
ceremony
inauguration
while
State
Band of Murray
incomplete but the rites will be ment did not require the adChannel 11 in Murray and
II, sailed aboard a Danish moved officer, Rev. Paul
Special
sessions
state-wide
12.
Nov.
for
scheduled
judges figure ratings and
at Elkhart with burial in the ministration to take part as coHe had served the previous Channel 4 in Mayfield, ac- complete criticism sheets. are being developed for freighter, and worked in Japan. Couch), at the regular monthly
Rice Cemetery there. The sponsor in programs which
cording to Dr. Bob Howard,
health He earned a degree from the meeting held at the First United
and
Ratings will be announced and nutritionists
White's Funeral Home at were contrary to its "con- two • years as vice-presiddent station manager and
director of
School of Agriculture at the Methodist Educational Building
MI
educators.
nutritionists
West
at
faculty
of
dean
the
and
presentations made following
Elkhart will have charge of the science and good faith judgof the division of radio-television- the performance by the attended the first conference in University of Georgia in 1949. with the president, Rev. Martin
Institute
Virginia
ment.arrangements.
film at Murray State.
Mattingly presiding.
university band, which is under Lexington and health educators
The portion of the films to Technology, Montgomery, W.
The family requests that in
Dr. James Biggs, assistant
should plan to attend the
inRev. Paul Wenger reported
experience
other
His
Va.
the direction of Roger Reichlieu of flowers that expressions which Keown objected showed
professor of speech, and Mrs.
Louisville conference October
on proposals to implement
muth.
of sympathy take the form of a fly crawling over a nude cludes two years as vice- Ruth Howard, a
teacher at
18-19.
Phase VI of Key '73"Calling our
president of student affairs at
donations to the Calloway woman lying on a bed.
Admission to the festival,
Murray High School, will
The opening day general
HunContinent to Comrpittment."
University,
Marshall
Chapter of the
County
81
be
will
Farrell,
to
according
session will begin at 9 a.m.
President Mattingly aptington, W. Va., a year as conduct an interview with
American Red Cross.
adults and 50 cents for Throughout the remainder of
educational Curds, followed by a question- for
of
pointed a Committee of
director
students.
the conference, sessions will be
programs for the West Virginia and-answer period.
Wringer, Dr. James Fisher, and
Howard
said
communite...and
broken down into section
in
Education
of
Board
R.L. Cooper, Health Program Rev. James Garrett to prepare
groups.
Charleston, and three years as student guests are welcome in
Coordinator, for the Calloway a detailed recommendation
INJURED AT FULTON
vice-president and dean of the the studio to watch the telecast
County Health Department from those proposals for the
old
year
M
Rogers,
Byron
faculty at Midway 1Ky.) Junior and to ask questions. Teisgbdie
today that October next meeting. The proposals
announced
University
State
questions will also be acceWld Murray
College.
as im- included a Senior Citizens
been
designated
has
either before or during the student, hss been dismissed
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) munization action month-The Dinner, Christmas manger
Fulton,
jElospitid,
Hardy'
from
program for answer on the air,
Mayor Frank W. Burke says
right time to check to see that scenes for the shopping centers,
where he wee treitled bur a had
Funeral --services for Mrs.. Louisville will ask France to
he added.
•
In the family is fully a community wide general
everyone
afternoon.
Flora Hale of 403 Elm Street, pay $300,000 for a fountain in
Numbers to call with injury Saturday
Two Fulton girls escaped protected
polio, thanksgiving service for the
against
fell
he
when
injured
was
Rogers
Murray, will be held Thursday the Ohio River that would spout
(Continued from Page 1)
are
762-4661 and Plh
questions
Injury but the car was badly diphtheria, tetnus, whooping close of the year to introduce
froth the bumper of a van just
at two p.m. at the chapel of the water 400 feet in the air in the commerce, human resources, 4662
damaged in a freak accident cough, measles and rubella or Key '74.
north of Fulton. The van was
Blalock-Coleman Funeral pattern of a fleur-de-lis, the parks and natural resources
near the McConnel-US 45 in- german measles.
Rev. Mickey Carpenter
Alpha
Kappa
Pi
carrying
Harold adopted symbol of the city.
Home with Rev
also were in Benton to offer
tersection, Fulton, Saturday
has a right to reported on the proposed plans
child
"Every
to
relay
annual
the
on
members
officiating.
Lassiter
about 7:15 p.m.
Paying for the water spout, advice.
grow up healthy The above of the Bi-centennial Committee
Grandsons will serve as
the UTM game at Martin, Term.
The officials talked with
Patti Jolley, driving her 1969 childhood diseases can crip- for Calloway County, Rev. Fred
be
a
which
would
aboard
barge
pallbearers and burial Will be in
Mustang, was accompanied by ple-and even kill, but they also Morton reported on the connear the McAlpine Dam, could citizens about subjects ranging
the Murray City Cemetery.
from coonty-road blacktopping
Mary Ann Cate and they were can be prevented," said Cooper. tinuation of the Christmas
as
serve
France's
contribution
Friends may call at the funeral
enroute to the UTM-Murray
to the American bicentennial to senior citizens' programs to
County
Forest
Ranger
"Babies should start getting Charities Co-ordinating effort
Albert
home.
game at Martin.
celebration in 1976, Burke said, complaints about double Wilson said it is now time to
their shots when they're just and Rev. Bill Strong and Rev.
Mrs Hale, age 84, died
The accident occurred when a two months old. By the time a Mickey Carpenter were apand also commemorate ties taxation,
begin planning for the fall tree
Tuesday at 5:25 a.m. at the
"We are having the typical planting program.
car made a left turn at the youngster is two years old, he pointed to serve with him.
with
Louisville.
Westview Nursing Home. Her
problems," Ford said. "It's real
The Kentucky Division of Federal State Market News McConnell road, the car should be fully protected
The Association agreed that
The city was named after important to me to find out what
husband, Harley W. Hale, died
Service October 10, 1973
directly behind it, swerved and against
is
any
now
Forestry
childhood
these
organization in the county,
taking
orders
XVI,
and
son,
Louis
King
one
France's
and
September 8, 1969,
their concerns are"
for tree seedlings for planting Kentucky Purchase Area Hog made it around the turning car. diseases," the coordinator said. that might desire to have a
Lilburn Hale, died October 7, is a sister city of Montpellier,
The governor said he met this fall. These seedlings will be Market Report Includes Nine The next car stopped dead still
Persons should see their minister serve in their activities
France
1970.
and Miss Jolley almost got her doctor or come to the Callow_ay may contact the Ministerial
about as many visitors in-lifted at the nursery and Baying Stations
daughters,
five
are
Survivors
The mayor said Tuesday that Benton as he had on other visit's delivered sometime in late Receipts: Act 743 Est. 650 vehicle stopped, but hit the car County Health Department led aneeciation and such amigoMrs. Henry ( Tiny) Pierce of he and other city representaoutside Frankfort
November or early December, Barrows and Gilts 50 cents in front damaging the rear make sure that your childria- ment will be made.
Paris, Tenn., •Mrs. Hawley tives will meet later this month
Ford
depending on the weather.
visited
Northern
Appreciation was also exhigher, Sows steady to 50 cents taillight. The car behind her especially the toddlers bewails
Hazel
Route
of
Weida ) Fluty
with the French ambassador or Kentucky one day in August and
smashed into
her car, one and four years old-are pressed to the MSU Channel 11
Persons interested in ob- lower.
TWO, Mrs. Roy (Inez) Harmon, his representatives in Washingwas at the Kentucky State Fair taining some tree seedlings for US 1-2100-230 lbs
against Television for having the
$42.25-42.50 damaging both cars con- fully
protected
Mrs. Rex (Daisy) Billington, ton to discuss the question
waiderably.
in Louisville for two days later fall planting* and who wish US 1-3 310-140 lbs.
Cooper Ministerial Association amigo
childhood
diseases,
841.75
Smith,
)
(Kathleen
and Mrs4oe
•
'Me 1ast car- was driver, by sate
in the same month.- Inforroath-.:.
Oil.25-4i.75
ministers on a weekly bads to
"OS1-4 24/0-arou
all of littirriyChur 'sons, Elvie
WOW CAMP
Next week, Ford and the where, and how to plant, may US 3-4 200-1M1Its, $40.75.41.25 William Houston of Murray and
The coordinator said persons conduct the Monday through
and. Hollia J.110e of,
Murray Camp.592 of the. Woodmen of government representatives contact Albert Wilms, County Strws
at by the Jolley carers* should tee amour me snots tor r-riaay, ditty TY Devotional it
Route Eight, Alvin Hale of the World will meet Thursday,
driven by Joseph Miller of all the children and your own, 4:30 p.m. Members of all
for
Calloway
Ranger
will
to
tralg
Eatery.
County
at
lbs.
Kentucky
536.50-37.00
270-350
1-2
US
Dexter, and Jess Hale of Hazel October 11, at seven p.m at the
too, and adults should have churches are urged to tune In If
to visit Ttift.tonburg and Floyd 436-2152, or call the Kentucky US 1-3 300450 lba
136.00-36.50 Sacramento, Ky.
Route Two; 27 grandchildren; WOW Hall for a business
in- tetnus-diphtheria shots every you are on cabievision, Rev.
Trooper
Kilpatrick
County and talk with citizens Division of Forestry Office at US 2-3 450456 lbs
$35.00-36.0e
one
grandchildren;
great
39
meeting and refreshments.
Mayfield, 247-3913.
veatagalei art accident.
about their problems.
ten years.
MatUngly said.
Boars PLO-34.00great great: grandchild.

Rites Held Today
For Mrs. Anderson

To
In
Festival

Senate To Take Up Bill To
Bands
Limit Presidential War Power /. March

By THE AllIkICIATED PRESS
Israel claimed that its warplanes blasted Damascus airport and other strategic targets
in the Syrian and Egyptian
heartlands today as Iraq announced that its air and ground
forces have joined the five-dayold Middle East war
Syria charged the Israeli jets
were hitting civilian targets in
the raids on the capital airport,
the central industrial city of
Horns and Syrian ports on the
likditerranean. The Israeli
command qualified the targets
as "strategic and military."
Tel Aviv and Damascus reported major aerial engagements also swirled over the Golan Heights battleground and
both sides claimed downing
large numbers of the other's
planes.
The Israeli military command said its raiding jets inflicted "considerable damage"

on the Damascus airport. A
spokesman said the facility "is
no longer a civilian airport but
a base for military strikes into
Israel."
It was the second reported
raid on the Syrian capital. Israeli jets bombed the Defense
Ministry and government radio
station on the eastern fringes of
the city Tuesday. Civilian casualties were reported heavy.
The heavy air battles colitcided with indications the
ground fighting had tapered off
in the Golan Heights and the
Sinai peninsula, where Israelis
have admitted backing off from

Robert Burch
To Speak At
MSU Luncheon

Wranglers Club To
Sponsor Music Show

Clifford Bomar
Dies This Morning
At Elkhart, Ind.

Supreme Court
Declines To Hear
Challengeli; WKU

4

Dr. Curris To
Speak At
Luncheon

ference To
ik- Held At Dam

Curris To Be
Guest On Show

Funeral Thursday
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Hale
•

Rev. Bill Hart
Named Officer
By Ministers

October Named
Immunization
Action Month

Louisville'To
Ask infrieeTor
;300,000 Payment

Fulton Girls Are
Injured Saturday

Four-Lane ...

Tree Seedlings Are
Available Now

Purchase Area
Hog Market
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Murrayans At Circuit Meet
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The climax of Jehovah's
Wiillginitit two-day. _circuit
assembly came Sunday when
1,304 met at Bellevue ,High
School in Nashville . Delegates
from the Murray area were
present.

"Are we preparing for survival?" asked Denis Raftopoulos, district overseer for
Jehovah's Witnesses, during
the key lecture, "Act Wisely As
The End Draws Near" given
Sunday.

AIM Develops Retirement Program
WASHINGTON, D.C.-A new
retirement planning program
designed to assist employers in
providing helpful retirement
preparation counsel to employees has been developed by
Independent
for
Action
Maturity (AIM), a division of
the 5.5 million member
American Association of
Retired Persons.
Covering such subjects as
financial planning, legal affairs, housing, health, attitudes
and role adjustments and
meaningful use of time, the
seminar includes a complete
package of needed resource
materials. Included are special
"sessionbooks" for each
seminar topic for use by parti c ipa nts, audio-visual
materials, an administrator's
manual, and a discussion leader
guide providing detailed
guidance on conducting the
seminars.
AIM Director Clif Fichtner

Raftopoulos said, 'There are
definite things we can do that
will bring God's approval now.
One thing is to develop
obedience from the heart to
God's rule. Daily our life
depends on God, and so daily we
should strive to obey him. This
means shunning the things God
condems and participating in
the work of warning others of
the approaching end."
A high point of the morning
program Sunday was the
baptismal ceremony during_
which 33 officially became
ordained ministers. Of these no'
new ministers were added to the
Murray congregation, according to E. Monkiewicz,
presiding minister.
Monkiewicz said that each
member of the world-wide
organization of Jehovah's
Witnesses, comprising of over
28,000 congregations, are active
preachers. "The assemblies we
attend give us personal encouragement and education to
carry on our ministry locally. It
is like taking a refresher course

that equips us to use the
techniques of public teaching
that the apostles of Jesus' day
were noted for," Monkiewicz
added.
The assembly Concluded
Sunday evening with two talks.
Samuel S. Wiger, circuit
overseer, discussed "Do You
Insist On Your Rights?" The
other talk was given by Denis
Raftopoulos on "Who Will Stand
Before The. Son of Man?"

non-partisan
said the
program
was non-profit,
developed in response to organizations serving older
requests from business, labor Americans.
and government employers for
Employers desiring in'assistance in helping employees formation" about the new
prepare
for
effective seminar program should write:
AIM, 1909 K Street, NW.,
retirement.
In a survey of 1,720 men and
"There is a growing Washington, D.C. 20006
women, ages 18 and over, alawareness among major emWW 11
most nine out of 10 adults who
ployers," Fichtner said, "that
CASUALTIES
one or more daily newsread
corporate responsibility toward
papers during a Ave-day span
Laborers excavating the
employees extends beyond the
read them thoroughly, acactual working years. Helping foundations for a highway
to the Newspaper Adnorthern
cording
near
Lens,
bridge
workers prepare for satisfacvertising Bureau.
found the
recently
France,
tory retirement can be one of
The bureau says the typical
bodies of 10 British soldiers
the best morale-boosting, yet
reader sets aside a certain
which had lain there since
inexpensive, 'fringe benefits' World War 11 and turned them
time each day for reading the
provided by a company."
paper and becomes involved
over to the British War
The new AIM Seminar
in clipping news items or adGraves Commission for
program is designed for
vertisements. - CNS
proper burial. - CNS
presentation in eight two-hour
sessions under the direction of a
discussion
leader, assisted by a
RECEIVES CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION-Walter Apperson, right, publisher of The
knowledgeable
resource
Ledger &Times,accepts a certificate of appreciation from Larry Mayfield representing the Murray
authority on each topic.
Optimist Club. The local club presented the certificate to the Ledger & Times for "devoted and un"All seminar materials and
selfish service to the welfare of the community, state and nation and for the support and cooperation
formats have been refined
so generously given to the cause of Optimism."
iPhoto By Wilson Woolley
through pilot tests in both
business and government
settings," Fichtner said. "On
the basis of these tests, we
believe the program should be
presented for a group no larger
than 20 persons, to insure
thorough involvement by the
Soybean producers should have an insect problem in your
By SY RAMSEY
in the hands of local election of- continue to check their fields to soybeans is to go into your fields participants."
A company which establishes
Associated Press Writer
ficers throughout the state by see if insects are present. That and look for the insects, acFRANKFORT, Ky. AP)- Nov. 1-five days before the is the advice of Harley Raney, cording to the 1.4 meciali,st. Go the seminar program and
purchases the basic' "presenWomen outnumber men so far general election.
Extension entomologist at into ten different areas of each
in the latest tally on Kentucky's ' Mrs. Stovall said she thinks Princeton with the University of field to get a representative tation kit"-which includes the
leadership guides and audiovoter registration.
reregistration will go past the Kentucky
College
of sample of the insects which are visual components-can then
Secretary of State Thelma 1.4 million mark. Last year the Agriculture.
present. Take a piece of sheet or
Stovall says that of 1,175,533 number of voters was estiother light colored material, schedule the seminars on a
"This is not the time to and shake the insects out of the regular basis for employees
persons signed up under a new mated at 1,450,000.
election law, 588,612 are women
this material. approaching retirement,
"The big difference is that become complacent about plants onto
and 586,921men
the 1.4 million will be live vot- soybean insects," says Raney. Record the average number of Fichtner said.
"Leaf-feeding insects are dying insects which you find per foot
Employees participating in
She said there was no way of ers now on the rolls actively,"
out, but pod-feeding insects of row length.
the
seminar program will
knowing previously which sex she said. 'They will be people
Raney says if you find one receive a one year membership
was in the majority on the voter who have lingered on the books may be coming in. Pod feeders
soybean plants stink bug for each three feet of In AIM, which provides a wide
rolls.
for years-many inactive or will remain on
have fallen." row lenth, this is a large enough range of benefits and services to
after
the
leaves
Although the deadline for re- dead. This reregistration.
TWO KSP OFFICERS PICKED FOR SPECIAL TRAINING-State Police
Raney cites stink bugs and Infestation to justify chemical members aged 50 and over.
registeration was two weeks amounts to a massive purge of
Commissioner Ron L. Johnson has announced that two Kentucky State Police
Included
are
low-cost,
high
corn earworms as the pod- treatment. Two corn earworms
ago, the tally and report from voters."
officers were among 105 policemen recently selected to attend a spectat_
Although computers currently feeding insects which are the for each three feet of row length quality health and life incounties is not likely to finish
training program conducteey-Norkisweitern University Traffic
,
---nine-month
surance
programs,
worldwide
for another week, Mrs. Stovall show breakdowns in sex and most widespread and cause the would justify treatment for this
Instituteat Evanston, Ill. Johnson said that more than 400 officers from
travel programs, mail-order
bugs
problems.
Stink
most
race
insect.
mainly,
Mrs.
Stovall
said
said.
departments across the United States and in several foreign countries had
The names of insecticides pharmacy service and a
Another develegnient._tbougla _ ,reregiWatil203vould.generate a.'pierce the Kids,to. feed on the
submitted applications to the school for admission. T-he -two KSP officers, shown
beans, and also feed on the recommended for controlling Monthly magazine-Dynamic
subject to change, is the sur- wider type of report.
above with Johnson and State Police Field Cprnmander James H. Mayes (far left),
"Later we'll be able to count stems of the plants. Corn ear- soybean insects are contained Maturity-edited especially for
prising comparative decline in
men
and
women
in
the
50-65
age.
were Sgt. Fred H. Walton (center left' and Sgt. Robert E. Cox Icenter right)........
into
senior
citiworms
move
soybean
•
entitled
"11173
and
a
publication
18
-year-olds
in
the
-----regiatered Negro voters.
Walton, a Hart County native an 11-year state police veteran,-wes last stationed at -Mrs. Stovall said her data zens," she said. "Eventually fields after corn ears become Soybean Insect Control." ThisiPikeville. Prior to that he served at London as a state police safety education
Membership dues hi AIM are
shows only 55,729 blacks and 1,- we'll even count the number of hard. The earworms feed on the publication is available without
officer. Cox, from Kenton County, entered the state police in 1964 and last served
charge from your local county $3 per year, or $8 for three
119.410 whites so far. Negroes attorneys registered. The possi- soybean pods and the beans.
The best way to find out if you Extension agent.
years. Both AIM and AAR? are_ at London.
comprise about 7 per cent of bilities are simply endless."
the state population.
She said she has spoken to
some black leaders in LouisPoll 9 a.m. tii
HEAD & SHOULDERS
ville about the trend and they
told her an increase is in the
offing because of a late black
We Reserve The Right To
registration drive in Jefferson
Choice of Family Size
Limit Quantities
County.
However, the Jefferson Coun11-oz. lotion or 11-oz.
ty figures as of Sept. 30 show
Sale Starts Wednesday
218,470 whites and 22,981
tube.
blacks, which Mrs. Stovall said
Ends Saturday
EASY
OFF
Family Size Tube 7-oz
also is a proportionate decrease
in Negro voters.
The secretary of state said
i•
computers would complete the
=
reregistration tally within a
183
/
4-oz. Aerosol Can
week and that printing of preoz Tube
TABLETS
cinct voter lists would start a
Your Choice
few days later.
Safe, fast pain relief for
Such lists are supposed to be

Most adults read
daily paper carefully

Women Outnu mber Men In Soybean Fields Should Be
Inspected For Pod Insects
Voter Re-Registration

Stop, Shop
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Hospital Report
October 3, 1973
ADULTS..1%
NURSERY..1
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Kimbro Rita Gail,
Mother), Route 5, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Master Jerry Eldridge, Jr.,
Route 4, Murray, Mrs. Vicki
Karen McCarty, 122 Riviera
Murray, Mrs. Edlen
Lodoska Spinks and Baby Boy,
Route 1, Box 226, Dexter, Mrs.
Diane Gail Butler and Baby
Boy, Route 6, Murray, Miss
Mildred Katherine Bucy, 1204
Grove, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Martha Ann Davis, Route 3,
Dexter, Miss Rhonda Ann
Kirks, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Imogene Lamb, 1700 Dodson,
Murray, Mrs. Wilma Marie
Snyder, Route 8, Murray,
Kenneth Wayne Bury, Box 10B,
Fox Meadows, Murray, John
Travis Webb, Route 7, Box 301,
Murray, Mrs. Geraldine
Humphrey, Route 1, Big Rock,
Tenn., Mrs. Linda Diane
Compton, Route 4, Murray,
Mrs. Belva Rene McKendree,
Route 8, Box 395, Benton, Ulna
Franklin Maxwell,. Route 4,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Elva Ann
Overbey, .Route 2, Murray,
CrerAr Charlton, Naze!, High
C. Edwards, Ratite 1, Dexter,
Mrs. Mulean Maggie Jones,Sox
33, Lynnville, Mrs. Frankie
Alma Garland, Route I, Box
144, Kirksey, Mrs. Ola Morris,
740 Nash, Murray, Mrs. Ruby
E. Miller, Route 1, Dexter.
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HAIR
DRESSING

Choice of Regular, Blue, Fine Hair

Sale78,,
Reg. '1.25

TOOTH PASTE

SAVE!!

East Side of The Square

N/0-

Reg. '2.45 each

TYLENOL

WINDOW CLEANER

the millions who should not
take aspirin. Bottle of 100

MISS BRECK

GELUSIL LIQUID

HAIR SPRAY

ANTACID

Chotce of Regular, Super
Hold, Unscented, Super
Unscented, Ultimate Hold

Relieves heartburn,
acid indigestion.

Gush 0 —Vow

_

Your Choice

Re
. g. 12;98 $
each

9

Sale AI'
JOHNSON'S
baby
Powder
our

BABY
POWDER
14-oz

Reg. '1.29
Sale

Reg. '1.69
Sale

SupeLe
Bottle-24-oz.

vr,rcturni........ VANQUISH

Reg. '2_.05

Sale

SINEX
NASAL
SPRAY

9

96;

DIPPITY-DO
SETTING GEL

congestion, head colds,

' The extra strength
pain formula with gentle buffer

hay fever.

69

--felt:Relief From Aches
and Pains!
Choice of original or greaseless.

Sale

Reg.
1.09

re 41.
e

SURE
Anti- Perspiran

anfaerevel

Goes on dry—

Choice of Regular or
Extra Hold. 8-oz. jar.

keeps you drier!

Sale

40,•••••I
.
+mod=•4.1.1011
••••

Reg.
51.35

Choice of Regular
or Unscented

••••••

16..••••••....20
0

6 oz

.!

/
1
2-oz.
'

p.
Sale

•
PP'

14,140•0 GIL
•••
••••••• sor.

Reg. '1.59
Sale

L2-oz. tube.

BENGAY

For Longer-lasting Roller Sets

For relief of nasal

p-n formula —
geode bullets

Bottle of 100

MOUTHWASH &
GARGLE

69

VICKS

$ 1 29

SCOPE

Sale

13-oz

A

flt

HIGH POTENCY IRON
AND, VITAMIN TON IC
Choice of bottle of 40
tablets or 12-oz. liquid.

12-oz. Liquid

Reg. '1.09

Sale

GER1TOL
afft4

Reg. '2
..85

Reg. '1.13

Sale

Sale

Sale $ 1 6

-

SHAMPOO

Reg. '1.39

•

•

Reg.
s 1.19
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Huddleston To
Be In Paducah

Public Relations
Notebook

PADUCAH-L-The - United
States Senate will come to
By J. Neil Woodruff, Ph.D.
Western Kentucky on October
Associate Professor of Journalism
22, when Senator Walter Dee
Murray State University
Huddleston and his staff will be
Nothing is more satisfying
viously concerned only with
available at Paducah City Hall to individuals than to know
the self-interest of its memto meet and talk with area that there are other persons
bership and it is biased and
residents.
with whom they can have
not objective in its relationship to the overall memWe want to bring govern- close intimate relationships iv
bership of the group, then a
ment down to the local level so their personal, social as well
clique can be a very
that anyone who desires can tell as business affairs. It is a
dangerous thing.
us about his likes and dislikes," natural human characteristic
However, should a clique be
Huddleston said. "It is a rather for persons to want to belong
composed of persona who are
expensive proposition for- the and to. feel that they have
achieved status and the conobjective in their close
average Western Kentuckian to
fidence of their fellow men.
associations and have the
travel to Washingtore.sa.we are
We have any number of
overall interest of the group
going to bring the Senate to
relationships existing between
as the base for. their close
him"
persons. Most relationships of
association, then such groups
The Kentucky Senator said persons'are built and fostered. can be very important and
his one-day Western Kentucky -by their common association
contribute a great deal to
Senate office will open at 10 in groups through social and
their group and our society.
a.m., and remain open until all business activity. Church
We find cliques everywhere.
constituents have been heard. congregations are usually a
Thar are • part °Cour lives
close
association
persons.
of
"With me will be staff
and we likely would want it
members who are specialists in And there are many other
no other way. There may be
associations
close
such
as
various fields," Huddleston
several cliques within one
lawyers,
doctors,
educators,
added. "They will be able to
body, all interested in dif,give expert advice on particular committees, and many, many
ferent philosophies and
problems and where possible others.
remedial solutions for the
Within any large body or
we will then follow-up in
group's
betterment
or
organization, including our
Washington."
whatever.
own social structure, we find
This is the third in a series of an infinite number of small
Cliques are with us at all
meetings Huddleston plans to groups of persons who
levels. Children have cliques
conduct throughout Kentucky to develop close associations and
as do housewives. They may
give more people an op- interests. These groups quite
be
present in
church
portunity to directly address often are referred to as
congregations. High school
cliques. And quite often,
their views to their senator
and collage students have
many
these
of
close
many and various cliques. So
Earlier meetings dealt with associations of persons are
do teachers and businessmen.
specific areas-agriculture and regarded by other persons as
As a matter of fact, almost
rural development and urban closed groups and, therefore,
any place you look in our
problems-but the Paducah the word clique is quite ofttt
society, you will find a clique
meeting is open to any issue used in a hostile man
of people. It is the attitudes
that constituents may wish to
Actually, cliques cab, and
and opinions of these groups
raise.
perhaps most _are, quite
inter-acting within OUT society
beneficial to ooisociety. But, which makes . each small
of course, they can also be i segment of the overall
detriment to our'social, per- "miciñe -either iiin smoothly
sonal,
and
business
or which makes it sputter and
associations. When the ac: stall somewhere along the
tivities of a clique are obline.
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KBA's Suggested
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Fire fighters from the Division of Forestry in the Kentucky
Department for Natural Resources and Environmental Protection
• • • spent 1-1 days fighting one of the series of fires that recently
burned over 200,000 acres in the west. Fires burned in Oregon,
Idaho, Montana, Washington, Wyoming, Nevada, -California and
Canada. The 39 Kentuckians were assigned to quip-up work in•
California and, worked 12 hours a day, carryin up to-70 poUnds
.
of equiprrielit.tPliotos by Steve Dationj-

Roughing it

Fee Schedule Is
Rescinded BOW
FRANKFORT, Ky.-The
Kentucky Court of Appeals has
approved aresolution passed by
the Kentucky Bar Association
(KBA) striking down its own
suggested fee schedule.
l'he current fee schedule,
which has been in effect since
May of 1971, suggested
minimum fees lawyers were to
charge for certain services, a
KBA representative said.
He added that "rescinding the
schedule really won't have
much effect on fees now being
charged."
Each member of the KBA will
be notified that the fee schedule
is no longer to be used for any
purpose, he said.

7 n Is Beginning
Fall Fire '
Seaso
FRANKFORT, Ky.-As soon
as the dead leaves
begin
falling, Kentucky can expect
fires to start occuring in her
fields and forests, and this fall
will be no exception. The sad
part is most of the fires will be
man-caused and preventable.
In anticipation of the fall
forest fire season, The Division
of Forestry, Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, has
been conducting a series of
training sessions for its personnel. Forestry Director
Harry Nadler said that all the
field men have .eceived
training in the basic fundamentals of forest fire suppression. The sessions provided
new employees their initial
training, and provided a review
for older employees.

Nadler said that as a result of
comparatively light fire
seasons the past two years,
many new personnel have not
stifficient experience in fire
suppression to cope with a bad
fire season. The additional
training should help bring all
personnel up to the desired
training level.
During the training sessions,
special emphasis was placed on
the construction of fire lines to
bring the fire under control in
the shortest possible time.
Practice fire lines were constructed with a mechanized
tractor plow unit as well as
hand tools.
The fall fire season, as
designated by law, runs from
Oct. 1 to Dec. 15, but weather
conditions may be such that

Fast Print Copy Center

fires occure before this date. At
the present time several areas
of the state are dry enough for
fires to start. During this period
it is unlawful for ahy person to
set fire to any flammable
material capable of spreading
fire, located in or within 150 feet
of any woodland or brushland,
except between the hours of 4:30
p.m. and
12 midnight.

(FORMERLY VALENTINE

WHILE-YOU-WAIT

DUPLICATING

Russian sailor seeks
political asylum
A crew member of a Russian ship in the Oresund, the
strait separating Sweden and
Denmark, jumped overboard
it has been reported.
He yeits picked up by a
Swedish fisherman and has
asked for political asylum.

sosa

Harry Blatt, 62, receives $100
for his monthly health pension.
He spent four years building
roads and trenches for the
Nazis on the Russian front.
When the Red army liberated
him in 1945, Blatt was crippled
and weighed 70 pounds
"The Germans don't pay for
my hospital bills," he said.
'They should pay for everything. They took away my
home, they made me a slave,
they killed my wife and children, they destroyed my faith

lOs

BATTERIES
Park of 2

tilW Elsewhere

60C Elsewhere

SUSAN LEIGH

. CASHMERE
BOUQUET
TALC

BALSAM
HAIR
CONDITIONER

Bonn began paying restitution
to Nazi victims in 1959. So far,
the West Germans have paid a
total of $52 billion in health,
widows' pensions, property
losses and other claims. East
Germany has made no restitution payments.
John Bitter, Bonn's honorary
consul in Miami, said that once
a year the pensioners file into
his office to sign a blue form
that confirms they are alive
and therefore eligible to receive
reparations.
"Most of these people have
suffered dreadfully," he said.
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BURN RELIEF
SPRAY

-•••••"'"i

-o,

24

Belief's
Glycenn

Suppositories

,
.
s
e s, n.

2 for

2 for $1,49

24 s Adult

884

$1.81j
21.90.
41 ID 41 41 41 41 41 41 41•41 41 41 0
IP•
•••••••••• ••••
•

o..._

il
l2 for
'

Central Shopping Center
* 12 Noon-7 p.m. Sundays

_2 for $2.05

'
•

PARKER FORD, Inc.

I

Mot

12 or

$1.05

•
•
•

11:=

NO-ASPIRIN

moo

FORD RENT-A-CAR SYSTEM

FOAMING
BATH OIL

Store Hours: 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily

SACCHARIN

SAO... vow,
Ira salmi aid,
c
awn .0

2 for
$2.09

10-f934-

5 or

2 for SLI9

„

SUSAN LEIGH

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lim [bowl ono
awl..a.
enemeel eaten
-hoe
*mesa l•
Sae.'14•
t

ANT1-PERSPIWIT
DEOOORANT
A.m.. NO.,

HOME
PERMANENTS

11 cy

2for $1.56

59C Elsewhere

RE Ala L FAST

•55••••••••••••0••••••
•••

2 for SUM

RExALL

69C Elsewhere

FACIAL
TISSUES

Bole Set

HAIR
SPRAY

PEXAll_
•
• MINERAL OIL
i
..

REXALL

REXALL
REDI SHAVE'
CREAM

The next time you're
faced with an empty
garage, call
parker
Ford's Rent-A-Car service.
As your neighbor, we're
glad to help out.

El

MARK
PEN

'1.50 Volvo

tesewee

•

2ter 91.20

FEATURING 2 roR FR.Cr

F *511

ten

CLEANSING
CREAM

0

AIR
FRESHIONER '

LOTION

2for $2.79
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

beauty
buys

ROMANCE

1 ,171(1
,
1

2 for $1.99

EXTRA
RICH
SHAMPOO

59C Elsewhere

Rectuier or Lemon
54C Elsewhere

I CC

• 0,tol

SUSAN LEIGH

Pleet,c

REMOVER

dat,

MULTIPLE
VITAMINS

IOC,
192.4

e,

REXALL

MULTIPLE
VITAMINS,
- IRON

of 100

SILVERWARE
TRAY

NAIL POLISH

71:

heed each Oar
teas

2 to.- $4.58
2 for $11.23

•

CUTEX

REXALL
V.

COD LIVER
MULTIPLE
OIL
)
„,
CAPSUtES VITAMINS+ IRON

t+ent that
soOple,
beS you web all
the nnenna you

•

•
•
•-

REXALL

MULTIPLE
VITAMINS

•t

•

•

EVERYREADY

•
• TAM PAX

•

701 Main Street

MAIN STREET - PI-IONE 753-4642
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

WE'RE CELEBRATING THE OPENING OF
NEW STORE IN GEORGETOWN
It's our 36th store and the 21' city for us to
serve in Kentucky Thanks for helping us grow
again Take advantage of our 36( grand opening
specials being offered in all of our stores
throughout Kentucky!

•

caused when the family car
is out of service. There's no
strain on the family budget
because our Ford Rent-ACar rates are low. And
insurance is included.

arnera Ready Copy Only.

aollsweessewwW:AnweliMIWIWWWIPesellt

• VITAMIN C
• i„ TABLETS
potency tablet,
• Imo H•eh
Botees

We're only a few blocks
away and we can rent you a
Pinto, Maverick, Ford, or
Torino....for a day, a
weekend or a month.
It's the easiest way we
know to fill that void

COPIES

1 TO 1,000
PRINTING AND

West Germany Paying
Wetly Wat Vkttrns
MIAMI BEACH
AP) Each month Helena Ehrenfried
receives a $200 check from the
West German government as
compensation for the three
years she spent in a Nazi concentration camp.
Mrs. Ehrenfried, 76, is one of
5,000 elderly war victims living
in the Miami Beach area who
receive reparation payments
from Bonn. Most are Jewish
and many say the horrors of
World War II which led to the
slaughter of six million Jews,
haunt their daily lives.
The payments are Mrs. Ehrenfried's sole income. But the
white-haired woman, whose
concentration camp number
13,124 is tatooed 3bove her left
breast, said getting them can
be a painful experience.
"I need the money, but the
reminder is worse," she said.
"Every month they remind
you. There is no escape."
Mrs. Ehrenfried, a native of
Poland, was beaten by an SS
woman at Grossrosen Concentration Camp and disabled for
life. Her entire family perished
in the camps.

PRINTING)

A DIVISION OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICES, INC

MON Resenoei/

Pr.ces Good tem. October 14
1973

4111111

.^:.•

BABY POWDER
14- 2 for $1.10

DICALCIUM
PHOSPHATE 100 s
volts
7 for $1.50
Vttarnon D

sitie
Isandar
two
,

Whale. Quantifies Last

111111/

1111111

SLEEP TABLETS
72 s
2 for $2.60

ANTISEPTIC
MOUTHWASH
ifin, 2 for 804
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Kentucky
3rotection

Southside
Shopping
Center
12th
Story

JIM ADAMS
FOOD MKTS.

t recently
n Oregon,

One-Quarter

Fresh Lean Boston Butt

Pork Loin
U.S.Choice

• Lean

ter
3)

Pork

Steaks

1ES
onI3,

89! Steaks
Rib

/ICES, 114C

$

29

39, Bologna
Old Fashioned

/
1
4-1b.

JIM ADAMS I.G.A.
STORE POLICY

Jim Adams

Just Low Prices!!
NC OF
N.
Of US 10
S

grow

Large

No Stamps * No Games
No $5.00 Forced Purchases

Doz.

d opening

,res

:RYREADY
'0'
ITTERIES

COOKE
PEPSI

GELATIN

.ac-k of 2

r tier...hen

RGENS

Chicken Of

PUDDING

The Sea

39

6-Bottle Carton
40?
Elsewhere -•-•-•

Tuna

/
2-oL Can
61

43;

Kraft French
EPDXY
1 GLUE

Greer or Osage

69c
E Ise where

PEACHES
Chase & Sanborn

ERWARE
TRAY

Del Monte

Plastic

Coffee
79 Catsup

No. 2 can

Hunt s

Elsewhere

EL
PEN

0C Elsewhere

AN LEIGH

•••

r

Purex Detergent

INSTANT TEA

$1.79Hershey's

99'

niH

lk of
itesia

Kracklm

24
Begley's

Dog Food

PRE WASH

;itories

clult

Sweetheart

i/2 Gal.

25-Lb.
Bag

FABRIC SOFTENER
Green
RPPt
PTIC
NASH
804

49;

King Size

Lipton

AMING

THQQ

;
4

i-lb. Bag

IIARK0

RSE

10
;
each

$2"

Window Cleaner

PALMOLIVE

?2

0, 49•;t

Window Cleaner

Donald Duck

46-oz.

Unsweetened
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that will add 19.2 million
kilowatts of new generating
capacity between now and the
early 1980's. Some 85 percent of
the planned new capacity is
the coming operation of TVA's nuclear-fueled, The capacity in
nuclear power plants. The service at June 30 was 21.9
agency says that while the fuel million kilowitts.
cost is not likely to turn
Use of TVA Power - Average
downward in the foreseeable home use of electricity in 1973
ftlture, its rate of increase jumped more than a thousand
should be slowed to some ex- kWh, to 15,080. The increase
tent.
was due mostly to a much
Nuclear fuel loading for colder winter than the previous
Browns Ferry unit 1 began in one, some 17 percent colder
June. This first nuclear unit on Over one-third of all homes in
the TVA system, and one of the the region are electrically
largest in the nation • is, ex- heated, and more than half are
pected to go into full com- partially or completely air
mercial operation before the conditioned. The average cost
end of calendar 1973.
per 'kWh of residential use inTo meet the challenge of creased slightly, to 1.30 cents,
power supply TVA has plants but it remains about half of the
under contruction or planned national average;

NA Reports Rise In Power Usage; Potential Supply Problem Foreseen

..s_.

Tennessee Valley Authority
power sales increased by 14
percent to more than 100 billion
kilowatt-hours in the fiscal year
ended June 30, the agency says
in its 1973 Power Annual
Report.
This growth "underscores the
need for answers to several
serious questions TVA faces in
providing an adequate and
reliable future power supply for
the region," the report says.
TVA is experiencing delays in
getting its new nuclear power
plants into operation, and this
means higher costs arid lower
margins of generating capacity
to meet the region's projected
power demands over the next
(wo years, the report points out.
. Coal is the principal fuel used
in TVA power generation. While
sufiplies were adequate in fiscal
1973, coal costs continued to rise
and issues involved in mining
and burning coal present uncertainties about future supplies, the agency says.
"There are more imrnediate
uncertainties about fuel oil,
needed for boiler startup and
gas turbine operations," the
report says. "Natural gas,
which has been a small but
significant part of TVA's fuel
supply for power generation, is
no longer available under
present national fuels policies.
To meet these problems, TVA
is seeking additional sources for
both fossil fuels and uranium."
Adequate power supply also is
being challenged by state air
quality standards. TVA during
the year urged air pollution
control agencies in the three
states where it has coal-fired
power plants to accept TVA's
alternate control strategy for
Sulfur dioxide emissions. TVA
pointed out that it would be
literally irnpossible to meet the
fixed emission limits and
compliance schedules which
tad been proposed. Instead,
TVA proposed an alternate
strategy for limiting emissions
as necessary to avoid unacceptable ground-level concentrations during the occasional periods when normal
dispersion of sulfur dioxide does
not occur, and TVA offered
evidence of the successful use of
its strategy.
Broad, national research
efforts must provide many of
the future answers to the
questions involved in power
supply and environmental
protection, the report says. TVA
is participating in both the
breeder reactor demonstration
project, which is to be built on
the TVA system, and the new
Electric Power Research ITP-stitute organized to provide
large-scale national support for
power research and development programs.
The
Tennessee
Valley
region's
power
supply
challenges can be met, and a
reliable supply of electricity
can be assured, TVA said, "but
time is closing fast on the
decisions necessary to avoid
great shortages of power." TVA
sees the next two years as
critical in terms of the need for
timely decisions by governments, power suppliers, concerned environmentalists, and
the public to define and support
workable energy policies, and
to establish the priority and
magnitude of the many
research tasks to be undertaken.
Power Sales Sales by TVA
were 103.5 billion kWh, over 12
billion kWh more than in fiscal
1972. TVA said the large increase included some growth
that began after unusual
weather and economic conditions of the previous two
years.
TVA supplies power at
wholesale to 160 municipal and
cooperative electric systems,
which in turn distribute power
to more than 2 million
customers in parts of seven
states. TVA also serves directly
about 60 industries and Federal
agencies in the Valley region
that have large or unusual
power requirements.
Sales to municipalities and
cooperatives increased 10
percent to 63.8 billion kWh;
sales to directly-served large
industries increased 12 percent
to 21.9 billion kWh; and sales to
Federal agencies, mainly the
Atomic Energy Commission,
increased 35 percent to 17.7
billion kWh.
The report points- out that
increasing
industrial
requirements, a record number
of new customers, colder winter
and warmer summer months,
Mid greater power use by the
Atomic Energy CorrICission
dantriouted to the magnitude .of
1973's energy growth.
Earnings - Revenues Of $749.3
Million were $107.5 million
larger than the previous year.
The revenue growth was due

largely to the increased...use ot
electricity and in part t7) a rate
adjustment effective in January
1973.
Despite greater revenues and
the production saving allowed
by record hydro generation,
cost increases caused net income to drop $5.7 million to
$106.4 million. Large increases
were experienced in fuel and
money costs.
After deducting the $73.8
million in required payments to
the U. S. Treasury. on appropriations previously invested in the power system, the
resulting amount of $32.6
million was only 4.4 percent of

operating. revenues. . Th4s..
amount,' together -Withdepreciation accruals, was
reinvested to help finance
construction of additional
power facilities needed to meet
customers' power demands.
While revenues were sufficient for the year, TVA said
the prospects of achieving
adequate earnings in the
current fiscal year, 1974, have
been considerably lessened by
foreboding cost increases.
Financing - Construction
expenditures in 1973 were $407'.7
million, most of it for
generating plant. Financially,
the power operation is separate

from_ . TVA's other resource
development programs. The
power program is required to be
self-supporting
from
its
revenues.
New power facilities are
financed
largely
from
borrowings made through the
sale of power bonds and notes,
and in part from power
revenues remaining after
covering operating and other
costs.
The
amount
of
borrowings increased by $400
mil:ion. At June 30, TVA had
$2,355 million in bonds and notes
outstanding.
TVA paid $53.8 million as a
dividend on the Government

appropriations invested in the
power system and repaid $20
million as a reduction of appropriation inVestment. TVA'
has now paid more than a billion
dollars into the Tteasury from
proceeds of the power program.
Power Supply-Heavy rainfall
during the year produced
record hydro -electric
generation of 24.5 billion kWh.
Annual hydro generation
normally is about 18 billion
kWh.
Sul even with excellent
hydro, production at fossilfired plants had to be increased
15 percent over the previous
year to meet the region's in-

creased power requirements.
Steam plant generation was 84.4
billion kWh.
Steam plants burned 37.5
million tons of coal, including
the burn during initial operation
of the Cumberland Plant. This
was 5.6 million tons more than
in 1972.
The cost per ton of coal
burned in 1973 was $7.46, up 95
cents from the previous year,
adding $34 million to the overall
fuel bill. Fuel expense, nutstly
for coal, increased more than
four cents per million Btu ( heat
content), to 34.29 cents.
The climbing fuel cost trend
should be offset somewhat with
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Bakery prices good thru Sat

Oct. 13. Others good thru Tues., Oct. 16, Limit right reserved Copyright 1973 - THE KROGER
CO.

U.S. CHOICE "People's Choice" BEEF

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE "PEOPLE'S CHOICE" BEEF _

STEAKS
SIRLOIN

S

BEEF AND HYDRATED SOYA FLOUR MIX

Kroger Pro

GOY T

GRADED FH.,C1

TA, LESS

S

Porterhouse Steak $188
L. •
Strip Steak
LB $2
49
1.35

COY 2

GRADED CHOICE

SEMI
11141.-S

GENUINE

GROUND
CHUCK

GENUINE

1

GROUND
ROUND

139

129

T-BOIE

GOVT

GRAOCOCI4OICCSMLS

Whole Rib Eye

L, 279

U.S. GOV T. GRADED CHOICE

aub Steak

159
LB

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE SOSTON ROLL

Boneless Roast
$1139

FAMILY PASS
OF
3
3 LEG
OU TTTTTT
WINGS
2 GIOLETS

LB

FRESH,

F A MI L Y

PICNIC-STYLE

PAK

FRESH FRYER

PORK ROAST PORK STEAKS

MORRELL PRIDE

SERVE & SAVE

SLICED BACONI

WIENERS

99c

119
12-0Z.9:
8
PKG.

Le69
C

GLENDALE SEMI-BNLS

Ham Portion

$109
LB

FOX DELUXE
14AMMURGER
OR
4 02

PizzaSAUSAGE.

EA

95'

I -LB
PKG.

BONELESS
F
4 MO%
'

LB

SERVE & SAVE COOKED

Fish Sticks

8-01
PKG

11

•

DELICIOUS
APPLES

89`
44`

BREAST
QUARTERS

1 85:

1
115
C

050
FAMILY PAR

Turbot Filletsg1

WASHINGTON STATE EXTRA FANCY RED OR GOLDEN

e"

LEG
QUARTERS

A

GRADE

A BUTTERGALL

Hen Turkeys

IE

LB

SHENANDOAH

Turkey Roasts

89'

MIXED.$399
2 LB
PK G

99€
3-LB
BAG

CRISP NUT COATED

Caramel Apples
MR

6

791

Fruit Drinks

1 OFOR

L

LB

$179

IMPORTED RED

12

Tulip Bulbs

99c
FOR

99C
FOR

JUMBO

3

99`
Whole Fryer Legs
89`
RED UA
POTATOES
Fryer Breasts

FAMILY PASS OF 3 LBS OR MORE

COUNTRY CLUB

1
Honeydews
79c
vcT
ici4 RS
'FRE
SHEA
JUICY

FAMILY PAK OF 3 LOS. OR MORE

20 LB
BAG

VIRGINIA GOLDEN

Delicious Apples

LB

LB

JUICE:usw
ORANGES
5 LB
BAG

Split Broilers

$1

$

Fruit Cake Mix

9(
I.P9TUB

CRISP TENDER

49`
Strawberries
89(
CAULIFLOWER
Pole Beans

LII

CALIFORNIA

OT

CALIFORNIA SNo WHITE

HD

59.
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Your Individual Horoscope

your own motivations, those of
others.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 44
The methods and tactics you
usually employ may be ineffective now, but you can devise
some clever expedients —
perhaps even more resultgetting in the long run.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Watch your competition
carefully. Indications are that
some tricky maneuvers may be
employed. Alert, however, you
can spot them.
LIBRA
.0.
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Caution urged in business
negotiations. You may think
you have the upper hand and try
a daring power play. Don't! It
won't work.

•A4z

Frances Drake

FOR THURSDAY, OCTOBER
11,1973
ARLES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) I41 Early hours hold some risk,
Be careful in travel, handling
equipment, managing finances.
Better influences in the p.m.
favor career plans, educational
interests.

precedent. It will be up to you to
accomodate.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Business matters should go
well but don't regard all a.m.
decisions as final. Plans may
have to be modified somewhat
later in the day.

LEDGER

&

TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rker'
Feel your way carefully now.
There may be deterrents in
your progress of which you are
unaware. Be especially watchful where details are concerned.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec, 21) xi'440.
Certain situations may be
more complex than you realize.
Avoid any involvement that
could damage your prestige.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.
to Jan. 20) id
Morning hours favor the
exchange of ideas, programming ,for future activities,
business conferences generally.
Accent is on the social after 3
p.m.

WEDNESDAY—OCTOBER 10, 1973

Keep both feet on the ground
now. There's a tendency to
confuse the imaginatively
creative with the offbeat and
impractical.

Ale Nashville Sound

Emerald Isle Music Comes
Xt"
From Basement In Nashville

PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Be prepared for surprises --especially in social circles.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Certain odd persons or bizarre
doings may raise your The banjos and guitars are
eyebrows. But you WILL be there, just as they are on a
hundred Nashville nightspot
amused.
YOU BORN TODAY are stages. But the sound is pure
endowed with a fine intellect, Emerald Isle, not Tennessee
creative ability, an outstanding Mountain.
The BrAdys, Eamonn, Peter,
intuition, fair-mindeelnes? and
unusual sympathy for the un- Margaret and Jimmy Moore,
derprivileged.
You
are sing not of Louisiana women
gregarious, too, but tend to be and Alabama jail& Theirs are
unyielding at times, thus the songs of bearding the Britalienating potential friends and ish lion, of fine Irish whisky
aides.
and of The Troubles."

Their Irish folk songs ire de- enjoyment," says Eamonn, 24.
livered in a peat smoke-thick "And it's still a lot of fun."
brogue, backed up by the lilt of
The Bradys are nearing the
Moore's tin whistle and Ea- end of their third U.S. tour but
monn and Peter on guitar, ban- they don't consider themselves
jo or mandolin. The com- professionals.
bination is enough to transport
"We all have other jobs back
TAURUS
a low-ceilinged basement bar home;" said Margaret, 26, a
7 CANIIMR
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
near Vanderbilt ,University secretary when she isn't singFollow-up on a unique idea (June 22 to July 23)
some 4,000 miles to Kilkenny, ing.- "All of us except Eacould be highly successful — if
Some challenges indicated in
Ireland, in the time it takes to monn," she added with 'a meanyou are aware that present your work area. To handle,
sing two choruses of "Johnson's ingful glance at her younger
AQUARIUS
conditions
are
Motorcar."
without study the psychological factors,
brother."
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
"We started out singing for
"Six years ago, there was if
ballad boom and groups sprang
VALUABLE KROGER COUPON
up all over Ireland," explained
1
Peter, a superb guitarist and
FOR DISHWASHING
ALL VEGETABLE
KROGER FROZEN FLORIDA
banjo picker whose piercing'
MIN
Win
eyes and beard add to his leprOEM
echaun appearance.
"We're about the only group
Ella
that's still together," he added.
4=1
I 3c
GEM
Eamonn, the tallest of the
MID
Bradys — and their on-stage
SEP
MEI
spokesman — spoke of the
al=
MOM
money involved.
dna
"None of us made any bread.
This isn't the kind of thing that
-',
Jur
you can make a lot of money
0
f A'
MIR
doing back home."
NATURAL
Their three U.S. tours, he
6-0Z.
-0
OR
=▪ MI
1 -0T
CANS
e
.l- Jf
said, have been quite profitable
SWEETENED
22-0Z.
6-0Z
for the group.
BTL.
BTL
WITH THIS COUPON AND 17 50 ADDITIONAL 4UR
MN
Min
The Bradys began their singCHASE EXCLUDING TOBACCO AND FRESH OR FROSEM
IMO
ZEN MILK PRODUCTS IN TENN I AND IN ADDITION
ing career as a family group.
TO ANY OTHER PURCHASE REQUIREMENTS GOOD
I=M
Their sister, Mary, sang with
THRU TOES
OCT
16 LINUT ONE SUBJECT TO
41=1
ii
iiiiiliii
Tirnimmimiiiiim
= them for almost five years.
"But she's gone and got herself married," Margaret said.
During their first tour,
thieves broke into a car in Chi-,
1.11111-1(rizier
cago and made off with theiz:.
EXTRA
guitars, banjos and mandolin. I
Mayor Richard Daly, a son ot
1 X TRA LOW DISCOUNT PRICES
TOP VALUE
3 WEEKLY SPECIALS
the Ould Sod himself and 4iT
Kroger maintains low litvels of latices on food,
Kroger's got 'am These special buys are made
STAMPS
you buy the most. DAY IN end DAY OUT
friend of the family to boot,.
possible by market condition end week to
2 X TRA BONUS BUYS
WITH THIS COUPON AND 57 SO PUP
came to their rescue. The
week basis
CHASE EXCLUDING TOR ACCO IAND
..
These
are
special
offers made potsible by
FRESH OR FROZEN MILK PRODUCTS
4 TOP VALUE STAMPS
group still uses the instruments
IN TENN I *NO IN ADDITION
TO ANY
manufacturer's allowances and special pur
OTHER PURCHASE REQUIREMENTS
the extra PLUS you get at Kroger, along
purchased by Hizonner.
GOOD TI1/51.1 TUES OCT If. LAN,
chases. look for the X in our ads alid in our
with all the above
The Bradys' stock-in-trade is
stones.
Irish folk music, often handed
down generation-to-generatioa,
and until recently, only rarely:
published.
.
KROGER
'Some of our songs go back'
,Itot WHITE OR COLORS
hundreds of years," Peter, a,
motor mechanic when not sing!.
FfRU OCT 1,,
IN, explained. "Some are
printed in books, but most ot
WITH A -3 00
them are just there, you,
r PCHASE
' know."
•COMPIFTFR
cayIIRr oy.THE wrEy
As can be expected, many of
the songs refer to the strife be'
- tween the Irish and the British
4-ROLI
— "The Troubles."
PACK
"But they relate to the problems of 1916 to 1920 — the old
the heroes of Ireland,".
GREEN LABEL
TEXIZE
Peter
Ic
Some,,such as "The Rising of
Karo Syrup
P11111
,Fluff Softener
GAL.
Klean '
the Moon," go back even farEA
n Shine
f",.EEN LABEL
RAIN BARREL
LIPTON NOOOtiti.WiThl
ther — to the Irishmen's first
VAL ilaPIF CRIIPON
i„ -Itaro Syrup
attempt
Fabric Softener..,,,-5
to push the British lion
1
43
Chiclien iiroth
2 I-12
—VI+RiE OR CO4-0-RS NORTHERN
III
JOHNSON
off their island in the late 1700s.
PRIM,
Many of their songs are hapNapkins
Saver
OT.
Steak Sauce
TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF A 48 CT PKG
-. py songs, songs that make light
10-02
KROGER ICE TEA BAGS
of the English.
PINEAPPLE GRAPEFRUIT
WITH LEMON
:
Such a song is "Johnson'S
GOOD THRU TUE% OCT It, LIMIT ONL
SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES
Motorcar," one of the Brady!'
,, ,
.••••
.•,,,,, ,,,,
favorities. Two lyrics tell of a
'
,•,,,,,
R
,,,,
shortage of transportation in
the old Irish Republican Army,
TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF ANY THREE
CANS
and of the plot by some in-6:02 PKGS
ventive lads to make a British
KROGER GELATIN
GOOC) THRLJ TOES . Oc) lit . LIMIT ONE
army doctor provide them with
SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES
LIQUID
a car. Dr. Johnson will get his
4-LBS.
LIPTON CHICKEN NOODLE ..,-,•:,•1.•Avi•-•.• •"1 • "' •"tv • •ik•-w,
car back, the song says, when
Woolite
1
75-0Z
Y0Y04
QT
,
\?Utter Green
PK G
Ireland has its freedom.
MEAT
e,Soup
LIQUID
PKG.
LIPTON BEEF FLAVOR
LIO
Then there is "The Streets of
TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF A 1 -LB PKG
1 6-0Z
Sani Flush
London," a haunting melody.
PINT
A Soup
PKG
COLONIAL VILLAGE CANDY
Air Wick
WY OFF
Not happy, but not sad, either,
LIPTON CHICKEN FLAVOR
GOOD THRU TUES OCT II, LIMIT ONE.
BUCK WHF A r
the song carries the message.
1 6-0Z
SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES
10-0/
S Oven Cleaner
6
,
8-0Z
?Cup A Soup
PKG.
that there is always someone
,,,
•• • • • "•" •
,•,,,,,•A•:,•••,•,'„
less well off than the listener.
).
EMBASSY APPLE OR
The Bradys have attracted
-considerable attention during
TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF A 2-LB CAN
their brief stay lh Nashville:
KROGER
VAC-PAC COFFEE.*
Their engaging personalities;
.G000 1/4151.1 T UE,
. 0(.1 li..,_40.447 ONE
SUBJEC T TO APPLIC ABLE ll_AXEs
their droll jokes and the happy2 LB 5
9
go-lucky way they go about
€
GAL
'
JAR
singing a song have kept Targ,
an Irish restaurant and pub,
' 15s OFF" LABEL
TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF A I LB PKG
Heinz
well-filled for the past six
TM••', V CEO 0. A •
PROMISE MARGARINE
weeks.
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Hamburger Magic

4

2Step

KROGER DRINK

PORK 'BE
KFii ANS

$1

5

'193
45`
77`

Sol

SSweet Pickles
KROGER KOSHER

AR
°Z
JI 6

Hamburger Slices ,,oz

73'
39c
35'

Orange
KROGER

Plus

Crowder
KROGER

ut 0
"
1

Peas

A

LEMON OR PINK MISSY

Detergent

%0T, $1

1.0.04 LOY1014 LWA101.1 SCrlY LEO CRYSTAL
Kroger Detergent

QT

49`

BISCUITS

4

3,...z89(
55
55`
4.1..c.<-g '1
3,0=ozio
PK GS

C

Apple Oder
BIRD S EYE

tr;

Baby Food

39€

Whole Okra
TREE TOP

41(
63(
511(

Cereal

0

WORTH 25C CASH

PEANUT BUTTER

Pancake
KROGER

PINT

9-0Z

33(

KROGER SLICED PROCESSED
12-0Z

American Cheese p,G
KROGER COLBY

OZ
PKG

Longhorn Cheese
KROGER MILD CHEDDAR

10-07
PKG

Longhorn Cheese
KROGER RAT TRAP

I O_Oz
STICK

Cheddar Cheese
KR,--)c,ER MILD

0-0Z
ChciLiur

Cheese
'

STICK

69(
73`
73`
71`
57`

WORTH 13 CASH

/4 ( ,/ 49c
E3TL

Syrup

99

0000 THWU lots OCT II. i IN111 ONE
SUBJECT TO APPLIt ABLE I AXES

c

Blackberry

Jelly

07

KROGER INSTANT NON FAT
MAKES
III OU.RT, PK U.
Milk

$209

Dry

P( ROG.- 11 BIllIE BULK OR HOMENTVIE

POTATOES
KROGER

DRIVE"DillifiGENT

69e

77`
37`
37`

2Cup

WORTH'lir CASH

89€

AVONDALE CRINKLE-CUT

LB
PKG

69C

$1

GRAPE JELLY

50-0Z.

KROGER

10'. DINNER PLATE

Northern Tissue

$135

49€

2Electra

SAVE 4 WAYS AT KROGER

896

26.T.
PKGS

RE
BLEACH

fORANGE JUICE
ljj

•

3

III

MEL 0-SOFT

TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF A 33-0Z BTL
DOWNY FABRIC SOFTENER
GOOD THRU Tots . OCT I1, LIMIT ONE
SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES

SANDWICH BREAD
24 07
LOAF"

35$

Tv., iN OR FLAKE BROWN n. SERVE
—Rolls
COUNTRY STYLE

PK GS
1307 89(
PK GS

Rolls
COUNTRY STYLE
Bread
WIENER

-- S i

2

TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF A 213-0Z. BTL
TOP JOB CLEANER
liGOOD THRU TLTES OCT lk LIMIT ONE
SUBJECT TO APPLICABLE TAXES

c

I ;I
'
WelikA“ .. . 'A' •-e,
"

I WtA.,""A.,...,w,

ANTUEEPTIC
$irs

LOA I
V-8
E589C

•

Rolls
poyAt_ VIKING
Gnnarnion

Twist

10-CT
PK G

39(
A el

PRIDE FOAM &
OTS

Bath Oil
-Wr\LSATE '

PKG

r") 7
Toothpaste

OCAF K( HOPPED MUSTARD TURNIP OR

GREENS WITH TURNIPS
$1
5

I

KROGER HOMESTYLE

MENTO SPREAD
07

494

emn

$

451

AR RID

SAND1114111 BUNS
394

DEODORANT
PEG OR
LIGHT
POWOL R

9 02
CAN

99e

The Bradys have also attracted the attention of Music Row
recording executives. After cutting a demonstration tape twc&
weeks ago, the group was invited to return to the Hounds
Ear studios last week where
they began working on an alburn of Irish folk songs,
The recording lirsions have
added about eight'hours to the
Bradys' workday, leaving them
little time to spare.
"We've really had no time to
get around to some of the
places where we could hear the
good country music or blue
grass," Eamonn said. "The
only night we've been off is
Sunday and everybody else is
not working then too."
But the Bradys, nevertheless,
at as if they were doing their
aririgs).6t for the *enter tun of
it.
"We'd all like to do this fulltime," Margaret said. "For a,
while — to really have a godd
bash at it I like it. but if I had
to make a full living .. I
liouldn't enjoy it so much "

77-Jr.,

•
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Competitive Sport -Workmen's Compensation A Big Financial Asset For Families
May Harm Kids
'------ByCHRIS CONKLING
NEW YORK (AP)- Severe
physical harm to preadolescent
children is inherent. in Little
League baseball; one medical
Expert warns.
•Dr. Joseph Torg, assistant
professor of orthopedics at the
Temple University School of
Medicine and chief of orthopedic surgery at St. Christopher's
Hospital-for - Children, Viriledelphia, has found. that Little
league pitchers, involved in
the competitive and highly
structured sport of organized
baseball, are more prone to
serious shoulder and elbow injuries than kids who play the
game for fun.
The major physical damage.
according to Torg, is that,
while the mechanics.of pitching
are similar for children and
adults, preadolescent players
can easily injure certain Nine,
growth elements which are no
longer present in adults. There
may be a high incidence of
shoulder problems and a condition known as -Little League
elbow," a group of five disorders affecting the growth elements in the pitching elbow.
"Most cases respond to rest
and abstinence from pitching,"
Torg says. "However, in severe
cases, healing may take up to a
year or 18 months. Also, a fragment of bone may become detatched, float free in the elbow
joint, interfere with joint mechanics and cause life-long
arthritic changes."
Torg maintains that intense
cOmpetition promotes these disorders.
"Children have been playing
baseball for 90 years," Torg

Hospital Report
October 5, 1973
ADULTS 106
NURSERY 4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Ward f Janey
Brown), Mohawk Dr., Princeton.
DISMLSSAIS
Master Michael Arthur
Gunson, 1513
Kirkwood,
Murray, Mrs. Edna Katherine
Cunningham, Route 3, Murray,
Master William Payne Folwell,
Jr., Route 3, Murray, Mrs.
Evell Colley, Route 1, Hazel,
Willie Allen Harris, Route 3,
Murray, Mrs. Laurene EIkins,
Route 5, Murray, Mrs. Lillian
Ilene Evans, 202 S. 11th,
Murray, Nathan Euphrey
Cohoon, Route 6, Murray, Ray
- *Ryden lexpired Route 7,
array.
October A, 1173
ADULTS..911
NURSERY..
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Glenda Ruth Armstrong
and Baby Girl, Route 7,
Murray, Mrs. Rita Ann Evans
and Baby Boy, Mute 2, Hazel.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Jewel Hazel Outland,
Route 8, Murray, Glenn Cunningham, Route 5, Murray,
Master Charles David Borders,
Route 2, Murray, Master
Michael Dan Garland, 1622
College Farm Rd., Murray,
Ralph Miller Crouch, Route 1,
Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth Hall
Marshall, Box 146, Hazel, Miss
Wm Ranee Campbell, Route 5,
Fulton, Mrs. Rita Gail Kirnbro
and Baby Girl, Route 5,
Murray, Mrs.' -Anita Rea
Mohler, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Eunice Cara Brake, Route 5,
Murray, Arron Bee Tabers,
Route 2, Murray, Mrs. Nina
Jean English, Route 8, Benton,
Ws. Maude Forrest Nance,
Iner Concord, George Louis
Gellman, Jr., 1504 Belmont,
Murray, Mrs. Beatrice Edna
Phillips, Route 3, Murray,
William Clint Lancaster, Route
7, Murray.
October 7, 1973
ADULTS. 11S
•
NURSERY..
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
. Baby
Girl
Davenport
(Georgia Nell, mother ), Route
4; Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Rebecca Carol Francis
slid Baby Girl, Route 3, Cadiz,
Mrs. F. Charlene Morgan,
Route 3, Box 161, Murray, Mrs.
Noble Wayne Puckett, Hardin,
Mrs. Ina Macel Lovett, Route 1,
Hardin, Albert Wilson Parker,
991 Poplar St., Murray, Mrs.
Blue CarWe Lovett (Expired),
Route 1, Hardin.

INVENTIVE PAINTER
Gaffe Rand,:an American
'.portrait painter,'Itii,anted the
.collaosibk metal tube os
-Convenience package to contain his left-ever paints, according to the petal Tube
Packaging Council, - CNS

What are your family's family economists say, you are
financial assets? Most people supposed to have savings of
don't know about or forget what about half you annual salary.
may be their biggest dollar For the average family, that
asset, according to the In- would be about $5,000.
- . ------- -durance Information Institute.
Then you would mention We
How would you answer?
Obviously, you'd mention insurance. You may have an
your savings. Realistically, individual life insurance policy,

Loan Applications
Deadline October 15

you might also have group life
coverage where you work_ You
probably have auto and home
insurance, and hospital and
medical coverage.

Do you own your own home or
in equity in it? You'd put that
high WI the list, along with any
investments in stocks or
property.
What else do you have? What
about that other very important
financial asset, the workmen's
compensation
incurance
coverage where you work?
You boss pays for it, but cit
could mean thousands, hundreds of thousands or as much
as a million dollars to you. It is
one of your most important
assets.
Do you know what workmen's
compensation does for you? It
varies, state by state, but,
essentially, it provides financial
protection for you and your
family if you are injured or
killed on the job.
It could mean as much as a

Murray State .University Deferments on
repayments
students who will be seeking are granted if the borrower
-financial assistance for the returns to a school of nursing or
spring semester through the enters the military service.
National Direct Student Loan or
Students needing more inNursing
Student
Loan formation or an
application for
programs must submit apeither type loan may contact:
plications by Oct. 15.
Student Financial Aid Office,
Johnny McDougal, director of
DR. JOSEPH TORG
student, financial aid, em- Administration Building,
Murray State University,
phasized
that students who have
says. "It was not until the adMurray, Ky., 42071, telephone
been
authorized loans for the
of Little League baseball
762-25461.
- organized by adults - that 1973-74 academic year do not
certain abnormalities in the need to apply again for the
•
shoulders of preadolescents first spring because their initial
developed.
award covers the entire year.
"In Little League baseball,
However, students whose
there's repetitious and demandALBUQUERQUE,N.M.(AP) taking it pretty good. I'm glad.
covered the fall semester
loans
ing practice, unwarranted pres- Gentlemen! Start your mod- They give me my share of
only
must
again
apply
through
sures to win - from coaches,
el railroad engines. Dream
work," says-- Christene Gonfrom parents and from team- his office for the spring, along about sitting in the cabs of zales, 20, who is a hostler in the
mates - and the tendency to with students applying for the powerful locomotives, pushing roundhouse yard and on her
treat physically and emotion- first, time. Applicants must be and pulling multiton cars sur- way to earning an engineer's
ally immature youngsters as enrolledfor at least one-half the rounded by the magic noises.
cap within the year.
adults.
normal lickdemic credit load to
Then eat your hearts out.
She's to be in the yards for
"In such an atmosphere the be eligible toveither type loan.
There's a wisp of a woman - another five months, after
preadolescent pitcher too often
The National Direct Student a girl really - in the Santa Fe which she will go through sevbecomes a damaged pawn."
Loan
Program provides the Railway yards in Albuquerque eral weeks of simulator trainTo eliminate the possibility of
ing school before receiving enlargest
source of loan funds who's doing it for real. She's
shoulder injuries, Torg suggests
gineer assignments.
cab,
in
alone
the
her
hands
on
the elimination of adults from administered by the uni
Will she make it?
.the throttle of a 20-ton switch
supervisory
roles, thereby Applicants at either the --Lengine, doing what yard hos-'I expect to be an engineer
eliminating the pressure, of graduate or undergraduate tiers do with switch engines. before too long," Ctiristene
competition from recreation.
level must establish a need for The pretty, dark-haired hos- Says.
"What we need today is a financial
assistance as tler's face shows a wide smile
She already appears to be at
little more cooperation and a determined
by
federal when she talks about her place home in the cab of the switch
little less competition." Torg guidelines and must
engines, shifting her 130 pounds
show in a tough man's world.
insists. "It doesn't have to be evidence
• - I like it and they seem to be on a 5 foot 7, 36-27-36 frame,
of academic promise.
an all-or-none phenomenon. It's
To be repaid over a 10-year
very possible to cut out intense
competition where you have period, the loans can be fully or
adult pressure in events such partially canceled for fulltime teachers in special
as Little League."
To test how competition education or in a designated
might affect young players, poverty area. Teachers in these
Torg and two colleagues con- situations can have the full
trasted the effects of pitching amount of the loan canceled by
on the arms of Little Leaguers teaching five yearswith those of participants in the
Deferment! _ on lepsyments
..•••••
Lighthouse Boys' Club baseball are also
given to students
program. The club is a PhilaUSE OTASCO CREDIT
delphia-based organization continuing their education or
whose purpose is to provide ac- who become involved in
OR PUT IT IN LAYAWAY!
tivities foci inner-city youths, 1111-litarY,Pe4iCe P411_9.r_usie
encouraging participation and -service.
Nursing Loan applicants, who
recreation rather than competition.
must also establish, a need for
.The Lighthouse boys, like the financial assistance as deterLittle Leaguers, were allowed mined by federal guidelines and
to pitch a full seven innings. be enrolled in the nursing
The prime difference was that, curriculum on the campus,
whereas the Little Leaguers repay their loans on a 10-year
must compete to make the schedule.
team and to play cacti game,
Up to 85 percent of their loans
the Lighthouse members were
automatically assigned- to a may be canceled if the borrower
team and were required to play is employed full-time as a
a minimum of 3L2 innings per professional nurse in a public or
other non-profit private agency,
game.
"Roentgenographic exani- institution or organization.
inations of the shoulders and elbows were carried out in 44 of
the 49 Club team pitchers,"
Torg reports. "There were no
abnormalities in any of the
shoulders," and °My two instances of elbow damage.

These limits are generally to
million dollars for some injured
workers in some states_ This low, according to the National
would be for a very serious Commission on State Workinjury such as lifetime care for men's Compensation Laws, but
a quadriplegic.
many of the state legislatures
are gradually boosting these
Method of Operation
amounts.
How does workmen's compensation operate? First, it is
Still, your workmen's comhospital and medical insurance.
pensation coverage provides a
In 41 states, there are no limits
basic, tax-free, weekly wage in
on the amount. No deductibles,
all states. In 1972, workers
no contributions from the inthroughout
country
the
jured employe; you get hospital
collected about two billion
and medical care for as long as
dollars just in workmen's
you need it - for life, if
compensation wage benefits!
necessary.
Goal of Rehabilitation
Second, if your are killed on
Fourth, workmen's comthe job, it provides a death
pensation is designed to help
benefit to your survivors. This,
injured people get well and back
too, varies by state, and most of
on the job. Rehabilitation of
the states are gradually upping
injured employes is a primary
the amounts.
goal of the state workmen's
Third, what do you do for a compensation administrators
paycheck if you are injured and and the insurance companies
can't
work?
Workmen's providing the coverage.
compensation provides a wage
Many new and imaginative
benefit. The weekly benefit is methods are now being emusually a percentage of your ployed, and an important value
weekly wage, subject to a limit. of a modern state-regulated

system, the National Commission said, is that it is closer
to the injured people and can be
more responsive to their needs.
Almost all the state workman's compensation systems
need some improvement, according to the National Commission. Legislators, employers,labor and the insurance
industry are working to
modernize the various state
systems, the I.I.I. says.
Some favor switching to a
federal system, but the National
Commission urged that the
states begiven a chance to
upgrade to meet new needs so
that the special values of a good
state system, close to the
people, would not be lost.

Fifth, if you contract any
occupational disease in 43 of the
states, you will receive workmen's compensation benefits,
although the benefits vary
widely among the states. In the
other seven states there is
limited occupational disease
coverage.

•

he Trains to Earn Engineer s Cap
into the driver's seat as easily
as the women in the Sante Fe
business offices find their
places at their desks. Her long
hair is tied in a knot for safety
purposes. She works in blue
Jeans.
The men in the yard smile
and wave friendly greetings
when they notice the attention
"Chris" gets from outsiders.
She was carefully'
screened," a Santa Fe spokesman said. "She's the first woman engineer trainee in the Santa Fe System. I've been told
there's a woman running an
electroliner or something back
East but I don't know of any
others."

Review of Book
At Calloway
Library Given

months ago."
Her railroading family includes her brother. Frank A.
Gonzales, of El Paso, Tex., who
is a conductor on the Southern
Pacific run between El Paso
and Lordsburg. Her mother,
Betty Jo, is secretary to Santa
Fe trainmaster William Orr in
El Paso. Her mother's father
was a conductor on the Southern Pacific until he retired a
couple of years ago. Her father's mother was one of the
Santa Fe's famed Harvey Girls.
Her father's father was a
pullrnan conductor, and -ar
uncle is a conductor on the Santa Fe run between Belen and
Winslow, Ariz.

Clear plastic Ready to install. 3-h x 6-ft.
Complete with nails and stripping. *154
Storm Deer Kit.

e 684

DOUBLE BED SIZE
Single Control

Twin

Kim Trevathan
Reviews Book
About Tennis

i Editor's Note: The following
review was written by K.lin
Trrvathaa, a student at Murray
High School, ea owe of the books
• available
at the Calloway
County Public Library.)
MATCH POINT
written by Marty Riessen
and Richard Evans
The following is a review of
This is a tennis book which
the book, "So Far From
Heaven," by Richard Bradford tells the, wheeling and dealing
and published by Philadelphia, at big-tune tennis including
Lippincott, 1973. $6.95, that is ifrider-the-table payment to
available at the Calloway amateurs. Riessen tells of his
climb
County Public Library. The hard-fought
to
review by Margaret Trevathan, professional supremacy in-tennis. Here he tells of his
librarian, is as follows:
The bestselling author of career from the exhibition
"Red Sky at Morning" has matches in horrible conditions
written a new novel about Texas in such plush surroundings as
tycoons, revolutionaries and Wirnbleton and Forest Hills. He
love. Most of the story takes tells how he steadily ascended
place in New Mexico with a the tennis ladder to the number
three singles player in America
little bit of Texas thrown in.
Bradford, with gentle irony, and perhaps part of the best
introduces us to an oddball double team in the world with
Chicano family with a flair for player Tom Okker. He tells of
misadventure. We meet up his younger days when he
with the Tafoya Clan through practiced constantly in the two
David Reed, a young Texan sports he loved, basketball and
fleeting from Texas tycoon C.C. tennis. (Incidentally, Riessen
Cotton. There is Cruz, father, went on to start on Norphysician and philosopher, who thwestern University basketruns the family's huge ranch at ball team,)
Riessen describes vividly his
a profit in spite of his oddball
ideals : Lupe, his beautiful but matches with such pros as
Rosewall
and
kinky daughter; Luis, the son; Laver,
and several relatives including Newcombe. This book is
Manuel, Governor of New spectacularly illustrated with
fifty action packed photos.
Mexico.
Riessen gives his personal
There is a never ending opinion on all of the "World
struggle to claim federal land Championship of Tennis"
for the Chicano's own use and players.
the revolutionaries perform
The book has two chapters of
some rather disturbing acts.
instructional reading on doubles
David, in his struggle to and mixed doubles. Riessen
regain his dignity, becomes also offers another chapter of
involved with the Tafoya family instruction based on his match
and especially witnIceiely Lepe, with Andres &metro.
was reminded of the best of
A well written book as
John Steinbeck's stories when I Riessen was assisted by
read this thoroughly enjoyable Richard Evans,a feature writer
navel.'
for several sports magazines.

Women's lib had little to do
with her decision, Chris says,
although the challenge of becoming a woman railroad engineer was part of the motivations.
"I decided I wanted a railroad job. I didn't think I could
be a brakeman, so. An engineer's pay is very good and it's
better than sitting behind a
desk.
"If I thought I could have
stayed in school, I had thoughts
about becoming a veterinarian.
I come from a railroad family
and I always thought about
railroading but I never really
dreamed about becoming an
engineer until a couple of

Bed

Size

301) , 2 s Sell
adhering Plost,c
coated ec ,ree

Double Bed Size
Dual Controls

A SPECIAL PURCHASE makes THIS LOW
PRICE POSSIBLE! Assorted colors in foc
tory reruns. Here is extra warmth fo!
• the winter
NOW AT THIS SENSA
TIONAL LOW PRICE!

FELT WEATHERSTRIP

Water repellent heavy
canvas Fits units from
16" to 20" high, 10" to
27" deep *QS

PIPE INSULATION

LAWN - LEAF
For doors & windows
Seals out winter wind

Fiberglas with wroi
ping tape .40' 7.41

Sale Price

if4FRAN'
F9t74 77$,
a.

DUCT TAPE

PKG. OF 10

Long
Handle

30 ft x 2" Self odher
ing Plastic coated
eo if/•

DUCT TAPE. 150-ft x 2-in. *)i3

3.07

Complete
Counter

No
lay-Aways
Please

No
Lay-Aways
Please

TOYS '2 Price.-.OTASCO

Prices Good Thru Saturday Only I II
753-5391

Bel-Air Shopping Center
THESE PRICES GOOD AT AU OTASCO STORES

5-6/21-A

Mon-Sat.
9-8

OTAStO
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September Z$, 1973
ADULTS..013
NURSERY ..4
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Anita Jean Thomas, 506
Richardson Dr., Murray,
Herman Michael, Route 1, New
Concord, Miss Karla Ann
Allbritten, Route 4, Box 585,
Murray, Mrs. Merta Clarice
Pigg, Box 36, Farmington, Mrs.
Essie Elizabeth Morris, Route
6, Murray, John L. Williams,
1714 Keenland, Murray, Mrs.
Erma Lee Wilson, 235 Riviera
Cts., Murray, Mrs. Marilyn
Jayne Faith, Route 8, Box 300,
Benton, Mrs. Martha Faye
Parker, Route 4, Murray, Mrs.
Katherine Bonner, Route 5,
Murray„ Mrs.. Norma Cathey
Allen and Baby Girl, 809 North
19th St., Murray, Mrs. Rutty
Irene Culver, Route 1, Box 3,
Dexter, Mrs. Lorena Parks,
Route 1, Murray, Mrs. Era
Fanner,509 Elm, Murray, Mrs.
Mavis Merion Elkins, Route 4,
Murray, Mrs. Grade Smith,
Route 1, Kirksey.

You and Your Pot

By Raymond Maw, D.V.M.
At one time distemper was,
next to rabies, the most feared
of all dog illnesses.
But with improvements in
veterinary medicine, distemper
can now be prevented in most
cases through antiserum or
globulin, inoculation, and
revaccination.
Distemper is a virus infection
that attacks the dog's tissues,
particularly through
his
mucous membranes. The virus
is spread easily to nonvaccinated dogs, and your dog
can be exposed to it more easily
than you may suspect.
The virus of canine distemper
is present in all dog populations
and, unless your pet is reared in
complete isolation, he may be
exposed to it early in life,
possibly through contact with
the urine or feces of a dog
suffering from distemper
The disease is also spread by
means of contaminated objects,
such as infected utensils,
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"THE WORLD'S LARGEST. TACKLE BOX" will be
on display at all three of Kentucky's Fall Fishing
Unlimited weekends beginning Oct. 26-28 at Barren
River Lake State Resort Park. The truck, complete
with handle on the roof, contains various types of
fishing equipment from lures to rod and reel, and BB
guns, shot, and a mobile shooting target. A two-hour
"Shooting for Fyn" contest will be held for
sportsmen attending the Fishing Unlimited weekends.
The second Fall Fishing Unlimited weekend will be
Nov. 2-4 at Lake Cumberland State Resort Park and
the last-40,this season wit be held at Kentucky Dam
Village State Resort Park, Nov. 9-11. Reservations
should be made in advance.

'74 Bicentennial
Story Available
In Audio-Slides
The story of Kentucky's '74
Bicentennial program is now
available to groups and
organizations, through a 25minute audio-elide presentation
adapted from July's Bicentennial Kick-off held in Frankfort, Kentucky.
Kentucky Pioneers-New
Frontiers, the '74 Bicentennial
theme comes to life in the slide
presentation as the Bicentennial programs—(Kentucky
Open Door '74, Kentucky-Doing
More in '74, and Kentucky
Offering More in '74), are
carefully
explained and
paralleled with the '76 National
American Revolution Bicentennial programs, Festival
USA, Horizon '76, and Heritage
'76.
The audio portion of the slide
presentation describes plans
for projects aimed at "turning
the world on to "Kentucky and
Kentuckians thru Bicentennial
'74 festivities.
Contact Mrs. Millie Dickinson
in Eastern Kentucky, 606-6794361; Mrs. Mary Nell Smith in
Western Kentucky, 502-7454671,
or in Central Kentucky contact
Mrs. Ann Brooks, 502-564-4524.
In the Louisville area contact
Mrs. Mary Loa Maddox, 502
582-2421, for more information
or reservations for the slide
presentation to be made to your
group or organization.
HE'S A BLOOD
RELATIVE TO MANY
NEW YORK (AP) -- His 66th
birthday has ended Alfred
Ross's career as America's
best known blood donor, but he
visits Memorial Hospital here
more often than before. He is
now a blue-jacketed "Blue
Boy" volunteer cheering up
kids on the pediatric floor of
the hospital's Ewing Pavilion.
"We play games, I read to
them and wheel them about,"
Ross says. His wife, Mary, is
also a volunteer worker in the
hospital's thrift department.
Ross has a commendation
from President Nixon and a
plaque from the American Associatioq, of Blood Banks hailing hint (or donating _135 pints
-- nearly 17 jtationa--- of Wood
inihso4.ever &everting a. penny
for it.
.He is a professional drummer
who has traveled throughout
the county and also in Canada
and Mexico with the road companies of hit Broadway musicals.

brushes and clothing.
Canine distemper begins with
a high temperature which
hangs on for one to three days.
Other signs include a dry cough,
discharges from the nose and
eyes, and diarrhea, with
resulting dehydration and loss
of weight. The dog may also

become very depressed.
If your dog displays these
signs, contact your veterinarian
immediately.
The course of the disease may
be short as ten days, but it often
is prolonged for several weeks
or months with intervening
periods of apparent improvement followed by return
by the clinical signs.
The proper age for vaccinations varies with the individual animal and the type of
serum or vaccine used. The
final decision should be left to
your veterinarian.
Some vaccines are only for
distemper, while others provide
protection against distemper,
Bardstown, an early cultural infectious hepatitis and lepcenter not only of Kentucky but tospirosis in one shot. Lepof the entire western territory, tospirosis is a disease of the
will open the 1973 Bardstown liver and kidney.
Festival of the Arta on SaturA new vaccine that combines
day, October 13, and will continue through Sunday, October
14.

Bardstown
Opens Art
Festival

Bright, canopied booths on
the lawn of Spalding Hall, which
once housed a famous Southern
college, will display the works
of Kentucky artists and artisans, ranging from mountain
crafts to watercolors to
metalwork. Out-of-state artists
will show batiks, etchings,stone
sculpture, pottery and textiles.
"The focus will be on
professional artists with
featured demonstrations in
.etching, Raku pottery and
sculpturing," according to
Jeannette Cantrell, Bardstown,
chairman of the festival.
The Stephen Foster Drama
Association and Bardstown
firms have donated around
$3,000 in purchase award money
for the artists' works, which will
be exhibited in Spalding Hall on
permanent loan. Proceeds from
the festival will be used in the
further restoration of Spalding
Hall, which now contains a
historical museum of Bardstown and Nelson County lore, a
pottery and a restaurant.
Hours for the festival are 10
a.m. to 9 p.m. on Saturday, and
10 a.m. to 6 p.m., Sunday.
Admission is $1.50 for adults, 75
cents for students; children
under six are free.

'Loner role'
betrays Nixon
By JOHN PINKERMAN
Editor, Copley News Service
It is the desire of most
Americans. all those except
the professional ''Nixon
haters," to trust their president However, when 71Aper
cent of those polled say Mr.
Nixon long ago had some
knowledge of Watergate, he is
in rather serious trouble.
Sen. Barry Goldwater, in a
recent television interview,
may have put his finger on
why the President is in trouble. "He's a loner," were substantially Goldwater's words,
"and this causes him difficulties."
This urge not to communicate with the public, except at
his own narrow terms, is not
new with Mr. Nixon — and it
caused him deep trouble once
before. It was in 1960 when he
was waging his whirlwind,
though unsuccessful, campaign for president.
He was uncomfortable with
the campaign press entourage
and in the last two weeks of
the drive for votes he cut himself off from newsmen, even
from several of his most
trusted advisers.
This isolation cost him
deeply at a time when he
could have taken a dramatic
step to salvage some of the
generally "Kennedy" Negro
vote. It was the occasion when
the late Martin Luther King
was thrown in jail in the
South, soon to be freed on the
plea of John F. Kennedy.
Asked later why Mr. Nixon
hadn't beaten the Kennedy
campaign to the draw on thismatter, one of his top aides
said, "We tried to get him to
act, but we really couldn't get
to him."
It is a different kind of isolation that Mr. Nixon has chosen for himself. in events before, during and following the
Watergate burglary and cover-up — and all this presumes
that he had no knowledge of
any of the shenanigans until
the March 21, 1973, date he
has mentioned, that knowledge subsequently announced
Pwhiinr,nAnrdi

Kbliatratii,

a human measles vaccine and a
distemper vaccine has
introduced to the vetarbory
profession. This vacdas, which
protects against distemper
only, is designed for use in
young puppies--six to 12 weeks
of age.
It is important to remember
that every animal is different
and no two dogs develop the
same degree of active immunity following vaccination
No one can be sure that a
vaccine, whether for animal or
human use, will be 100 per cent
effective. However, vaccines
are effective in most cases.
Likewise, a vaccine will seldom
confer lifelong immunity.
That's why booster shots are
recommended at prescribed
intervals. The intervals for
these shots are best determined
by your veterinarian.

FRANKFORT, Ky.--Sdiool states such as Missisaippi aid
superintendents met with Alabama
which
are
representatives from the economically similar to KenKentucky Department of tucky but which have, he said,
better educational programs.
Education and the Arts
Naccepted, the legislation
at the Capital.lums to
shift the current method
proposed loutektioe caocatekg
a rettrallaillin of the preeed of funds distribution from
doom unit allot:stk. to
pub* ellecellatal preieleh
mil units.
A team of federal einedINIII -...
• -has estimated that the
Jams Melton,tistant
program's additional cast tegareleur of the Bureau • of
would be about alai din Adlielibleatime and Finance,
annually.
gentiomml the misting formula
Elaborating -on the IMP as a aellehle twee for funds,
member National Education Myl**,saws ilagram would
Foundation Program study, provide many based on the
Samuel Alexander, deputy needs of the papa and also allow
superintendent of public in- morelocal
helm in developing
struction, asked why Kentucky
programa, MK he Idiom •
students can't merit an results; isa
eragedint of
educational effort equal to the the ached street:le so that an
national average.
undarsbendlog can be gained of
Alexander cited initances of how to derive additional
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Mr.

:This isolation concerns, *N>W0Itt'S personal attorney,
complete and perhaps naive
has told with remorse his distrust in all those about him,
tasteful role in passing $100
Including the most trusted
bills by the bushels to the burservants who had been part of
glars. John Dean, with unsuphis political life for a long
ported testimony, has intime. Or,It is an isolation born
volved Haldeman, even the
of preoccupation with Leonid
Presidoit.

hdiefits from each dollar. .
The superintendents were
told that any increase its
teachers' salaries would vary
with the school district.
When questioned about the
source of the $120 million
needed for the new program,
Melton commented that would.
be left to -the wisdom of the
General Assembly and the
wisdom of the people of the
state."
The group will soon mail
literature expietuning the
proposed legislation to civic
clubs, labor groups, the news
media and other
major
organizations.
Clubs will be requested to
arrange speakers acquainted
with the educational program.
Melton suggested that the
superintendents themselves
might serve as speakers
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Brezhnev, Chou En-lai, the
North Vietnam Reds and others in the realm of foreign affairs that he prefers to the
day-by-day operations that
keep American domestic life
moving forward.
Whichever the case, this
role as a loner (no real public
communications except on his
own TV or printed statement
terms; no healthy give-andtake press conference since
last March) has once again
betrayed him.
It permitted such unauthorized (we assume) and reckless Watergate statements as
these
Ronald Ziegler, press chief,
Oct. 16, 1972 — "I will not dignify with comment stories
based on hearsay, character
asaassmation, innuendo, guilt
by association."
. H.R. Haldeman, chief of
staff, Oct. 25, 1972 — "Shabby
journalism (exposures of
White House payoff roles in
the scandal) ... a blatant effort at character assassination.
There was no secret
fund."
Ziegler again, on March 30,
1973 ( after the March 21 date
when Mr. Saxon said he
learned of White House involvement) — "As we have
said before, nobody in the
White House had an Involvement or prior knowledge of
that event."
Caught flat-footed in statements that proved to be untruthful, Ziegler then dismissed this transgression
merely by calling his previous
rats of outrage as "inoperative."
Subsequently he apologized
to the two Washington Post
reporters whose digging just
barely prevented the whole
sordid mess from being swept
under a White House rug.
It is difficult to determine
from the Senate hearings
which former or present
White House top aide is lying
and which one is telling the
truth. Mr. Nixon's ex-domestic affairs chief John Ehrlichman seems linked closely to
some of the unsavory events..
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Dixie Fresh
Grade A Medium

Treasure Chest

EGGS
2

-Pikes
Good
Oct. 10Oct. 16

Doz.

$300"

Mem

Last Week's Winner

Limit 2 dozen with 7.50 additional purchase,
excluding tobacco and dairy products.

BEL-AM SHOPPING CENTER

dom

This
Week
Win

Barbara Evans, Rt. 6, card not punched.

We Reserve The Right To Limit
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Instant

3-oz. Jar
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(With Coupon Below)
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Coupon No. 010.3
Limit 1 Per Family
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Limit 1 Per Family
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Limit 1 Per Family

Folger's

Charm in

Gala

Betty Crocker
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-,

TOWELS

FROSTING
MIX
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1-1b. can
89C
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Good Only at Storey's

4 Roll Pkg.

- -

3/929
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Good Only at Storey's

Single Roll
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